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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
~. The Problem 
The prob~em o£ this dissertation is psycho~ogica.J. 
and aocio~ogical description and analysis of the appeals 
and activities of the John Birch Society aa a movement of 
sociu protest of the radical right. 
2. The John Birch Society 
The John Birch Society is one of the major groups 
described in current journalistic treatments as radical 
right or as right-wing extremist. The Society came to 
pub~ic prominence in the spring of ~96~ as awareness of its 
£air~y widespread organizational accomp~isaments and o£ the 
more extr.me opinions of its founder, Robert Welch, were 
brought to public attention by the press. 
To begin our description and analysis of the Society 
we will start with its setting within the American scene. 
i. Setting 
There have been several. times of crisis in our 
national history. These crises have often invo~ved the 
country in extensive a~teration and realignment of its 
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social, economic, and political institutional structures and 
in prior, concurrent, or subsequent alteration of values 
and belie£s. In the midst of such changes and in their 
wake there have often arisen protests £rom those seeking or 
dispossessed o£ positions of in£luence or o£ cherished 
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values or belie£s. When such protests urge a £urther change 
ot institutional structures, values, and beliefs in conformity 
with idealized models tor the near or distant future, they 
may be characterized as liberal or as utopian left. When 
such protests urge a return to idealized institutional 
structures, values, and be1iefs ot the immediate or distant 
past, they may be characterized as conservative or radical 
right. Since the Birch Society represents a protest of 
those dispossessed ot positions ot influence or of cherished 
beliefs and values of the distant as well as the immediate 
past, it is herein characterized as a movement ot social 
protest of the radical right. 
The United States is now engaged in such a time ot 
crisis, both internationally and domestically. Internationally, 
we and our allies are engaged in a cold war which could 
erupt into a nuclear war against the third ot the nations 
which belong in the Communist camp. The United States is, 
as wel1, still searching tor more stable relationships with 
the third of the nations which comprise the neutralist bloc. 
These neutralist nations are in the ter.ment of a revolution 
ot rising expectations and have exhibited both a refusal to 
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take the side ot: either the Western or the Communist nations 
in, what is for thsm, a t:ruitless conflict, as well as a 
willingness to court both sides in order to gain military, 
economic, and technical assistance toward the meeting ot: 
their own problems. Within an international situation 
characterized by the existence of numerous nations in a 
position to defend and pursue their own interests, it is not 
reasonabl.e to expect that the foreign policies of any one 
nation wil.l produce uninterrupted enhancement of its own 
national power and prestige. But it is precisely just such 
uninterrupted enhancement of national power and prestige 
that members of the Birch Society expect and demand. This 
is not to dispute the fact that there are many arguments to 
be raised in the course of the creation and the pursuit of 
a bi-partisan foreign policy as well as valid ~ post facto 
criticisms to be made. But the expectation of uninterrupted 
successes through even the most rational of national foreign 
policies is not, within the current international context, 
realistic. Nevertheless, Birch Society leaders and members, 
as well as ultra-conservatives to their left and hysterical 
rightists to their right, demand such successes and contend 
that international reversals of the u.s. are attributable to 
the conscious or unconscious collaboration by our national 
leaders with Communists. 
Domestically, the major issues have to do with 
economics and government. The health ot: our economy is 
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hotly debated and "remedies," many o£ them mutually exclusive, 
are proposed £ram many sides. The Birch Society is in league 
with those who uphold the "completely" free market w1. th no 
governmental "Intervention" between labor and management in 
their increasingly automated tasks of production and distri-
bution. The Birch Society would likewise stand with those 
in favor o£ the abolition of the graduated income tax and in 
favor of drastic curtailment of governmental budget. 
The cold war, potential nuclear war, and our 
tremendously complex economic situation make all thoughtful 
citizens acutely aware of how little leverage a citizen has 
upon governmental decisions in these areas which affect htm 
so deeply. This sense of alienation from the decisions of 
government is met by the Birch Society with the proposal that 
government simply be sharply cut down in size. Birch Society 
members interviewed tend to regard governmental, economic, 
educational, religious, and mass media spokesmen, who propose 
differing analyses of the international and domestic problems 
of the United States and Who go on to propose solutions 
differing from those of the Birch Society, as conscious or 
unconscious agents of an international Ooromunist conspiracy. 
ii. History 
The Birch Society, which seems an almost natural 
outgrowth of this setting, was founded in 1958. Robert Welch, 
the leader of the Society, invited a group of men, most of 
whom were o1der businessmen, to Indianapo1is ~or December 
eighth and ninth o~ that year to consider the economic and 
po1itica1 directions We1ch ~elt the country was taking. Some 
o~ these men had had prior introduction to the ~airly 
standard American right-wing viewa o~ We1ch through their 
reading o~ The Politician, the controversial "private 1etter'' 
which Welch maintains haa no connection with the Society. 
And the Blue Book consists o~ a transcript o~ Welch's two-
day presentation to these men at the actual ~ounding of the 
Birch Society. These men agreed that the proposed John Birch 
Society, under the 1eaderahip of Robert We1ch,jmight be an 
organization capable o~ ha1ting and reversing what ~hey 
believed to be disastrous and Communistically manipu1ated 
economic and po1itica1 trends. 
The work of organizing the Society along the 11nes 
out1ined by Walch moved at a fairly rapid rate. Within a 
1itt1e over two years there were 1ocai chapters of from ten 
to twenty members in each of thirty-five states with members 
of the "home chaptern in all f'if'ty states. About this time 
the Birch Society began to receive, and has continued to 
receive, f'airly extensive press coverage, so that many of' ita 
belief's and most of its activities have become matters of 
pub1ic record. 
iii. Organization and membership 
The organization of' the Society is hierarchica1 with 
Welch as its undisputed 1eader. The "Council" of' the Society 
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exists only to lend prestige, otter advice, and to select Welch's 
eventual successor. There is an office start ot about forty-
five at the home office in Belmont, Massachusetts. Additional 
staff includes about thirty paid, and one hundred volunteer, 
"coordinators" who organize and supervise local chapters. 
The most important Grganizational publication of the Birch 
Society is the Bulletin which is sent directly to chapter 
members each month to provide them with Welch's interpretation 
ot national and world issues and events as well as with 
suggested individual and group agenda. 
The membership attracted by Welch and his organization 
is not accurately characterized as coming from any one age, 
rsligious, or socio-economic grouping. Members seem to join 
the Society primarily because of their acceptance of its 
ideology and secondarily because of the presence ot peer and 
reference groups within the local membership of the Society. 
iv. Ideology and activity 
Activities of members of the Birch Society are 
motivated by the ideological conviction that most of the 
leaders of our major economic, religious, and political 
institutions are willing or unwitting Communist agents. The 
activities of Birch Society mambers are largely directed by 
Welch through the monthly Bulletin. These activities aim to 
expose, dramatize, and if possible thwart, what are believed 
to be instances of Communist subversion within these major 
institutions, both locally and nationally. Such national 
1 
activities have included wide sponsorship of the movie 
Operation Abolition, support of secessionist Katanga through 
letters and newspaper ads, an attack upon Senator Fulbright 
for his effort to "muzzle the military," and a continuing 
campaign to impeach Chiet Justice Earl Warren. 
We have noted the setting from which the Birch 
Society springs and for which it has a distinctive analysis 
and remedy. We have sketched the founding of the Birch 
Society, we have noted its organizational structure, we have 
observed the membership attracted. And we have noted a few 
ot the ideological beliefs and activities of social protest 
in which members have became involved. In this introduction 
we have surveyed a movement of social protest of the radical 
right. But this movement has an additional determinant of 
its character in the person of its leader, Robert Welch. 
3· Robert Welch the Leader 
Robert Welch is a man of rather surprising intellectual 
capacities and physical energy who is in his early sixties. 
Following college and uncompleted graduate school education, 
he devoted most of his adult lite to the candy business. In 
his business and vacation travels, Welch pursued interests 
in current political history. These travels provided him 
with extensive acquaintance with national and international 
anti-Socialist and anti-Communist leaders. Welch, himself, 
has taken part in state and national politics. He has backed 
candidates in Massachusetts and was, htmselr, once an 
unsuccessful candidate ror Lt. Governor in the Republican 
state primary. On the national political scene Welch has 
given pre-convention support to both Tart and Goldwater as 
presidential candidates. 
Welch became increasingly alar.med about what he relt 
were suicidal trends in our national government. These 
trends he identifies as increasing centralization of power 
and control particularly of the economic sector or our 
national lire by government. Within a broader context or 
social philosophy, Welch identiries these dangerous trends 
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as essentially gathered up in the movement from individualism 
to collectivism. Within this analysis, Commrunism is, as 
Welch views it, only the most salient current manifestation 
or this deeper and more basic movement. Welch believes that 
the trend he perceives from individualism to collectivism 
must be stopped and reversed. With this view or the world 
scene, Welch moved increasingly into active participation 
and leadership in the American right-wing. Aa he viewed the 
ill-organized and sporadic groups carrying on their battle 
against collectivism by centering on anti-Communism, Welch 
became convinced that a much more efrective anti-Communist 
organization was needed. As Welch wrestled with the organi-
zational requirements of an erfective anti-Communist 
organization, the organizational structure of the John Birch 
Society was conceived. But how could this organization and 
its task best be symbolized and dramatized? For this, 
Welch seized upon an obscure Baptist missionary, turned 
war hero, named John Birch. 
4• John Birch the Symbol 
John Birch was not, however, at the time of the 
founding of the Society in late 1958, a figure unfamiliar 
to Robert Welch, for in 1954 Welch had written a biography 
of John Birch.1 The descriptive comment on the title page 
stated that we had "in the story of one Ameri·can boy, the 
ordeal of his age." 
John Birch was born of Baptist missionary parents 
in India. His father taught vocational agriculture and 
his mother taught English. When his father's health broke 
they had to return to this country and to the old and run-
9 
down family farm near Macon, Georgia. Jolm was, of course, 
given a strongly f'undmnentalist Christian education by his 
parents. He did well in high school and college and went 
on to the Bible Baptist Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas. 
Having decided to become an evangelical missionary to China 
he lef't f'or there in July, 1940, under the auspices of' the 
World's Fundamentalist Baptist Missionary Fellowship. 
Following the outbreak of war between the U.s. and Japan in 
l. 
(Chicago: 
Robert H. w. Welch, Jr., The Life of' John Birch 
Henry Regnery Company, 1954). 
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December. 1941, John fled the area of China heavily 
occupied by Japanese forces and continued his evangelical 
preaching and teaching as best he could. He was instrumental 
in helping to get Col. Doolittle and many of his fliers out 
of China after their bombing raid on Tokyo in 1942. This 
action put him in touch with the u.s. military activities 
of the 14th Air Foree under General Chennault, and with his 
language ability he was able to do extensive and hazardous 
intelligence work primarily on the movements of Japanese 
troops and supplies. For this exceptionally fine service, 
Capt. John Birch received two decorations, one of them 
posthumously. 
John Birch is lifted up as the consummation of all 
that is fine and good in American life, as a perfect fUsion 
of rural virtues, fundamentalist faith, and dedicated 
patriotism. A few days after the end of the war, Capt. Birch 
volunteered to lead a mission consisting of American, 
Chinese Nationalist, and Korean officers and soldiers. The 
specific object of the mission has not been disclosed, but 
it was in a "no man's land." The withdrawal of the Japanese 
left a vacuum into which troops of both Red and Nationalist 
China poured. On this mission, Birch and his men encountered 
a group of Red Chinese, and in the ensuing discussion with 
their leaders Birch was shot, bayoneted, and killed. A 
Chinese Nationalist officer with him was also shot and 
bayoneted, but lived. The others on this mission under 
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Capt. Birch were taken prisoner but later released. The 
exact incidents surrounding the actual death of John Birch 
are obscure. But Welch interprets this moment of the death 
of Birch as heavily freighted with aeaning. The death of 
Birch~ according to Welch~ signifies the determination of 
Communism to stamp out all that is fine and good in America. 
John Birch becomes the spnbol capturing~ in the words of 
Welch~ "In the story of one American boy~ the ordeal of his 
age."1 
Thus we complete our preliminary survey of the 
John Birch Society with a consideration of the symbol which 
the founder of the Society chose as fitting. Strangely 
enough, we hear very little more of John Birch beyond this 
biography. 2 Welch~ himself~ has clearly become the central 
personality and symbol for the Society. We turn now to a 
review of the previous research upon the Birch Society. 
5. Previous Research in the Field 
There has been a great deal of descriptive journalistic 
research dane on the Birch Society~ as an examination of the 
periodical references in the Bibliography will clearly show. 
Such reporting has been particularly heavy since about April~ 
1. Ibid.~ title page. 
2. One reason for this may be because~ according to 
the estimate of Welch~ about 40~ of the members which the 
Society has attracted are Roman Catholic. 
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1961. This journalistic reporting and editorial comment has 
dealt primarily with the political views of Welch and with 
the local and national activities of the Society. Many 
writers have commented upon the setting of the Society within 
a national and international context characterized by fear 
and frustration, upon the Birch Society's conspiratorial 
view of this setting, and upon their distrust of democratic 
institutions and processes.! Other articles have dealt with 
various aspects of the Society, its leader, and with issues 
related to its activity or ideology. 2 
There have been, to date, no articles or books 
bringing psychological or sociological description and 
analysis to bear upon the Birch Society as separate from the 
radical right-wing as a whole. There have been, however, 
two books published which deal directly, but journalistically, 
with the Society. The first, published in 1961, was written 
by Gene Grove, a reporter for The New York Post, who joined 
the Society and who wrote Inside the John Birch Society.3 This 
1. See, for example, Alan Barth, "Report on the 
Rampageous Right," New York Times Magazine, Nov. 26, 1961. 
2. See, for example, Martin E. Marty, ~r. Welch's 
Messianic Consciousness," Christian Century, 78, 683-84, 
and Waldemar N. Nielsen, "Soldier in Politics: A Growing 
Issue," New York Times Magazine, Oct. 22, 1961. 
3· Gene Grove, Inside the John Birch Society (N.Y.: 
Fawcett Publications, 1961). 
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is an account of the local chapter meetings which he attended 
and of the Birch Society leaders and other members whom he 
encountered. Grove's book includes, as well, considerable 
quotation of the publications of the Society and some com-
mentary upon the.m. 
The other book dealing explicitly with the Birch 
Society was published in 1962. It was written by Richard 
Vahan, a reporter for The Boston Herald, and is entitled 
The Truth About the John Birch Society.l This is an 
exceptionally well-written and fairly comprehensive 
journalistic case study of the Society. Vahan, ot course, 
had at his disposal a great deal of the extensive national, 
regional, and local journalistic description of and commentary 
upon the Society which was especially heavy during the last 
eight months of 1961. Drawing upon this material, V&han has 
produced a very good popular treatment of the Society. 
This dissertation is, to the author's knowledge, the 
first case study or the John BirCh Society employing psycho-
logical and sociological description and analysis. We turn 
now to a description of the method employed in this study. 
1. Richard Vahan, The Truth About the John Birch 
Society (N.Y.: Macfadden Books, 1962). 
6. Method of Study 
The method of study included both library and field 
research. Library research was used to provide a setting 
for the John Birch Society within the American scene and to 
provide a framework for theoretical psychological and 
sociological description and analysis of the Society. Many 
of the publications of the Birch Society were also examined 
with particular attention being paid to the content of the 
ideology and to the substantive and for.mal aspects of the 
framework of the ideology exhibited in its presentation. 
Field research was undertaken in a number of cities 
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across the country. Using a mailed set of questions, a 
preliminary survey1 was made of a number of cities which 
journalistic reports had identified as centers of activity 
of local chapters of the Birch Society. This preliminary 
survey served to indicate which cities exhibited typical or 
especially interesting activity by local Birch Society 
chapters. The cities selected by these criteria, as well as 
by some consideration of local housing, were Little Rock, 
El Paso, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Diego, Santa Barbara, 
1. In this preliminary survey infor.mation was 
gathered primarily from educational and religious leaders with 
whom members of the Boston University Graduate School Faculty 
or the author were personally acquainted. These respondents, 
in response to specific questions, described the leaders, mem-
bers and activities of the Society. They also were asked to 
assess the reaction of local educational, religious, political, 
and journalistic leaders and to describe the impact of the 
Society upon the tone of the life of the community. 
1.5 
Phoenix, and Wichita. 1 Staying an average of a week in each 
city during early 1962, the author interviewed observers 
within the cities to determine more specifically the activities 
in which Birch Society members had participated. The author 
thereby cumulatively identified and interviewed those 
persons perceived as active participants in local Birch 
Society controversies on both sides (that is, those perceived 
as active participants by the observers initially interviewed, 
and by each other). 
The first half of these interviews, which in their 
entirety lasted an average of two hours, was somewhat open-
ended. With a Birch Society member or Birch-like person, 
this part of the interview opened with his analysis of why 
we have this "upsurge of conservatism," continued with an 
attempt to sharpen how and why he came to join in this 
movement, and concluded with his report of the activities 
and motivation of a local or national Birch Society opponent. 
With a Birch Society opponent or "observer," this first part 
of the interview opened with his description of the local 
activities and conflicts in which local Birch Society members 
had participated, continued with an attempt to sharpen how 
and why people were attracted to the Birch Society, and 
1. Other cities considered in the course of this 
preliminary survey were Indianapolis, Cincinnati, Atlanta, 
Houston, Tuscon, Chicago, Macon, Ga., Billings, Mont., and 
Cody, Wyo. 
concluded with his estimate of the motivation of local 
Birch Society members. 
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The second half of the interview consisted of a 
questionnaire which was administered when the person being 
interviewed was identified to the author's satisfaction as 
an active participant in local controversy involving the 
Birch Society, and when the setting was such that the 
questionnaire could be administered. In the formal admin-
istration of this questionnaire, the respondent was provided 
with a typewritten copy, and another copy was retained by 
the author. The respondent gave verbal responses comprising 
a seven point Lickert-type scale of agreement-disagreement 
which were written down by the interviewer along with any 
other random or explanatory comments. Birch Society members 
and Birch-like persons were asked to respond both for them-
selves as representative "conservatives'' and also for a local 
or national Birch Society opponent designated by themselves. 
Birch Society opponents were asked to respond as would a 
local leader or member of the Society of their designation. 
The questionnaire itself consisted of thirty-four 
items. Twenty were items Rokeach found most discriminating 
in identifying closed-minded authoritarianism and intolerance. 
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Six were F Scale items, six were F Scale reversals maasuring 
authoritarianism. Two were items constructed by the author.l 
Thus the method of study drew upon both library and 
field research. This method involved the author in the 
dialectic of impressions and reflections of the field 
anthropologist, prior and subsequent reading of psychological 
and sociological analyses of social movements, prior and 
subsequent reading of much of the literature of the Birch 
Society, extensive note-taking during interviews, and, through 
the questionnaire, the quantification of a range of responses 
regarding processes of perception as well as particular 
items of ideology. 
We now turn, in subsequent chapters, to a fUller 
examination of the setting of the Society, its leader, its 
organization and membership, and its ideology and activity 
of social protest. Following an examination of these com-
ponents, we will then turn to theoretical analysis and 
criticism of the Society as a whole, and to a final chapter 
of conclusions. 
1. See Appendix for this questionnaire. See the 
third part of the first section of the sixth chapter of this 
dissertation for a discussion of the implications of the 
results of the Rokeach items. 
CHAPTER II 
i'HE SETTING OF THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY 
WITHIN THE AMERICAN SCENE 
Having concluded a general survey of the Birch 
Society, we turn to a description of the setting of the 
Society within the American scene. 
1. The Right-Wing as a Continuing 
Part of the 
American Social System 
The right wing has been a continual part of the 
cultural history of the United States. It has been articu-
lated as a total political-economic-religious movement 
openly or covertly seeking popular support in defense of 
threatened social, economic, and political status or of 
cherished values and beliefs. These movements of social 
protest have come during t~es of international crisis or 
during t~es of extensive internal alteration and realign-
ment of values, beliefs, and institutional arrangements 
and structures. Parsons1 identities a tendency toward 
political extremism under conditions such as these which, 
1. Talcott Parsons, Essays in Socioloffical Theory 
(rev. ed.; Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 195 ). 
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in the case of radical right-wing extremism. is appropriately 
labeled a "fundamentalist reaction. nl Of these :f"undamenta-
list reactions Parsons s_,s: 
One of the moat important reactions to LiuoFiJ elements 
of strain • • • is the formation of patterns of wishes 
or idealized hopes whioh. in the majority of oases. the 
established institutional patterns and their attendant 
situations do not permit to be :tUlly realized. The7 
hence tend to be projected outside the imRediate social 
situation into some f'orm. of "idealized" lite or 
existence. Since the7 are results of certain emotional 
tensions wnich develop only in so far as people are 
imperfectly integrated with an institutionalized 
situation, the7 tend to involve a conspicuous element 
of' "irrealism." They are associated with a negative 
valuation of' the existing situation and, instead of a 
"realistic" orientation to ita alteration in the 
direction of greater conformity with an ideal, involve 
an eleaen t of' "escape. n2 
Examples of such .f'undamentalist reactions are the 
pre-Civil War "Know Nothings," the post-Civil War Ku Klux 
KJ.an1 the post-World War One "return to normalcy 1 " and the 
post-Wor~d War Two "HoCartbf Era." The John BirCh Society, 
of' the post-World War Two "Cold War Era," has a great deal 
in common with these other movements of socia~ protest of' 
the right, and gives striking illustration of' the elements 
of' "irrealiam" and "escape" characteristic of f'unda.Dl8ntal.ist 
reactions. These elements are particularly apparent in the 
extremel.y unsystematic "program'i of the Society for the 
eradication of Communism incl.uding the attempts to revive 
the "pure" economic, political, and religious values and 
institutions of' the distant past. 
1. Ibid •• P• 119. 
-
2. Ibid., P• 120. 
-
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Thus the Birch Society, as it is set within the 
American social system, functions as a movement of fUndamentalist 
reaction to the actual and anticipated directions of change and 
to the social strains of a time of continuing crisis. Because 
of the location of its idealized institutional structures, 
values, and beliefs in the distant as well as in the immediate 
past, it is characterized as a movement of social protest of 
the radical right. 
Despite the characteristics of "irrealism" and 
"escape" in the fundamentalist reaction of the Birch Society, 
it is still possible to place the Birch Society within the 
framework of American political thought. 
2. Background of American Social Philosophy 
The basic formal political thought of America has 
been well stated by Gabriel1 in three doctrines. First, 
Americans have held to a belief that natural or divine law 
underlies and informs constructive individual and social 
life. This concept of law has both philosophical and 
religious roots and is seen as given by the mind of man or 
the mind of God. Second, Americans have held that the 
individual is to be both free and responsible. Finally, 
the American Zeitgeist has been carried by a sense of the 
1. Ralph Henry Gabriel, The Course of American 
Democratic Thought (2d ed.; N.Y.: Ronald Press, 1956), 
pp. 14-25. 
mission of America to nurture and to support the spread of 
civil and religious liberty to the rest of mankind. This 
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doctrine of mission, furthermore, provided for American 
democracy, with its amphasis on freedom and diversity 
of opinion, a philosophy of unity. And, ~ conclusioE7, 
the conviction of the destiny of America held up before 
the humble democrat, whose drab world rarely extended 
beyond the main street of his village, a romantic vision 
in which he could see his inconspicuous perfor.mance of 
civic duties invested with a world significance.l 
This, then, has been the fr~ework of social philos-
ophy within which the American nation came into being and 
within which it has grown. 
But this is a formal, not a substantive, framework 
of thought. Within this framework there has been a continual 
dialogue over the content of these doctrines. What is the 
content of this undergirding law through which constructive 
individual and social life may be found? Are we to seek 
this law in the mind of man or in the mind of God? What 
does it mean for a person to be both truly tree and truly 
responsible? At what points do a person's freedoms stop 
and his responsibilities begin? What is America's real 
mission? Is the spread of economic liberty more important 
than the spread of political and religious liberties? By 
what means is it legitimate for Americans to seek to fulfill 
the mission they see for the American nation? This series 
of questions is illustrative, not exhaustive, of the range 
1. ~., P• 25. 
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of issues raised at points of time# or continually, in the 
course of the development of American social thought. The 
issues illustrated in random fashion above have always found 
conservative and liberal spokesmen and extreme right- and 
left-wing radicals contending for their points of view. 
Turning to the Birch Society, we find that it# too# 
can be examined within this basic framework of American 
political thought illuminated by Gabriel. First, the Birch 
Society seeks political legitimation, not upon a basis of 
natural or divine law# but upon what could be identified in 
Weberian terms as a non-rational# non-traditional# charis-
matic claim for legitimation.1 
On the basis of this non-rational, non-traditional, 
charismatic claim for legitimation of authority and in his 
failure to make contact with natural or divine law# Welch is 
outside the basic framework of American political thought 
1. Max Weber# The Theory of Social and Economic 
Organization, translated by A. M. Henderson and Talcott 
Parsons (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press & The Falcon's Wing 
Press, 1947). The pure types of legitimation of authority 
are traditional, rational-legal, and charismatic. They may be 
differentiated by the relationship between the leader and fol-
lower. This relationship is bounded in the first two types by 
nor.ms of tradition and rationality respectively, which are ac-
cepted as legitimate by both leaders and followers. Charisma-
tie authority may draw upon some of these same nor.ms but it is, 
in its pure type, explicitly independent of them. Charismatic 
authority is dependent upon neither adherence to a common tra-
dition nor common rationality but, rather, faith in and loyalty 
toward the leader. See the third section of the third chapter 
of this dissertation for a discussion of the criteria of char-
ismatic authority. See Weber pp. 328 ff. tor a fuller defini-
tion of these three pure types of legitimation of authority. 
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identified by Gabriel. Members of the Birch Society proclaim 
a respect for law, but this moves them in a radically reaction-
ary direction since it is a respect for a "purified" (and 
currently non-existent) law. 
Second, members of the Birch Society hold strongly 
that the individual is to be both free and responsible. 
Birch Society followers demand a freedom of the individual 
from governmental oversight and restraint particularly in 
the arena of economics. They feel that the individual 
should be responsible in the sense of being uncushioned from 
the risks of economic misjudgment as well as being unre-
strained in reaping the financial benefits of sound economic 
judgment. But followers of Welch do not believe that the 
individual is responsible for the effects of such failures 
and successes of judgment upon the lives of others. The 
free and responsible individual envisioned by the Birch 
Society would logically require a political framework of near 
anarchy and the Birch Society would expect only that the 
individual be responsible to himself and to his own private 
ethical no~s, allowing him nearly complete irresponsibility 
toward others. 
The individual freedom and responsibility idealized 
by the Society ignores the fact that one of the main 
functions of government within a society is to restrain the 
pursuit of self-interest whenever it impinges destructively 
upon the lives of others. Implicit in the extension of 
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equal .franchise to all, with no regard .for social and 
economic status, is the concept that the economically and 
socially weak are entitled to employ whatever political 
means they can to prevent their exploitation by the econom-
ically and socially strong. 
The Birch Society sees the .freedom and responsibility 
o.f the individual quite apart .from the fact o.f his social 
context. 
Third, Welch and his .followers see the basic mission 
of America as being to free the world o.f collectivism in all 
its .forms and to put in its place individualism. But the 
more immediate mission o.f America is to rid the world of 
Communism. The Birch Society proposes to do its part in this 
mission by freeing America from what the Society perceives 
to be internal Communist subversion. 
In its idealization o.f a radically "puri.fied" law 
and o.f a nearly "absolutely" .free and only narrowly 
responsible individual, the Birch Society is so .far outside 
the dialogue on current political and economic issues that 
the alternatives it proposes appear to be irrelevant. The 
perceptions and proposals o.f Welch and his .followers seem 
to be used within the e.f.fective political dialogue only to 
label political proposals as "really American," or as 
"un-American." The mission o.f America to destroy Communism 
is also seen by Birch Society members as the central issue 
of current social philosophy, polarizing all other issues. 
In this view, the mission of America appears to be robbed 
of any constructive aspects. The positive emphasis upon 
the spread of civil and religious liberty has been lost as 
the emphasis upon the eradication of Communism has over-
balanced all others. The Birch Society seems willing even 
to sacrifice civil and religious liberty to gain the end 
which has, for the John Birch Society, displaced the spread 
of these liberties as the mission of America. 
These issues can be examined at a higher level of 
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abstraction as schools of political thought identified as 
liberalism versus authoritarianism, collectiviam versus 
individualism, and conservatism versus refor.mism.1 These 
clusters of issues can be recast as three questions. First, 
in wham is political authority vested? Liberal, democratic 
political authority has been urged on the basis of a con-
ception of human rights undergirded by natural or divine 
law and on the basis of its pragmatic utility. 2 The idea of 
human rights has been based upon egalitarian conceptions of 
1. Francis W. Coker, Recent Political ThOUght 
(N.Y.: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1934). These are sets of 
terms used by Coker, p. 30. 
2. Ibid., P• 10. 
human minds1 and human souls, 2 and upon historically 
fallacious conceptions of an original social contract.3 
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The utilitarian argument for a democratic base of political 
authority holds that political equality should be maintained, 
"not because men are born with equal rights but because in 
an equal exercise of political privileges they become more 
efficient agents of happiness for themselves and others."4 
Second, is the state to be run for the enhancement 
of the individual or the collectivity? In pressing for the 
enhancement of individualism, natural-rights philosophers 
held that "laws of nature govern the social relations of 
men, and political societies are rationally formed only for 
the purpose of sustaining these laws and are so limited by 
them."5 Each man, the utilitarians held, "is the safest 
judge of his own happiness, so that if left to himself, 
freed from 'unnecessary' public or private interference, he 
1. The idea of an 1.mders tanding by all men of 
natural law, and a consequent political equality of all men, 
can be traced back to the Stoics. 
2. Christian and some other religious traditions, 
whether henotheistic or universalistic, have emphasized the 
divine sonship of all men within or beyond a political unit. 
3· Locke and Rousseau developed the concept of a 
social contract between the governor and the governed which 
can by right be broken by constitutional or revolutionary 
means if the governor fails to govern in what the governed 
feel to be their true interest. 
4. Coker, p. 11. 5. Ibid., p. 12. 
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will choose the course or action that best promotes [his own 
and his neighbor•!! happiness.•! Pinally, to comp~ete the 
detense ot individualism, the classical economists assumed, 
tirst, a natural economic man--self-seeking, intelligent 
and well-informed in pursuing his interest, constantly 
desirous and able to bUJ goods and services in the 
cheapest and sell them in the dearest m.arkets; and 
second, a natural economic order, in which the relations 
aaong individuals are controlled by laws as universal. 
and permanent and as unchangeable by human effort as the 
laws or the physical universe.2 
But the claims or political-economic individuali8Dl have not 
gone unchallenged. In response to the inhuman consequences 
or unrestrained, individualistic wielding or econ<?mic and 
political power came collectivism in both its revolutionary 
Marxist and ameliorative Christian socialistic forms. The 
Christian socialists hoped for, not violent revolutionary 
class uprisings to hasten the laws of history as did the 
Marxists, but rather for "deliberate and pacific efforts of 
men inspired by feelings of benevolence and justice.•3 
These socialists held that a "true Christian cannot be 
altogether other-worldly; he must be concerned with estab-
lishing a righteous and happy society on earth and must use 
his influence to see that his government takes positive 
steps to that end."4 
Third, do existing values and institutional 
arrang~ents and structures represent the gathered wisdom, 
l. Ibid. 
-
2. Ibid., P• 14• 
-
Ibid., P• 18. 
-
Ibid., P• 20. 
-
or the accumulated abuses, of the ages? Needless to say, 
conservatism tends toward the for.mer view and reformism 
toward the latter. Conservatives accept the test of time 
as their major criterion of evaluation. Therefore they are 
usually contending for the retention of established values 
and for the institutional structures and arrangements which 
have proven functional for their embodiment. Liberals 
accept rationality as their major criterion of evaluation.1 
Rational analysis is applied either to values, or, if the 
values meet this test of rationality, to the functional 
utility of current institutional structures for their 
realization. 
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The argument of the conservative basically consists 
of the defense of particular traditional values. (The 
conservative may well concur with the liberal in the analysis 
of the functional utility of a particular institutional 
structure for the realization of a commonly held value.) 
The argument of the liberal consists basically of formal 
analysis and criticism. Both the liberal's value position 
and his support of particular institutional structures are 
apt to be much more tentative than those of the conservative. 
Both liberals and conservatives share a high regard 
for legislative and judicial law. The liberal tends to 
l. Other reformers sometimes claim charismatic 
authority and use their non-traditional and non-rational 
revelation as the major criterion of evaluation. 
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support law as a political-rational process while the 
conservative supports it as a body of tradition. Here again 
the support of the liberal is much more tentative than that 
of the conservative. The liberal holds that legislative 
and judicial law is a process by which a society constructs 
and reconstructs the min~um base of values and institutional 
arrangements needed to make rationality a viable approach to 
values and institutions. 
How, on the other hand, do members of the Birch 
Society exwnine, for acceptance or rejection, social values 
and the institutional structures and arrangements utilized 
in their pursuit? In this analysis, members of the Society 
employ a non-traditional, non-rational, charismatically 
legitimated, conspiratorial view of history. 1 If the criterion 
of "plausible suspicion" indicates that a value or an 
institutional structure or arrangement is in any way related 
to their perception of the Communist conspiracy, it is to 
be rejected. 
Welch's concept of leadership clearly b~ings the 
Society to a position of authoritarianism over against 
democratic liberalism. This position is further enforced by 
the slogan of the Society (namely, "This Is a Republic, Not 
a Democracy, Let's Keep It That Way!") which carries a 
1. See the second part of the first section of the 
sixth chapter for an analysis of this conspiratorial view of 
history. 
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distinct distrust of the political intelligence of the 
electorate. Superficially the Society supports individualiam 
and rejects collectivism, but its monolithic organization 
and its refUsal to countenance dissent brings this position 
into serious question. Again, the Society superficially 
supports conservatism. but, in its nostalgia for the "pure" 
political-economic arrangements of the distant past, it moves 
toward (a radical and "reactionary") reformism.. Finally, 
its criterion of evaluation employing "plausible suspicion" 
moves the Society outside the bounds of currently legitimate 
political dialogue. 
3. Description of the Contemporary 
American Right-Wing 
An excellent current survey of the American right-wing 
is to be found in the evaluation done on the publications of 
this segment of our body politic by Ellsworth and Harris for 
the Fund for the Republic. 1 They review the whole range of 
these publications from. Buckley's "respectable" National 
Review to Hart's anti-samitic Economic Council Letter. From 
an analysis of these publications, Ellsworth and Harris are 
able to distill the essence of the right-wing position on 
the doctrine of man, states• rights, federal welfare legis-
1. Ralph E. Ellsworth and Sarah M. 
American Ri~ht Wing, University of Illinois 
Papers No. 9 (Urbana, Ill.: University of 
uate School of Library Science, 1960). 
Harris, The 
Occasionar 
Illinois Grad-
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lation, labor and the •Right to Work" laws, fluoridation, 
mental health, education, the Supreme Court rulings on inte-
gration, "internationalism," the U.N., and the internal 
Communistic conspiracy.1 How is one to define such an 
amorphous phenomenon as the American right-wing? Ellsworth 
and Harris cite the working definition used by most right-
wing writers: "The term. right is used very simply as opposed 
to !!£!, and the entire political spectrum is considered as 
divided between the two. Many gradations are distinguished 
within each division, but none outside."2 Clearly, such a 
definition is inadequate to the task of identification of 
those who make up the right-wing in American society. 
Substantively this group was defined ia the first chapter 
as including those who find their idealized goals and means 
in either the immediate or distant past. This definition 
is admittedly veey general, but it must be in order to include 
the views of all within its fram.ework.3 The American right-
wing can be defined perhaps most sharpl7 in terms of its 
position on specific public issues. 
l. Ibid., pp. 9-31. 
2. Ibid., p. 33· The authors note that this schema 
is not always-ricognized by right-wing writers as arbitrarJ. 
3· This lack of sharpness of definition also reflects 
the lack of any systematic ideological framework. The conse-
quent ideological purposelessness will be discussed later in 
this section. 
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The entire right-wing in America shares a concern 
over the advancement ot Communism. This concern centers upon 
the nature and extent ot internal, not external, Communism. 
But, unfortunately, there is a rather impenetrable "screen 
of secrecy" around these very facts. J. Edgar Hoover, in 
his Masters of Deceit, in which he deals with the nature and 
extent ot internal Communism, indicates that ot course be is 
not revealing "material known exclusively to the FBI."l 
Thus this "screen ot secrecy" is maintained for obvious 
and defendable security reasons probably strengthened by 
political reasons. This secrecy constitutes a major 
obstacle to any serious study of American Communism and 
yet, curiously, it is one which Roy, tor instance, in his 
study of Communism and the Churches tails to note.2 
Whatever the purpose tor the maintenance of this 
"screen of secrecy," it leaves a vacuum which has become a 
major arena for anxiety, suspicion, and accusation and the 
characteristic dwelling place for the American right-wing. 
The right-wing has thus been proTided with an unchallenge-
able position in its tendency to see Communist gains, real 
1. Giant Cardinal edition (N.Y.: Affiliated 
Publishers, 1961), p. vii. This book by J. Edgar Hoover is 
widely recommended by Birch Society members as a good "general 
introduction" to the nature ot the internal Comm:unist 
conspiracy. 
2. Ralph Lord Roy, Communism and the Churches (N.Y.: 
Harcourt, Brace and Co. , 1960). Roy notes thi a problem ot 
secrecy only with regard to the "underground" aspects ot the 
American Communist Party itself (p. 4). 
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or imagined, as being due directly to the deliberate planning 
of the national leaders of our major institutions.1 These 
charges of a conspiracy to "sell us out to the Communists" 
have been directed particularly toward political, 2 
religious,3 and educational leaders,4 as well as toward 
the press.5 Such charges, or the threat of them, have had 
considerable impact in local community or national decision-
making. These charges have not tended to give specific 
direction to participants in policy decisions, but they have 
served to provide right-wing participants with the "justifi-
cation" to label entire ranges of alter.natives as "un-American" 
1. Ellsworth and Harris note the tendency of the 
right-wing toward such a "conspiratorial" view of history, 
pp. 22-28. 
2. Robert Welch, The Blue Book of the John Birch 
Society (third printing, 1959, no other publication data 
given). Soon u.s. citizens "can resist Communist tyranny 
only by themselves becoming conspirators against established 
government." (p.29). Welch's writing is replete with these 
kinds of charges. 
3. '~erbert Philbrick, for nine years an undercover 
agent for the FBI, has stated that •subversion in the 
sanctuary' is the most deadly and insidious menace facing 
America." Roy, p. 3· (Roy does not cite his source for the 
quotation of Philbrick.) 
4. Welch suggests as a Birch Society "front organi-
zation" a committee to investigate Communist influence at 
Vassar. Welch, Blue Book, p. 91. 
5. "With the metropolitan press and big circulation 
general periodicals not only largely denied to us, but in 
many cases either consciously or blindly promoting the 
Oamm1niat line, we need to use every feasible channel to get 
more of the truth over to more of the American people." 
~., p. 81. 
and therefore beyond the pale of consideration. In local 
communities such "un-American" alternatives include 
fluoridation; on the national scene. disarmament. 
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Earlier it was indicated ~at the American right-wing 
lacks a unifying ideological goal. Like the Black Muslims 
and other mass mova.ents, the American right-wing bas a 
negative organizing principle around a hate object. This 
hate object seems to be a necessary ingredient for all mass 
movements. For example. the Black Musltms are unified 
through their hate of the white man.l The right-wing is 
similarly unified through its hate of the internal Communists 
which it perceives. 2 
But the American right-wing lacks any constructive 
or positive ideological goal. It has no "kingdom of God," 
no "classless society" toward which it can strive. Such 
goals contrast dramatically with the vapid "goal" or the John 
Birch Soeiety--"Less government and more responsibility.n3 
1. c. Erie Ltncoln, Tbe Black Muslims in America 
(Boston: Beacon Press. 1961}, p. 34. 
2. The low "visibility" of internal Communists 
raises some very interesting questions as to their service-
ability as hate objects. This lack ot "visibility" coupled 
with the "screen of secrecy" makes them very difficult to 
identify. Consequently the aggression from bottled-up 
rrustration tends to be directed toward anione who has the 
slightest identifiable "communistic taint. 1 This problem or 
low "visibility" is seen most dramatically in Welcb•a 
"principle ot reversal," i.e., those who seem least like 
Communists really are Communists. 
3• Welch, Blue Book, p. 127. 
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But this crippling gap may well be filled by the philosophical 
work of Ayn Rand. She is an articulate and, to many, con-
vincing proponent of an extreme and atheistic "rugged 
individualism."1 The atheistic or anti-mystical aspect of 
her philosophical defense of the right-wing will probably 
repel the fundRmentalist Protestant and the anti-Communist 
Roman Catholics who make up a large proportion of the right-
wing. But it may have considerable appeal to "emancipated 
intellectuals" of the managerial classes who are much 
closer to the centers of economic and political power in 
our society than are Roman Catholics and Protestant 
fundamentalists who might be repelled. 
4. Founding of the John Birch Society 
Robert Welch, Jr. had become increasingly impressed 
with the threat or external Communism and increasingly 
convinced that the extreme right-wing conspiratorial view 
of history was correct. He felt that the Communists were 
achieving their desired domination of the world. Through 
what Welch felt to be infiltration by Communists into the 
major institutions of our own country, he believed the United 
States would soon be completely in the hands of the Kremlin. 
In 1954 his biography of·John Birch was published by 
1. See Charles Frederick Schroder, "Prophetess of 
the Far Right," Christian Centurr, 78, 1493-95, and John 
Kobler, "The Curious Cult of Ayn Rand," The Saturdal Evening 
Post, Nov. llr. 1961, pp. 98-101. She calls her philosophy 
WObjectivism. 1 It is essentially an individualistic, 
rationalistic materialism. 
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Henry Regnery Company. In this biography, Welch attempted 
to dramatize the determination of the Communists to destroy 
America and what he felt to be the willingness of our 
governmental leaders to allow it. As he laced his travels 
as sales manager for the Welch Candy Company with personal 
contacts with leading members of the right-wing, his concern 
over Communism continued to grow. Moving further into the 
ranks of leadership within the right-wing, Welch began monthly 
publication of One Man's Opinion (later to be renamed, 
significantly 1 American Opinion). 
Finally, he decided that the only way to deal with 
Communism was to establish an organization to fight it. 
The following two paragraphs from the Blue Book describe the 
actual "founding" of the John Birch Society, the organization 
designed by Welch to defeat Communism. 
The John Birch Society was founded at a meeting in 
Indianapolis, on December 9, 1958. Of the eleven men 
who had met me there on Monday morning, December 8, for 
the two-day session, one had come from Oregon, one from 
Kansa•, one from Missouri, two from Wisconsin,one from 
Illinois, one from Indiana, one from Tennessee, one from 
Virginia, and two from Massachusetts. 
These were all influential and very busy men. But 
they were also patriotic and public-spirited enough to 
have came to Indianapolis for the two full days, at my 
invitation, without knowing the reason for the meeting. 
For there was simply no way I could explain this reason 
in advance. With short breaks for coffee, for luncheons, 
and for brief discussions in between sections of the pre-
sentation, it required the two whole days to set forth 
the background, methods, and purposes of the Jolm Birch 
Society. The pages that follow lf.e., the Blue Book7 
are simply a transcript, practically verbatim, of that 
presentation. I 
1. Welch, Blue Book, p. 1. 
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After this start, Welch went to work. Starting with 
an o£fice staff and a few paid and volunteer "coordinators" 
he began to set up local chapters in cities across the 
country. The organizational efforts enjoyed particular 
success in the Mid-West, Texas, and the West Coast. 
Early in 1961, the Society began to get newspaper 
and new-.agaztne "exposure." This publicity has been 
(predictably) interpreted by the Society as a Communist 
plot. Since that time, the activities of Mr. Welch and of 
the Society have been a matter of public record. 
In this chapter, we have noted that the John Birch 
Society is a "fundamentalist reaction" to the international 
and domestic strains of our era. In this fundamentalist 
reaction, in its "irrealism" and in its "escape" to an 
earlier, less complicated era, it shares a family resemblance 
to many other movements throughout the history of the United 
States that have arisen during other times of social strain. 
The affirmation by the Birch Society of only a 
"purified" law and of an extreme, and socially irresponsible, 
individualism moves it to the extreme limits of the frame-
work of American democratic thought. Its single-minded 
emphasis upon the eradication of Communiam as the mission of 
America overshadows, and threatens to destroy, the traditional 
emphasis upon the extension of civil and religious liberty. 
In relation to the major schools of political 
thought, the members of the Society claim that they support 
(Nineteenth Century) democratic liberalism, individualism, 
and conservatism. But because of their idealization of 
the "pure" economic-political arrangements of the distant 
past and because of their terror of Communism, the followers 
of Welch press for a radical and reactionary refor.mism 
through the use of collectivist and authoritarian means. 
We have noted the setting within the American right-
wing from which the Birch Society springs and from which it 
draws most of its ideological beliefs. The ideological 
purposelessness of the Birch Society, as well as the low 
visibility of its hate object, both serve to cripple the 
Society in its development as a mass mov«ment. 
Finally, we have chronicled the for.mal "founding" 
of the John Birch Society on the eighth and ninth of 
December, l958,in Indianapolis. We turn now to a consid-
eration of the founder of the Society, Robert Welch, who 
has uniquely and sipgle-handedly shaped the character of 
the Society so far beyond the "demands" of the setting from 
which the Society has sprung. 
CHAPTER III 
ROBERT WELCH, THE FOUNDER OF THE SOCIETY 
Having noted the setting within the American scene 
from which the Birch Society springs, ve turn to consider 
the man who has given distinctive form to the movament. 
Beginning with a few biographical notes, we shall then turn 
to a statement and to an analysis ot Welch's theory of 
leadership. 
1. Biographical Notes 
i. Family and educational background 
Robert Henry Winborne Welch, Jr. was born on a 
large cotton far.m in Chowan County, North Carolina, 
December first, 1899.1 Moat of his paternal ancestors were 
either farmers or Baptist preachers who traced their lineage 
to Miles Welch, who came to this country from Wales in 1720. 
As a child Robert Welch was exposed to a sect-type funda-
mentalist religious background. As he matured intellectually 
he came to reject many of these religious concepts and 
doctrines which he considered to be "unjustified projections 
1. This biographical material is drawn from an 
appendix appearing in the second printing of The Blue Book 
and trom interviews with observers within the business and 
political communities of Boston. 
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of ~eligion'if more important certainties."! He has moved 
to a universalistic position religiously in Which he is 
looking tor the common denominators of all our great 
religions.2 For Welch, however, (as, indeed, for many con-
servatives or liberals whose economic or political views 
have come to assume the place of prime importance) religion 
is an instrumental rather than an intrinsic value.3 
Both his parents were college graduates and, because 
of the inaccessibility of local public sChools, his mother 
tutored the six children at home and sent them away to school 
beginning with their last two years of high school. Under 
this educational program, Robert Welch progressed so rapidly 
that he entered the University of North Carolina at the age 
of twelve and graduated with his BA degree at the age of 
seventeen. He was described as a "boy wonder" by North 
Carolina newspaper reports of his graduation. His other 
formal education includes two years at the United States 
Naval Academy and two years at Harvard Law School. 
1. Welch, Blue Book, P• 62. 
2. See Welch, Blue Book, pp. 63 and 150, tor example. 
3. For example Welch sees religion as instzwumental 
to the morality of the western world and sees its demise as 
leading to the rise of "amoral man." Welch, Blue Book, 
pp. 62-66. Compare this with Speng~er' s view. 
ii. Business career 
While going to Law School., Robert began a candy 
business that so absorbed his time and energies that he left 
Harvard before he got his Law Degree. In this business 
venture., he overextended himself and got into .financial 
difficulties. He invited his creditors in as an operating 
oommi ttee for the company, but, .finding this working relation-
ship unsatisfactory .. he gave his creditors all his stock (he 
had retained a controlling interest) and pulled out. This 
company was eventually sold to Daggett Chocolate Companr. 
Welch then moved to the Hew York area to make another 
start in the candy business. Making little progress there, 
he was offered and accepted an executive position with 
E. J. Brock and Sons of Chicago. He .later resigned and made 
one more start as a manufacturer of candy. Lacking sufficient 
capital., this final venture also folded. He returned to 
Boston in 1934, as an employee ot the James o. Welch Company, 
a candy manuraoturing firm founded by his brother. He rose 
to become one of the four vice presidents ot this company and 
was in charge o.f sales and advertising. This position took 
him the circuit of the sales offices ot the firm in Atlanta., 
Pittsburgh., Chicago, Los Angeles, and Seattle.l 
1. The name o.f this company and other details about 
it have been deleted .from later printings o.f The Blue Book. 
This, undoubtedly, was at the request of the !irm which has 
sought repeatedly to point out tor newspaper and magazine 
writers that Robert Welch has held no stock or had any other 
The travel involved as sales manager brought Robert 
Welch into close contact with business leaders in these 
cities. Welch moved in business circles with the prestige 
ot seven years ot membership on the Board of Directors of the 
National Association ot Manufacturers, three years of service 
as a Regional Vice President, and a two year Chairmanship of 
its Educational Advisory Committee. His business respon-
sibilities have also included serving as director of a bank, 
as a director of the Harvard Brewing Company,l and as a 
director of several other business corporations. These 
business contacts, coupled with a lively interest in current 
and past political history, gave Robert Welch a very extensive 
circle of acquaintances across the country. Among these were 
not only "business" acquaintances but also many of the anti-
Socialist and anti-Communist leaders throughout the country.2 
iii. Interest and activity in political atfairs 
In addition to extensive travel and acquaintance 
tbroughout this country, Mr. Welch :made it a practice to use 
connection with the company since 1956, two years before the 
founding by Robert Welch of the Birch Society. Robert Welch's 
withdrawal .from the company at that time was, no doubt, at 
least in part upon the insistence of the firm as Robert 
expended more and more of his energies upon political and 
organizational activities which proved increasingly to be an 
embarrassment and a liability to the company. 
1. Reported in The Boston Herald, Dec. 26, 1954. 
2. Welch, Blue Book, p. 116. 
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vacation and other time for world-wide junkets. These, 
coupled with his interest in current political history, 
have led him twice to England (to "study the effects of the 
Socialist government"), and to fairly extensive traveling 
in other parts of the world. In the course ot these 
travels he has arranged interviews with Adenauer, 
Chiang Kai-shek, Syngman Rhee, and others. 
In further expression ot his lively interest in 
political affairs, Welch has taken an active part in national 
and state politics. He made a very helpfUl contribution to 
the campaign ot Massachusetts Governor Bradford. Welch 
presented himself at campaign headquarters and said that he 
liked the platform and program of Bradford and wanted to do 
his part. He offered to send out personal letters supporting 
the candidacy of' Bradford to all the retail distributors and 
handlers of' Welch candy in Massachusetts, most of whom he 
knew personally. The next dq he had desks md other office 
equipment moved into some extra space at tbe campaign head-
quarter a. He followed them in about an hour with a draft of 
the letter he proposed to send md was, in turn, followed in 
about another hour by an entire atatt of' secretaries. This 
mailing consumed the efforts of' this atatf tor several weeks 
as well as a great deal of t~e and effort by Welch himself'. 
Welch bore the costs for this staff as wel.l. as those involved 
in materials and postage for the mailing that approached 
60,000 pieces. When Bradford won the campaign, Welch wanted 
no political favors in return. 
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Later, in ~950, We~ch aade a bid for Lt. Governor of 
Massachusetts in the Repub~ican Primary. He demonstrated a 
muked and rather inflexib~e stand for "princip~e" that 
went, at points, to unnecessary axtramea much to the dismay 
and chagrin of his po~itical adYisora. In that campaign he 
came in second in a tie~d ot toUl' candidates. Laurence Curtis 
won the Republican primary, but was defeated in the general 
election. 
In Massachusetts, We~ch also took an active ro~e in 
the raising of financial support tor ~e candidates of the 
state Republican Party. 
In ~952, Welch waa strongly in tavor ot the presi-
dential candidacy ot Robert 'l'att. Despite the tact that he 
didn't agree with Tatt in al~ his views, he made twenty-tive 
radio speeches, at his own expense, during the primary in 
support ot Taft .1 
Welch was a ~oyal supporter and has been a loyal. 
memoria.lizer ot Senator Joseph McCarthy. He addressed state 
gatherings ot "friends of Senator Joseph McCart~" on at 
~east two occasions during 1955.2 
He has, ot course, addressed many other po~itical 
gatherings, including a States Righters Conference in ~956, 
~. Ibid., PP• ~13-14· 
-
2. Material from a oontidential ti~e on Robert Welch 
and the Birch Society. 
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and a New Party Rally (arranged b7 Kent Courtney in Chicago) 
in 19.59.1 
Foreseeing that Goldwater would meet determined 
liberal opposition in his senatorial campaign in Arizona in 
1958, Welch managed to raise two thousand dollars within 
Massachusetts to help Go~dwater in his campaign.2 Thus 
Welch has taken an active part in both the state and national 
political arenas as a participant as wel-l as a backer. 
iv. His writing and gathering 
right-wing leadership 
Robert Welch is a prolific writer with rather good 
popular style. In 1941. Ronald Press published !he Road to 
Saleamansh1p 1 which is a .tairl7 standard "how-to-do-it-
'JOUrael..t" handbook .tor the :f'ield. In 19.52, Henry Regner,-
Oompany published his anal.7ais o.t the di811liasal of' 
General MacArthur by President Truaan, entitled May God 
Forgive Us. During 1952. 18.$,000 p~erbound and 9,000 
hardbound copies o:r this book were printed.3 In 1954, 
Henry Regnery Company was again the publisher tor Robert Welch 
with The Li.te of' John Birch which ran to 35,000 paperbound 
and 3,000 hardbound copies. ~s is, as has beaD indicated, 
a rather moving biography set into a strongly ideological 
1. ~· 2. Welch, Blue Book, P• 119. 
3. Interestingly enough this book was published as 
a "letter"--a literary :f'orm later used by Welch 1n a "private 
letter," more than twice as long, entitled The Politician. 
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fltaaework or interpretation of the meaning and signi.ticance 
ot his lire and death. Both Mat God Forgive Us and The Lite 
ot John Birch have since been reprinted as is sues o.t 
American Opinion. In FebruarJ, 1956, Welch published the 
first issue of' One Man' s Opinion, which was a monthl7 
publication with a .taw thousand readers. The title o.t this 
publication b7 Welch was (significantly?) changed to American 
Opinion two years later, as he at the same tim.e founded the 
John Birch Society. .American Opiniop is edited by Welch and 
is promoted aa the more extensive and analytical statement 
of ideoloQ for the Birch Society. It consists o:r articles 
on past and current histor., anal.yz:lng and documenting, to 
their author's and to Welch's satisfaction, the nature and 
the progress ot the Communist conspiracy. Most of the 
articles are written to fit the specific needs of' the 
Society, many or tham by Robert Welch. 
American Opinion has been somewhat ot a problem child 
because, for at least its first tour years, including the 
two years under the title of' One Man• s Opinion, it was in 
the red financiall,-. Welch finally turned all his stock in 
the magazine over to the Birch Society, when he was seeing 
signs that the magazine would soon start making money, so 
that when, or if, this happened there would be no grounds 
tor a charge that Welch was getting rich from this aspect of 
the Birch Society operation. The charge that was made, at 
the time Welch did turn over his American Opinion stock to 
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the Birch Society. that Welch was just unloading and trans-
rerring a financial liability to the Birch Society. appears 
groundless. According to Welch• the gift of the stock 
involves the Society in no financial responsibility for the 
support of the magazine. but only insures that potential 
profit from it will go to the Societ7 instead of to himselt.l 
Needless to say. such protestations by Welch about the 
rinancial integrity of the Birch Society lose some ot their 
force when one remembers that financial reports and audita 
are issued only to the Council of the Society.2 Since June, 
1960, there has been a fairly sustained drive to get members 
of the Society either to subscribe to American Opinion (at 
$5.00 per year) or to write asking for a free "charity" 
subscription. 
The Bulletin of the John Birch Society is the 
monthly booklet that goes to each member of the Society. 
1. Robert Welch, Bulletin for June (Belmont, 
Massachusetts: The John Birch Society, Inc., 1960). pp. 24-28. 
2. This is not to impugn the honesty of Welch or of 
the members of the Council. The possibility of their joining 
with Welch in anr sort ot pocket-lining activity is extremely 
remote. This is only to say that the wider an organization's 
statement of income and expenditures. to at least its members 
and preferably to the public at large. the further above 
reproach is its handling of money. At this point in its 
history. Welch and the Council of the Birch Society apparently 
prefer to retain the secrecy of a financial statement. from 
which could be inferred, for instance, an estimate of total 
membership. over an unimpeachable reputation for financial 
integrity. 
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It is edited and almost wholly written by Welch. In it are 
shorter statements analyzing and documenting (again, to 
Welch's own satisfaction) the nature and progress of the 
Communist conspiracy. ~here are also reports or progress on 
continuing and past items that have been on the agenda for 
action by the Society. The central part or each Bulletin 
is, however, the "Agenda For the Month." These agenda items 
consist largely of letters to be written in either protest 
or support of some action or person. They also exhort the 
members on to further study or the nature or the Communist 
conspiracy as it can be seen in lists or "approved" books, 
and members are also urged to hand this educational material 
on to their friends and acquaintances. In addition to these 
fairly standard items are a wide variety or short term or 
long term national and local campaigns and activities (for 
example, the campaign to "Impeach Earl Warren"). 
v. Summary of biographical notes 
In summary, we find Robert Welch born to educated 
well-to-do parents in a rural setting. He had a brilliant 
early educational background culminating with his graduation 
from North Carolina University at the age of seventeen. From 
there he pursued advanced education at the Naval Academy and 
at the Harvard School of Law which could have led to a career 
in either the Navy or in law. Both careers were rejected, 
consciously or by happenstance, for a career in business. 
His business career was marred by three personal business 
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failures and was "climaxed" with a middle-management position 
in a fir-m founded and run by his brother. His business 
career was not quite so undistinguished as the preceding 
sentence might indicate, however, for Robert Welch was 
accorded recognition and given significant responsibilities 
by the wider business community within which he moved. In 
his political activities, Welch bas given major backing to 
few "winners." This record of frustration in political 
activities bas been typical, however, at least on a national 
level, for political conservatives since the Roosevelt 
Administration. Welch was unsuccessful in the one bid he 
himself made for political leadership. And so we find him 
either driven or turning to "fringe" political-educational 
activity which offers him opportunity tor unalloyed expres-
sion and promotion of the political-economic views to which 
he has come. His "founding" and leadership of the Birch 
Society represent the only major prominence which Robert Welch 
has attained. In this leadership a prominence long presaged 
and expected from at least the time of his university gradua-
tion at the age of seventeen is finally being realized.l 
1. The author observed Mr. Welch as he appeared on 
television before a fairly hostile group of interviewers tor 
~eet the Press" (May 21, 1961) and as he appeared before a 
hostile audience, sprinkled with a few supporters, at Ford 
Hall Forum in Boston (Oct. 28, 1962). The author bas also 
had an opportunity to observe Mr. Welch for two days as he 
appeared before a SJ.mpathetic audience of about seventy 
persons gathered together as prospective Birch Societ,r members. 
Mr. Welch at that time presented a two day "seminar," his 35th, 
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Turning from this biographical sketch of Welch 
through which we have glimpsed his development as a person, 
his growing concern over the advances of Communism, and his 
growing leadership in the American right-wing, we move on to 
an examination of his theory of leadership. The man and his 
theo~ of leadership have given to the Birch Society 
characteristics that could not be predicted from an under-
standing of its setting. 
which amounted to a re-run of the origt nal meeting in 
Indianapolis Decanber, 1958, at which the Birch Society was 
"founded" by Welch and of which The Blue Book is a tran-
script. Despite the familiarity ot the material, it afforded 
the author, and the prospective members of the Birch Society 
trom the area around Bakersfield, California, an opportunity 
to observe Welch. The impression gained of Welch, at that 
time, may be of some interest: Robert Welch is of medium 
height and of somewhat paunchy build. He is 62 years old, 
has white hair, is balding and wears ordinary pink-tinted 
plastic rims for his glasses. For the two day "seminar" he 
was nattily attired in a blue suit and a dark tie. He arrived 
at and le.ft the seminar wearing a dark hat and carrying a 
cane. He is perennially equipped with a bulging briefcase 
(a "sign" o.f his charismatic claim to have a deeper and more 
perceptive knowledge and a more valid revelation of the nature 
and extent of the Communist conspiracy than any other leader). 
The image that he presents in his appearance and in his 
mannerisms is that of a professor gr~y and somberly 
emerging from his study atter having considered his obser-
vations and his conversations with others who know, to tell 
his t:ru ths to those who have become dimly aware of the fore-
boding, darkening skies. To these he offers his leadership 
in humility with a sense less ot destiny than of necessity. 
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2. Theory of Leadership 
i. The American dilemma as 
perceived by Welch 
Welch's theory of leadership gains its authoritarian 
character and its driving sense of urgency from his under-
standing of the dilemma which this country faces. Welch 
paints a very grim picture of international conquests of 
Communism that have been recognized by our government as 
well as what Welch considers de facto ones as yet unacknowl-
edged.! He also paints a grim picture of Communistic 
infiltration into our own government. For example 1 during 
the Eisenhower Administration, Welch wrote, "In my own firm 
opinion, the Communists have one of their own actually in 
the presidency."2 And what have we with which to oppose this 
advance of Communism? Welch points to his understanding of 
the American dilemma by saying that "at present we are in 
the position of trJing to defeat a disciplined well-armed 
expertly-commanded army with a collection of debating 
societies. 
1. 
August, and 
a panoramic 
each of 107 
And it can't be done."3 
See the issue of American Opinion for July, 
September of 1960 entitled, 6A World Gone Crazy; 
survey of the degree ot Communist influence in 
countries." 
2. Robert Welch, The Politician (no other publication 
data given), p. 268. This Is the "private letter" circulated 
by Welch which has aroused so much controversy. 
3• Welch, Blue Book, p. 116. In this statement the 
dubious assumption is that the American right-wing is the 
counterpart of the threat of international Communism, not the 
F.B.I. and our ar.med forces. 
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ii. Ettective organizational structure 
Welch sees the country aa nearly overwhelmed. What 
solution does he then propose? We~ch insists that o~y a 
truly dedicated and unified minority. The John Birch Society 
under his personal leadership, is capable of stopping and 
reversing the CoDilllunist tide. Welch hopes that the Birch 
Society will be "the moving force for a new age. ttl And he 
believes that it can be. For, he holds that the course of 
"history is always determined by minorities who really know 
what they want. "2 
But how can such a minority exercise effective 
influence? Welch goes on to build a case for the position 
that such minorities can move with etrectiveness only under 
"d1llsmiC personal leadership. tt3 This lack or dominant and 
uni.fying leadership explains the splintering tendencies and 
the general inett'ectiveness or the American right-wing.4 
Within such a minority which aspires to alter the course of 
history, membership loyalty must center upon the leaaer, not 
upon the organization. Once the very broad purpose is agreed 
upon, the organization and the membership must be only instru-
mental to the policies of the leader rather than the leader 
being instrumental to the policies of the organization. 
1. ~·• P• 169. 
3. ~., PP• 113-26, eap. PP• 115 and 126. 
4• ~·• PP• 1~5-16. 
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Welch draws out this concept or leadership particularly in 
his discussion of the differences between a group functioning 
as an "organization" and as a "body." 
Welch conceives an "organization" to be "a collection 
ot individuals or groups held together more or less loosely 
and more or less temporarily by a common interest or common 
objective."l A "body," as Welch sees it, "is an organic 
entity.n2 There seem to be two main points in this distinc-
tion: the tirst is that the members or a group organized as 
a "body" can move quickly and in concert; the second is that, 
to gain these advantages of rapid and forceful action upon 
a wide variety of issues and over an extended period of time, 
members must forego the "attractions" of a republican form of 
organization3 and willingly take their assigned places along 
a chain of command. The "head" of the "body," the top link 
in the chain of command is, needless to say, the leader. 
Comparing our country with a shoreline of beautiful houses 
about to be flooded, Welch feels it is imperative that the 
leader, who hopes to unify the now scattered and sporadic 
efforts of the American right-wing, must be a "hardboiled, 
dictatorial, and dynamic boss. n4 Welch feels that, if under 
such leadership, "everybody puts everything he's got into the 
job without stopping to argue, we'll be able to save L?ur 
count~ from this incoming tlood."5 
1. Ibid., p. 109. 2. ill!· 3· ~·· p. 159. 
Ibid., P• 117. 
-
5. Ibid., P• 118. 
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iii. The search for a leader 
Who, then, is this leader to be? As Welch considered 
this with the men who met in Indianapolis to hear about the 
possibility of formdng the Birch Society, he reviewed some 
possible candidates for the position. Barry Goldwater was a 
highly esteemed possibility. Welch had the following to say 
about his qualifications: 
Barry Goldwater has political know-how and the pains-
taking genius to use tnat know-how with regard to 
infinite details, he is a superb political organizer, 
and inspires deep and lasting loyalty. He is absolutely 
sound in his Americanism, has the political and moral 
courage to stand by his Americanist principles, and in 
my opinion can be trusted to stand by them till hell 
freezes over.l 
But, despite all these sterling qualities, Welch felt that 
Goldwater vas too tightly bound within the political frame-
work or action to offer the overall leadership on the other 
fronts along which Welch believes the tight against Communism 
must be waged. Even if Goldwater was successful in the 
political arena, even to the extent ot being elected President, 
Welch believed that he would still not be able to carry the 
fight against the Communists through the political sphere 
alone; he would still need the support ot leadership on other 
tronts.2 Welch mentioned, in passing, that the same would 
be the ease tor "Bill Knowland or Bill Jenner or any one ot 
a dozen others" upon the political tront.3 
1. ~·· p. 119. 
3· ~·· p. 120. 
2. Ibid., pp. 120-21 • 
........... 
Having discarded Goldwater for the leadership task 
he feels is imperative, Welch moved on to a scathing 
"consideration" of Richard Nixon: 
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As for being a leader, the sad truth, hard for many 
hopeful and wishfUl conservative Republicans to realize, 
is that Richard Nixon, a most engaging personality and 
clever politician, has never been a leader in connection 
with any event or development, or at any stage ot his 
career. He has been a rider of waves, so far as public 
support was concerned, vi thout caring whether the 
particular wave at any given time was moving lett or 
right; and a manipulator, ot uncanny skill, behind the 
scenes.l 
Further, Welch went on to say that 
if it were not tor the dirtiest deal in American 
political history, participated in if not actually 
engineered by Richard Nixon in order to make himself 
Vice-President (and to put Warren on the Supreme Court 
as part of that deal), Taft would have been nominated 
at Chicago in 1952. It is almost certain that Taft 
would have been elected President by a tar greater 
plurality than was Eisenhower, that a grand rout of 
the Communists in our government and in our midst would 
have started, that McCarthy would be alive today, and 
that we wouldn't even be in this mess that we 1re supposed 
to look to Nixon to lead us out of.2 
This is a rather remarkable catalogue of right-wing grievances. 
A great deal of right-wing disillusionment with "politics" 
dates back to the selection by the 1952 Republican Convention 
of the popular but politically naive Eisenhower over their 
nearly "purist" conservative champion, Taft. A second major 
grievance centers in the "Warren" Supreme Court School Dese-
gregation decision ot 1954. This decision itself is seldom 
mentioned but the "underlying" arguments against it are 
standard tenets of right-wing ideologr. 
1. Ibid., P• 122. 2. Ibid., p. 123. 
-
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Welch further indicted Nixon tor the defeat of Knowland 
in Knowland's bid tor the governorship ot California in 1958.1 
But he went on to say that Nixon, nevertheless, might remain 
the best possibility tor the presidential nomination in 1960.2 
Welch concluded this discussion or other possible 
leaders tor the John Birch Society by pressing the idea that 
political leaders cannot be counted upon tor this task. 
We shall have to use politicians, support politicians, 
create politicians, and help the best ones we can rind 
to get elected. I am thoroughly convinced, however, that 
we eannot count on politicians, political leadership, or 
even political action except as a part or something much 
deeper and broader, to save us.3 
1. ~· 
2. Ibid., p. 124. These remarks about Nixon were 
omitted beginning with the fourth printing or the Blue Book 
in February of 1961. 
3· Ibid., p. 124. Having largely disqualified 
politicians as-a group from possible leadership or the John 
Birch Society, it is very interesting that Welch did not go 
on to consider the possibilities ot existing non-political 
leadership within the American right-wing. J. B. Matthews, 
an advisor to Welch, was not considered. The late Alfred 
Kohlberg, Clarence Manion, Col. Laurence E. Bunker, and the 
less well-known s. M. Draskovitch -- all men selected by 
Welch tor membership on the Council or the John Birch Society--
were not even mentioned. In 1958, at the time or the forma-
tion ot the Society, recently defeated William Knowland or 
General MacArthur would have been pregnant possibilities. 
Neither was there any apparent consideration, tor this task 
ot overall leadership, or newly established men such as 
William F. Buckley, Fulton Levis, Jr., Dan Smoot, 
Fred Schwartz and Billy James Hargis or or such old war-
horses as Gerald L. K. Smith, Carl Mcintyre, James Fifield, 
Edward c. Bundy, John T. Flynn or E. Merrill Hoot. 
With the career of Senator McCarthy undoubtedly in 
the back of his Ddnd, Welch for a time considered running 
for the u. s. Senate.l But further thought and study led 
him to the conclusion that 
(1) No one outspoken Senator nor a dozen outspoken 
Senators, and no amount of the ephemeral political 
support they might muster, could possibly save our 
country unless there was, encompassing them and their 
efforts and support, this far larger and broader 
movement to which I keep referring; (2) that there 
was not going to be any movement without the dynamic 
overall personal leadership to which I have been 
referring; and (3) that, with all of my own short-
comings, there wasn't anybody else on the horizon 
willing to give their whole lives to the job, with 
the determination and dedication I would put into it, 
if I didn't.2 
iv. The leader found 
Welch rather circuitously buttressed his qualifica-
tions for leadership in two ways. First of all, he "knew 
those who know." That is, he was acquainted with both 
national and international anti-Communist leaders. As 
indicated in the biographical notes at the beginning of 
this chapter, Welch has made use of his travels in this 
connection. He had met Chiang Kai-shek, Adenauer, 
Syngman Rhee, and others on the international scene, and 
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was well acquainted with J. B. Matthews, Goldwater, Knowland, 
Clarence Manion, James Fifield, Cardinal Cushing, Kent 
Courtney and others nationally. Further, he dared, at 
l. ~·· p. 125. 2. ~-
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points, to claim over against "those who know" even greater 
knowledge. A case in point would be his criticism of 
Goldwater for going along with the Republican ticket of 
Nixon and Lodge which ran on the platform demanded by 
Rockefeller. In failing to repudiate this ticket and in 
failing to lead a conservative coalition of both parties 
into a third "American Party" Welch felt that Goldwater 
missed "a rendezvous with history which it was a tragedy for 
him not to keep.nl 
Not only did Welch claim to know "those who know" 
but, secondly, he claimed another qualification for leader-
ship in a "knowledge" and "understanding" of the Communistic 
conspiracy that was deeper and broader than that or most 
anti-Communist leaders. This claim was made early in tbe 
Blue Book and was reiterated at many points. Welch felt, 
for instance, that "the Communists are much further advanced 
and more deeply entrenched than is realized by even moat of 
the serioua students of the danger among the anti-Communista.n2 
Welch went on to note that: 
I personally have been studying the problem increasingly 
for about nine years, and practically full time for the 
past three years.3 And entirely without pride, but in 
1. Welch, Bulletin for January, 1960, p. 9. 
2. Welch, Blue Book, p. 5. 
3. This statement was made in Dec., 1958. 
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simple thankfulness, let me point out that a lifetime of 
business experience should have made it easier for me to 
see the falsity of the economic theories on which Communimn 
is supposedly based, more readily, than might same scholar 
coming into that study from the academic cloisters: while 
a lifetime of interest in things academic, especially 
world history, should have given me an advantage over 
many business men, in more readily seeing the sophistries 
in dialectic materialism. So I have felt, rightly or 
wrongly, that my grasp of Communist purposes, and even 
of their methods, should have been more rapid than some 
of my patriotic friends who have gradually become staunch 
anti-Comrounists.l 
This claim to have deeper and broader knowledge and 
insight than other leaders was perhaps most dr~atically 
put forth in publications such as the July, August, and 
September, 1960 issue of American Opinion entitled, "A World 
Gone Crazy: A panoramic survey of the degree of Communist 
influence in each of 107 countries," and in the February, 1962 
issue of American Opinion entitled "Calling the Shots," which 
is a record of "past insight" at times when, in the words of 
Welch in his introductory statement, "The whole regiment 
seemed out of step but us!" 
v. Summary of Welch's theory 
of leadership 
In summary, Welch believed that only a large, tightly 
organized group, under the direction of a "personal" leader 
in whose leadership the members had absolute confidence and 
to wham they gave "unshakable" loyalty could possibly counter 
the Communist advance that Welch perceived nationally and 
1. Welch, Blue Book, p. 5. 
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internationally. Welch believed that he was well qualified 
for this leadership not only because of his wide acquaintance 
with anti-Communists in this country and abroad but also 
because his knowledge and understanding of the Communist 
conspiracy was deeper and broader than most other anti-
Communists because of the combination of both academic 
interest and business experience within his background. 
Finally, he saw no other person "willing to give their whole 
lives to the job, with the deter.mination and dedication I 
would put into it, if I didn•t."l 
Welch's theory and practice of leadership can also 
be viewed helpfully within the analytical categories of 
leadership provided by Max Weber. 
3. Analytical Description of the Leadership of Welch 
Within the classical typology of leadership provided 
by Weber.2 Welch falls most clearly within the charismatic 
category. The "ideal" type3 ot a claim to charismatic 
legitimation of authority rests "on devotion to the specific 
and exceptional sanctity, heroism or exemplary character of 
1. Ibid., p. 125. 
-
2. The three types ot claims tor "legitimacy" of 
leadership are upon rational, traditional, and chari~atic 
grounds. See Weber pp. 328 tt. See also the footnote on 
p. 22 ot this dissertation. 
3. It is to be noted that none ot Weber's three 
"ideal" types are usually to be found, historically, in 
"pure" foi'IIl. Weber, p. 329. 
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an individual person, and of the nor.mative patterns or order 
revealed or ordained by him.nl The principal characteristics 
ot charismatic authority and their organizational manifesta-
tions are five. Consideration and analysis of Welch's 
leadership with regard to these criteria2 follows. 
i. Recognition of charismatic authority 
First of all, the key to the legitimation of charisma 
is recognition of its validity on the part of those subject 
to its clatm.3 "This £recognitioS7 is freely given and 
guaranteed by what is held to be a 1sign1 or proof, originally 
always a miracle, and consists of devotion to the corresponding 
revelation, hero worship, or absolute trust in the leader."4 
The "sign" or "proof" that Welch gives to his followers is, 
ot course, not a miracle. But he does offer the "proof" of 
a "revelation" in the sense of a claim to have real under-
-
standing of, and£!!!_ knowledge about, the current national 
and international political scane.5 In their acceptance of 
1. Weber, p. 328. 
2. Stated and elaborated in Weber on pp. 358-63. 
3• Weber, p. 359. 4. ~-
5. One basic weakness of this "revelation," from 
the point of view of charismatic leadership, is that the 
revelation is drawn from sources open to any other "student" 
of the "Communist conspiracy." Thus the "revelation" of 
Welch can be, and has been, challenged over specific issues 
of interpretation and over its generally extreme tone. The 
"pure" type of charismatic "revelation" would be revealed 
this "proof" many of his followers grant to him chariamatic 
authority and have "absolute trust" in his leadership. 
But the deeper basis of the acceptance of the 
claim of charismatic authority comes when the followers 
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of such a leader see their acceptance of him, not as an 
optional choice, but, as a dutz.1 Many of the followers of 
Welch do see the acceptance of the leadership of Welch as a 
duty for themselves and tor others. Others who do not accept 
this duty are often regarded with scorn. This sense or 
obligation and duty to follow Welch is amply illustrated in 
a Special Bulletin of the Birch Society issued early in 
1961, entitled "Appreciation and Encouragement." Its opening 
quotation is from "a housewife in California" who writes, 
"'Since the day I saw the tape, where you~elcBV appeared 
on the screen, I have intended to write you. • • • It people 
who see and hear you, on that (film), are not stirred to 
their very souls, to want to be a part of this great work 
you are doing, there must be something wrong ••• •'"2 
by a charismatic leader who held that he alone had access to 
the source(s) of his "revelation" and/or that he alone was 
qualified to mediate or "reveal" this in.f'ormation. Within 
this field ot "intelligence" about the "Communist conspiracy" 
the heads of the C.I.A. and of the F.B.I., particularly, 
enjoy this kind of a status. 
1. Weber, PP• 359-60. 
2. Special Bulletin, issued by the John Birch Society 
early in 1961 entitled, 1Appreciation and Encouragement," 
page 1. 
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A "student at Yale" writes, nAgain may I thank you for all 
that you have done and are continuing to do, not only for 
me, but for this wonderful country of ours--somehow I feel 
that its destinJ' lies·a great deal in your hands.".!. A 
"business executive in Arizona" writes., "My wife and I 
have never been so inspired as by your program and by the 
potential of what can be accomplished through i'he John Birch 
Society."2 A "teacher in Arkansas" writes, "Every day in 
every way I'm more and more convinced that our Society, with 
you at the he~ guiding its destiny, is mankind's last great 
bope tor survival."3 A housewife from Aroadia, California, 
writes, 
May God bless you, Mr. Welch\ A very short time ago I 
was too busy--cleaning house, caring tor my family, 
playing bridge, etc., completely oblivious to what was 
reallt happening to this wonderful country of ours, and 
now I m striving hard to learn all the things I should 
have been .knowing for the past ten or fifteen years --
as a member of the Societr,r. We should get down on our 
lmees to thank God that America has such men as you --
and I d.ot4 
Someone from La Canada, California, writes 
Since joining the John BirCh Society I believe the 
United States will survive the Communists• threat. 
Before I couldn 1 t see bow in the world we could combat 
traitors in government, schools, churches, etc. Thaxuc 
God for John Birch -- I•m with you 100% and I'm getting 
other Americans to join.5 
In interviews with manbers ot the Birch Society, the 
author found that the majority of those interviewed do not 
1. Ibid. 
-
2. ~ .. , Underlining added. 
Ibid • ., P• 3. 
-
5. ~., P• 5. 
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support Welch 100%. Support of Welch by many of his followers 
is somewhat tentative particularly at tne point of his extreme 
statements about Eisenhower, and individual Society members 
disagree with Welch upon a variety of other issues. But, 
even those who have these particular reservations, join the 
many members who do have "absolute" trust in feeling that it 
is the duty of themselves and of other ~ Americans to 
follow Welch as the best hope they have. 
ii. The "success" of Welch's leadership 
The second criterion of charismatic authority has to 
do with the "success" of the leader. "It proof ot his 
charismatic qualification fails hLm for long, the leader 
endowed with charisma tends to think his god or his magical 
or heroic powers have deserted him. If he is tor long 
unsuccessfUl, above all it his leadership tails to benefit 
his followers, it is likely that his charimaatic authority 
will disappear."l It is interesting to speculate about what 
would constitute lack of "success" tor Welch. The author 
would maintain that, as long as Welch is able to continue 
his leadership within our open society, and to continue to 
attract new members, "success" would be perceived by him and 
his followers as always within their grasp. Only a wholesale 
exodus of m~bers from the Birch Society would shear him of 
"success." Only the abandonment of Welch by those who had 
1. Weber, p. 360. 
heard and responded to his "revelation" and the failure 
continually to attract new members would convince Welch 
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that history had moved beyond the point that he could be its 
agent. Only such abandonment and stunting of growth in 
membership would undercut the Birch Society as an organiza-
tion. This would naturally occur at his death.l 
But the possible loss by Welch of this charisma, and 
the collapse of the Birch Society, particularly because of the 
extensive network of organizational co~tments he has created, 
is most likely to occur in the fairly near future as ita members 
decide to expend their energies foliating new and "unscarred" 
right-wing leaders. This possible shift of "absolute trust" 
to other "unscarred" leaders (or possibly another leader) by 
members of the Birch Society would be motivated by their 
recognition that only an organization which continues to 
grow can "successfUlly" accomplish what they believe to be 
the necessary "exorcism," by non-revolutionary educational-
political means, of all political, economic, educational, 
and religious thought and leaderShip to their left. A good 
part of the "success" of Robert Welch has been due to the fact 
that he was a "dark horse" when he began the Society. Thus 
his initial appeal to all those he could reach was "unscarred" 
1. Unless, of course, the Council of the Society 
is successful in solving the problem o~ succession and, in 
this way, further routinizing the charisma. See Weber, 
pp. 363 tt. 
by controversy surrounding his name. Such is no longer 
the case. 
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The continued "success•• of the charismatic leadership 
of Welch is theref'ore a matter open to question. 
iii. The "mixed" starr of Welch 
The third criterion of charismatic leadership has 
to do with the type or organizational starr with which the 
leader surrounds himself. The ••staff" of a charismatic 
leader 
is based on an emotional form of' communal relationahip. 
The administrative start ••• does not consist of 
"officials"; at least its members are not teo.bnically 
trained. • • • It is rather chosen in terms oi' the 
chariSDlatic qualities of its members. • • • There is no 
such thing as "appointment" or "dismissal, 11 no career, 
no promotion. There is onl.y a "call 11 at the instance 
of the leader on the basis of the charismatic qualifi-
cations of those he SWIIlDOns. There is no hierarchy; 
the leader merely intervenes in general or individual 
cases when he considers the members of his staff 
inadequate to a task with which they have been entrusted. 
• • • There is no such thing as a salary. • • • There 
are no established administrative organs •••• There 
is no system of formal rules, of abstract legal principles, 
and hence no process of judicial decision oriented to 
thsm. • • • Formally concrete judgments are newly 
created rrom case to case. • .1 
The foregoing is descriptive of the "core" staff 
with which Welch has surrounded himself. But Welch has 
combined with this a bureaucratic office staff of' adminis-
trators, secretarial and clerical workers and an additional 
staff or organizers called "coordinators. n All of t.b.ese 
1. Weber, P• 360-61. 
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people hold or must profess to hold Welch and their fellow 
"disciples" in "an emotional for.m of communal relationship."! 
There is and must be an organizational esprit de corps and 
a degree of "reverence n for Welch. This is an organizational 
requirement to which rational and traditional organizational 
arrangements are not necessarily subject. The members of 
this "bureaucratic" staff are paid salaries and are assigned 
particular functions. All of this organizational ~chinery" 
and its personnel is subject to whatever changes and shifts 
Welch deems appropriate and Welch 11intervenes in general or 
individual cases when he considers the members of his staff 
inadequate to the task to which they have been entrusted."2 
Thus the organization under Welch is a cross between 
the "temporary" and the "per.manent," the "irrational" and 
"rational" arrangements of the "charismatic" and the 
"rational-bureaucratic" staff. This "mixed" staff is both 
a strength and a weakness in the organization of the Society. 
Its strength is in its somewhat greater efficiency and in 
its capacity to multiply the efforts of the leader. But 
this advantage is somewhat mitigated since the members and 
staff who give personal "loyalty" to a leader also expect a 
considerable degree of personal attention from him. The 
weakness of this mixture of "charismatic" and "rational-
bureaucratic" organization is found in that it provides 
1. ~·· p. 360. 2. ~· 
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an "out" tor paid bureaucratic functionaries when and if they 
see the organization "sinking." In such a case they can 
"legitimately" abandon the organization on the purely rational 
grounds that it is no longer functioning properly, quite 
apart from any "loyalty" to the charismatic leader. This 
weakness is particularly acute because the key tull-time 
coordinators who do most of the organizational leg work are 
employed largely on a rational-bureaucratic basis. 
Thus on the criterion ot the type or staff created by 
a charismatic leader, Welch rates a ~ixed" status. 
iv. Means ot financial support 
The fourth criterion of charismatic leadership has 
to do with the stance the leader and his followers take 
with regard to economic considerations. Weber holds that 
pure charisma is specifically foreign to economic 
considerations. Whenever it appears, it constitutes 
a "call" in the most emphatic sense of the word, a 
"mission" or a "spiritual duty." In the pure type it 
disdains and repudiates economic exploitation of the 
gifts of grace as a source of income, though, to be 
sure, this often remains more of an ideal than a tact • 
• • • What is despised, so long as the genuinely 
charismatic type is adhered to, is traditional or 
rational everyday economizing, the attainment of a 
regular income by continuous economic activity devoted 
to this end.l 
Welch is certainly representative of this charismatic 
disdain and repudiation of "exploitation of the gifts of 
grace as a source of income" for himself. Welch himself is 
l. ~., p. 362. 
economicall.y se~t-sufficient through his savings and 
investmen.ts.l. Nor do others in his "core" staff seem to 
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be l.ining their pockets through the exploitation of the 
economic resources made avail.able to the Society by its 
members or friends. But, with the creation and maintenance 
of the rational-bureaucratic staff Which was envisioned by 
Welch and which has been in existence since his founding 
o:f the Society, and with the l.arge additional. expense of 
extensive printing and mail.ing, it has been necessary to 
attain a regul.ar income and a portion of the activity of 
Welch and his staff has been devoted to that end. The main 
source of income has been from monthly dues from members. 
Additional. money is known to come from the sale of Birch 
Society l.iterature, from $1.1 000. "l.ite memberships," .from 
special. girts, and from those who pick up the tab tor the 
travel.ing expenses or Wel.ch and or the l.ess well.-heeled 
members of the Council. such as Draskovitch, and of other 
"inspirational" anti-Communist speakers. Al.l. this support 
is strictl.y "vol.untary" on the part of those rendering the 
support, and, tor the Society, only income from publications 
is "earned" in a m.undane every-day .fashion. 
l.. He seems quite wil.ling, moreover, to use his 
own economic resources rather freely in support of the 
activities o.t the Society. 
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Once again, the maintenance of the rational-bureau-
cratic part of the organization qualifies this characteristic 
of charismatic leadership and organization. 
v. The radical reorientation of followers 
The fifth criterion has to do with the way in which 
charismatic leadership alters the perception of the field 
of action. "In traditionally stereotyped periods, charisma 
is the greatest revolutionary force."l Our era is not 
"caked" with tradition, therefore the foregoing is not 
descriptive. 
Non-rational charisma in this era is competing pri-
marily with rationality. Weber goes on to compare the ways in 
which rationality and charisma lead one to perceive and deal 
with the field of action. Weber observes that the 
revolutionary force of "reason" works from without by 
altering the situation of action, and hence its problems 
finally in this way changing men's attitudes toward them; 
or it intellectualizes the individual. Charisma, on the 
other hand, may involve a subjective or internal reorienta-
tion born out of suffering, conflicts, or enthusiasm. It 
may then result in a radical alteration of the central 
system of attitudes and directions of action with a 
completely new orientation of all attitudes tow~d the 
different problems and structures of the~orlO: 
For the Birch Society members who are "new" to 
right-wing ideology (as a great many of them are) their 
acceptance of the "revelation" of Welch involves them in 
just such a radical reorientation of perceptions, of atti-
tudes, and directions of action. 
1. Weber, p. 363. 2. Ibid. 
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In this theoretical analysis or the leadership of 
Welch, within the typology ot leadership provided by Weber, 
we find that the charismatic leadership of Welch is qualified 
primarily at two points. First of all, Welch is able to 
claim neither exclusive access to the sources ot his revela-
tion nor any exclusive right to be its interpreter. As a 
matter of fact, many of the "educational" efforts ot the 
Society, through Welch, its other leaders, and its publica-
tions, seek to broaden the availability of the very sources 
ot information from which Welch derives his claim to 
authority. Thus the author found in several interviews 
with leaders and members that the "absolute loyalty" and 
"trust" in Welch is progressively undercut as followers of 
Welch find themselves able to do their own and, sometimes 
to their mind, more accurate analysis of these sources and 
interpretations of current history. 
The modification or the "pure" type of charismatic 
organization of followers or disciples by the inclusion of a 
rational-bureaucratic staff within it constitutes a second 
qualification. The advantages of such a bureaucratic staff, 
as it multiplies and extends the efforts of its leader, and 
its disadvantages, as it provides an alternative to the 
criterion of "absolute trust" in its leader through its own 
internal criteria of rationality and functional efficiency, 
have already been indicated. 
12 
Welch thus emerges as charismatic leader of' rather 
uncertain status.1 (1) Absolute trust in Welch is mitigated 
by the general availability of the sources of' "revelation" 
to others and by the inclusion of a potentially "disloyal" 
rational-bureaucratic staff'. ( 2) The .future "success" of 
his leadership is a matter of conjecture Which can be 
measured only in his ability to attract and to retain new 
followers. His "success" in these efforts, to date, is 
established. (3) His staff is compounded of the rather 
unstable union of both charismatic and rational-bureaucratic 
types. (4) His personal efforts are above the "taint" of 
economic aggrandizement, but the demands of his rational-
bureaucratic staff and publication efforts have involved 
him in "degrading" (to charisnatic authority) efforts and 
appeals for economic support. (5) And finally, the revela• 
tional content of his charismatic leadership has success-
tully moved his followers into substantial alignment with 
his own fairly standard American right-wing perceptions, 
attitudes, and directions of action. 
4. Summary 
The historic and contemporary strains of the social 
setting within America have served to produce a number of 
1. The "temporary" and "tentative" quality of the 
leadership of Welch is, the author would maintain, one of 
the inherent characteristics of charismatic authority 
itself. 
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f'undamental.ist reactions, movements of social. protest of the 
radical right, Which share a family resemblance with the 
Birch Society. But Robert Welch has greatly influenced the 
Character of the John Birch Society. In a very real sense, 
the Birch Society is a one-man operation. Coming from an 
educated, well-to-do rural home, a fundamentalist religious 
background, a very successful early education and later 
attendance at the prestige.f"ul Naval Academy and Harvard Law 
School, and from three early business failures to a fairly 
successful business career, Robert Welch moved rather 
naturally into a perception of himself as a qualified 
autbori tar ian leader. This authoritarian ~eadership, as 
well as its charismatic overtones, was also perceived by 
Welch as damanded by the dil~ with which, he believed, 
America was confronted. This leadership of Welch, herein 
characterized as "charismatic," meets, to a fairly high 
degree, all ot' the criteria ot' such leadership indicated by 
Max Weber witn the major exception ot' the inclusion ot' a 
rationa.J.-bureauoratic staf.f. This "mixed" rational-bureau-
cratic and charismatic stat!' is one ot the most important 
features of the organization ot' the Birch Society, and we 
will return to an examination of it, i'ollowing an examina-
tion of the membership and the formal organizational 
structure of the Society. 
CHAPTER IV 
ORGAN! ZATION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE 
JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY 
Turning from an examination of the leader of the 
John Birch Society and from an analysis of his theory of 
leadership, we move on to a consideration of the nature of 
the organization Welch has created and to a report of the 
characteristics of the members and leaders he and his 
organization have attracted. 
1. The Organization of the John Birch Society 
We will begin with Welch's statement of the for.mal 
organizational structure of the Society which he made at 
the "founding" in December, 1958.1 
The John Birch Society will function almost entirely 
through small local chapters, usually of from ten to 
twenty dedicated patriots, although some chapters may 
occasionally, and tor a while, be larger.2 Each will 
have a Chapter Leader, appointed by headquarters, which 
is in Belmont, Massachusetts; or appointed through 
officers of the Society, in the field, who have them-
selves been duly appointed by headquarters. The dues 
are whatever the member wants to make them, with a 
1. Welch, Blue Book, pp. 163-66. 
2. The chapters grow in number in two ways. First, 
by being organized upon the initiative of either a prospec-
tive chapter leader or an organizer ("coordinator"). Second, 
by division when they reach about twenty members. 
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minimWD. or $24.00 per year ror men and $1.2.00 per year 
for women.l. But we shall. prefer to have these dues 
paid by each member or a l.ocal chapter monthl.y 6 at $2.00 per month for men and $1.00 per month for women, 
to his or her Chapter Leader. This is for many reasons, 
some or which are obvious. 2 and it wil.l be the responsi-
bil.ity or each Chapter Leader to coll.ect such dues 
regularly and forward them to headquarters. 
Because we shall have people who want to Join Tbe 
John Birch Society, however. in parts or the country 
where we do not yet have any chance or establ.ishing 
chapters, and because for a while their number wil.l. 
increase, we also have a Home Chapter which they can 
join. The differences are that we cannot afford to 
have dues paid to the Home Chapter except annually in 
one l.ump sum of $24.00 (or more) for men and $12.00 
(or more) for women 6 because otherwise we should 
dissipate too much or the dues money in bookkeeping 
costs; and that our contact with Home Chapter members 
wil.l be 1argely through printed bul.letins--even as to 
the work we ask them to do--rather than through per-
sonal contact. 
In the case or local chapters we shall. expect the 
Chapter Leader to get al.l ot his or her members 
together at least once a month, and in many cases 
oftener, as well as on any special. occasions which 
may make such a meeting advisabl.e. And we expect the 
Chapter Leader to be in practically continuous contact 
w1 th his or her members to whatever extent may be 
necessary in order to pass on or receive information 
and to carry out various concerted efforts as requested 
.from headquarters. 
For handl.ing the organizational mechanics or the 
Society, and .tor he1ping to :form new chapters, we shall 
have a paid stat.r man, with the title Coordinator, tor 
each area ot the proper size. Above these Coordinators, 
in time, we &hall have supervisors with the rank or 
1. In addition, "Life Memberships" are offered at 
2. One o:r the obvious reasons coul.d be that of' 
group maintenance. This regular collection of dues along 
with the meeting when, t:ypically, the m.onthl.y Bulletin is 
read and "expl.a:l.ned" serves to hel.p get the members out once 
a month. The attendance and pa,ment o:r dues also serve as 
fairly reliable checks on the "live" interest o.r members. 
title of Major Coordinators,l and we shall fUrther 
build the organizational framework from the bottom up, 
as made necessary by sufficient membership in order to 
keep strict and careful control of what every chapter 
is doing, and even every member of every chapter so 
far as the effective work of The John Birch Society 
is concerned. 
Let me point out here, too, that while such 
Coordinators and eventually Major Coordinators will 
receive salaries and expenses according to their work 
and their abilities, neither the chapter members nor 
even the Chapter Leaders who form the base of our 
Society, and who cumulatively do most of the work that 
counts, nor I myself and other top officers,2 will 
receive any pay whatsoever. It is only those in the 
middle who will receive any remuneration, because there 
is where we simply must utilize paid staff for organi-
zational needs.3 
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We are out to get a million members truly dedicated 
to the things in which we believe. This, we are well 
aware, will take time, and tremendous effort, and 
dedication on our own part greater than that we ask of 
anybody else. But there are a million good patriots, 
who are also men and women of good will and good 
character and human conscience, in America, who are just 
waiting to join The John Birch Society as fast as we can 
carry the story to them. There are a million such men 
1. In early 1961 there were (according to The New 
York Times, April 2, 1962) about thirty-five full-tim-=e~~ 
salaried and about a hundred volunteer "coordinators" at work. 
2. Among this group of "top officers" is included 
the "Council" of the Society. The core of the group of men, 
who were to make up this Council, were those who met with 
Welch at the "founding" of the Society in Indianapolis in 
December of 1958. The fUnctions of the Council, whose 
mambers' names are published, are to lend prestige to the 
Society, to offer "advice" to Robert Welch, and to select 
his eventual successor. 
3. In addition to the coordinators the office staff 
at the headquarters in Belmont is also paid. That staff" 
numbered forty-four as of March, 1962 (according to the 
Bulletin :t"or March, 1962, p. 27). 
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and women in America who would join The John Birch Society 
tonight if they knew as much about it as you men in this 
room do right now. And I think that a million members 
is all we would want, at least in the United States.l 
For we need disciplined pullers at the oars, and not 
passengers in the boat. 
On paper, this is the organizational structure of 
the Birch Society. Among the proliferation of right-wing 
organizations in America, it is by far the most rationally 
organized as it includes both the strengths and the weak-
nesses previously noted in the combination of the rational-
bureaucratic and the simpler charismatic leader-follower 
organizational structures. TO reiterate, the formal structure 
of the Birch Society has 
(1) a well defined top leadership position (Robert 
Welch); 
(2) a small less well defined, "kitchen cabinet" of 
advisors and administrative assistants; 
(3) a Council of formal "advisors"; 
(4) a sizable office staff at the "home office" in 
Belmont, Massachusetts plus a smaller office staff in 
1. This goal of a million members had been modified 
to a goal of 100,000 by the end of 1961 (according to 
The Los ~eles Times, March 5, 1961) after three years of 
organizat:Onal efforts. Any estimates as to the current 
membership are, to the author's knowledge, purely speculative, 
since the Society refuses to reveal its membership. A fairly 
accurate estimate would be possible if one knew the number 
of Bulletins sent out through the mail each month, but this 
info~ation would not be available through non-gove~ental 
soUDces. But speculative estimates do place the current 
membership of the Society at from 30,000 to something 
under 100,000. 
Los Angel.es and probably in one or two other centers of 
Birch Society acti. vity; 
(5) A large group of organizers, both paid and 
volunteer, called "coordinators"; 
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(6) local members organized into chapters (which 
have, ideally, from ten to twenty members and which are 
organized 1n nearly every state plus members of the "home 
chapter," with no l.ocal chapter affiliation, in each state);l 
and 
(7) its most important organizational publication, 
the monthly Bulletin, is geared directly to the local 
chapter to provide members with current interpretation of 
national and world issues and events and with individual 
and local chapter agenda. 
This, then, is the !'ormal. hierarchical structure of 
the Birch Society. It is designed by Wel.ch to utilize what 
he feel.s to be the strengths of "dynamic personal leadership 
L'Which have been herein described as ''charism.atic.:7 around 
which the split and frustrated and confUsed forces on our 
side can be rallied, rapidly and firmly • • • "2 In line 
with this conviction as to the utility ana necessity of 
l. There was an attempt, in the Spring, 1962 in 
Wichita at least, to get people enrolled in the "home chapter" 
who did not wish to run the "risks" to reputation or to 
position of being actively involved in a local chapter --
a patent admission of the growing social stigma attached to 
mamberahip 1D the Society. 
2. Welch, Blue Book, p. 170. 
"charismatic" leadership, Welch insists that the Birch 
Society is to be a "monolithic body. nl In this connection, 
Welch goes on to make what has been, next to his statement 
that Eisenhower is a "conscious agent of the Communist 
conspiracy,"2 probably the most revealing and damning 
statement of organizational and political philosophy that 
he has ever made. 
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A republican .f'orm. of' government or of organization has 
many attractions and advantages, under certain favorable 
conditions. But under less happy circumstances it lends 
itself too readily to infiltration, distortion and 
disruption. And democracy, of course, in government 
or organization, as the Greeks and Romans both found 
out, and aa I believe every man in this room3 clearly 
recognizes -- democracy is merely a deceptive phrase, 
a weapon of' demagoguery, and a perennial fraud.4 
Welch goes on for the next three pages to say that this 
anti-democratic, authoritarian stance applies, not to 
government, but to the organization of' the Birch Society 
alone and is intended primarily to guard against infiltration 
by Communists and against divisive debate leading to internal 
splintering of' the Society. But the weight of' his original 
statement explicitly includes and elaborates upon his 
political philosophy of' government. His statement leaves 
1. Ibid., P• 159. 
2. Welch, The Politician. 
3. These were the men who met with Welch in 
Indianapolis in Dec., 1958. 
4. Welch, Blue Book, p.l59, underlining added. 
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~ittie doubt that We~ch be~ieves that our government (or 
any government) ought to be in the bands o:r anti-Communist 
ieadership which, under these "~ess happy circumstances" 
woul.d of necessity have to be anti-democratic and authori-
tarian as we~i, unti~ that time when, "under certain 
/jinstateD :ravorab~e condi tiona, u a repubiican form o:r 
government eou~d be safely reinstituted. 
We turn now from an survey of the formal organiza-
tion of the Society and from a statement of the phi~osophy 
behind its hierarchical structure to a deacription of the 
~eaders and members attracted by the Birch Society and by 
its founder. 
2. Leadership and Membership Attracted 
The author interviewed a great many persons through-
out the country who were ~eaders and members of the Birch 
Society or Who were sympathetic to the Society. Among these 
there were twenty-eight who cou~d be identified as members 
of the Society with a high degree of certainty and who were, 
in addition, in a setting where the questionnaire described 
in the introduction cou~d be administered. 
Two out of three of the fo~lowers of Weich described 
above were maJ.e. The leadership, particularly, is pre-
dominantly male. But indications are that, tbl"oughout the 
membership, females outnumber the males about two to one. 
There was a noticeabie division in age with the somewhat 
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~arger grouping o£ those interviewed having an average age 
o£ 36, and with 63.8 being the average age £or the other 
grouping. The average class grouping o£ those interviewed 
was upper-middle class. Their religious affiliation was 
nominal, with £ew observed as having any active religious 
affiliation, and with none observed as having any connection 
w1 th their churches beyond Sunday worship. F'i ve of the 
£ollowers of Welch interviewed were Roman Catholics, seven 
were denominational Protestants, seven were sectarian 
Protestants, and nine were unclassi.fied. The author did 
no research in the South-East, but, in the West, South-West 
and Mid-West, within the Birch Society, there was only a 
sprinkling o£ Independents or of "Jeffersonian" Democrats. 
They were, with very few exceptions, conservative Republicans. 
Those followers of Welch interviewed, who were also given 
the questionnaire, had on the average completed two years 
of college. 
For purposes of analysis, the author divided the 
eighteen leaders interviewed into tbree categories. The 
five top men have leadership in both executive and policy-
making capacities. These five fell into the leadership 
category equivalent to the "Council Members" of the Birch 
Society. The next six men had executive leadership 
equivalent to that or "coordinator" through their leader-
ship over those in the category or "chapter leadersu who, 
in turn, had leadership over regular members of the Society. 
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There were seven, who were interviewed and to whom the 
questionnaire was administered, who were in this category 
of "chapter leader," four of whom were females. The other 
ten interviewed were Birch Society "members." 
There were some interesting differences, particularly 
with regard to sex, age, socio-economic status, and educa-
tion, among these categories of leaders. 
The five holding leaderanip positions equivalent to 
that of Council Member were, with the exception of one man, 
older men. The average age of the four older men was 67 .5; 
the one younger man was 3tl years old. 'lh.ey are al.l of the 
upper class in socio-economic status. All but one of the 
five completed college and two completed graduate work. 
The six leaders in the category of coordinators 
exhibited some marked differences from the other leaders, 
particularly with respect to socio-economic status and 
education. In these respects they are quite representative 
of the non-leader members. Their average ages are 42.5 years 
for the four younger men, and 60 tor the older two. !heir 
average socio-economic class status is barely upper-middle. 
The average educational level of the coordinators is also 
bel.ow the total. average and is comparable to that of the 
non-leader members. 
Seven of the leaders classified have leadership over 
other members. These represent the local "volunteer" 
chapter leaders. Of these seven, :rour are women -- they are 
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the only women among the total sample of 18 men and 10 
women classified as "leaders." The average age of the 
chapter leaders at 37 is youngest ot any of the groups 
classified. Their socio-economic status is somewhat be1ow 
that of the total average, but is second only to that of 
the top Council Members, who combine both executive and 
policy-making leadership. Their average educational 
attainment is somewhat above that ot the total average and, 
once again, is second only to that of the Council Members. 
The ten non-leader members have an MVerage age of 
39 years. The average age tor the eight younger ones is 
33.8, ana ror the two older ones, 60 years. Their average 
class status is barely upper-middle and is quite close to 
that of the executive leaders. Their average level of 
educational attainment is below that ot the total group and 
again quite close to that of the "coordinators.•• 
'l'he two most highly ranked groups in terms ot 
educational attainment and socio-economic status are the 
Council Member category with both executive and policy 
leadership and the local volunteer chapter leaders. The 
two lowest ranked groups in terms ot these same two criteria 
are the middle range executive leaders, the coordinators, 
and the non-leader msmbers. Thus the coordinators would 
find reference group attraction to the Council Member 
leaders on the bases ot socio-economic and educational 
prestige and the non-leader member would find the same 
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attraction to both the Council Member leadership and the 
volunteer chapter leaders on the same bases. The coordinator, 
as a middle executive leader, finds himself in a difficult 
position in this chain-of-command organizational structure. 
In such a structure it is natural for him to be subservient 
to the Council Member(s) above him in leadership, but the 
coordinator finds him8elf below the volunteer chapter leader 
as well, in terms of educational attainment and socio-
economic status. As has been indicated before, the salaried 
coordinator is one of the main links in the rational-
bureaucratic organizational structure. His interior socio-
economic status and educational attainment puts further 
strain upon the coordinator in his dealings with chapter 
leaders who are theoretically below him in a chain-of-
command. This strain is in addition to those strains 
coming as a consequence of the uneasy alliance between the 
coordinator's rational-bureaucratic leadership and the more 
highly esteemed charismatic leadership of others within the 
Society. 
The author finds these data, from those interviewed, 
on age, sex, socio-economic class, religious, political, and 
educational groupings to be of interest particularly at the 
point of' an analysis of the appeals of the Society. The 
Birch Society seems to appeal to no distinctive sociological 
grouping. For instance, the members are not all old, Roman 
Catholic, or sectarian Protestant. The Birch Society members 
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are nearly all conservative Republicans politically, and this 
does reinforce the description of the Society as a protest 
of the right. But the finding that those interviewed were 
conservative Republicans is scarcely surprising and its 
significance is further reduced by the fact that the Birch 
Society does not, by any means, appeal to all conservative 
Republicans. The one appeal of the Society isolated by 
this sociological analysis of those interviewed is that of 
the socio-economic and educational reference group attraction 
which Council M&Rbers have for coordinators, chapter leaders, 
and members and which chapter leaders have for members. 
3. Theoretical Description of the 
Organizational Structure 
From an examination of the formal organization of 
the Society and from a description of the leaders and 
members interviewed, we move on to a DJ)re theoretical 
description of the organizational structure as it manifests 
itself in local. settings and as it can be profitably 
examined within a typological framework. 
i. The mixed charismatic and 
rational-bureaucratic leadership 
as observed in local settings 
By way of further examination of the strengths and 
weaknesses of the mixed charismatic and rational-bureaucratic 
leadership of the Society~ it is of great interest to note 
the relation between these two structures of leadership in 
various local settings. In Los Angeles, and throughout 
Southern California generally, the rational-bureaucratic 
structure, composed of leaders of the "coordinator" 
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category, is clearly dominant in d~-to-day policy decisions 
and in executive administration of the Society. This 
executive leaderShip is dominated by young men (mid-thirties) 
of considerable vigor and efficiency. The organization 
and supervision ot local chapters is clearly within their 
hands.1 
1. An amazing number of these coordinators 1n 
Los Ange~es and in other centers of Birch Society activity 
were, or still remain, in the insurance business. There 
seem to be three reasons for this: first, but not necessarily 
.foremost, they tend to share with the right-wing an extreme 
distrust of governmental gl"'wth because of governmental 
incursions into their "market" .for the sale of policies to 
protect against the 1'inancial. exigencies o1' retirement, 
ill health, and death; especially through the expansion 
of Social Security to help underwrite these risks by 
spreading them throughout the tax structure. Second, 
these men are a current prototype of the "ruggedly 
individualistic" small businessman who wishes to be 
unhampered by governmental taxation in his reaping o.f 
profit that he feel.s is due him af'ter having endured 
(without the bene.fits o.f governmental underwriting of risks 
avail.abl.e to businessmen in many other .fiel.ds) an initial. 
period of the investment of long hours over, perhaps, years 
of time with uncertain and smal.l financial return. And 
'third, and perhaps most important, insurance men have com-
mand over their own time schedules. They are free to spend 
their time, on either a part-time or on an inde1'initely 
arranged ful.l.-time basis, in ways which they feel. wil.l. 
bene1'it their business in either the short or in the long 
run. 
One other prominent group o1' rational-bureaucratic 
leaders comes .from junior executives in savings banks, 
util.ities, oil., and other corporations. ~eir degree and 
style of participation in leadership within the right or 
radicall.y right-wing reflects the economic and political. 
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Charismatic leadership is paral.lel to 1 rather than 
being dominant over or intertwined with, the rational-
bureaucratic leadership.l This division of the functions 
of inspiration and efficient organization, between the 
charismatic and the rational-bureaucratic leaderShip 
respectively, has the strengths and weaknesses previously 
noted in Chapter Three. The organization and supervision of 
local chapters in Southern California has been markedly more 
efficient than in other areas of the country. This is not 
to say that they approach the "eft"iciency" of, for instance, 
a rational-bureaucratic starr of an established and stable 
industry. The rational.-bureaucratic starr of the Birch 
Society in Los Angeles has to contend with and try to channel 
the emotional fervor and aberrations of those attracted to 
and aroused by the Society. Added to the often irrational 
emotionalism of the members is the f'aet that those o:f."fering 
leadership, even within the rational-bureaucratic structure 
of such a movement, must exhibit some degree of emotionalism 
themselves as a necessary ingredient ror the legitimation 
of their own leadership. 
stance of the top management of their corporations. The 
participation of these men is clearly directed toward and 
contingent upon the approval of their top management. 
l. Charismatic leadership is provided primarily by 
Welch, but also by a plethora of' ex-F.B.I. agents, ex-
Communist, and anti-Communist ••inspirational speakers," who 
have come to the happy hunting ground of Southern California. 
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In Wichita 6 on the other hand, the rational-bureau-
cratic and the charismatic leadership structures are not 
parallel 6 as they are in Los Angeles 6 but are joined in the 
leadership of the two Council members in the city. These 
two prominent local businessmen have organized the Society 
in Wichita and have held it together by their own efforts 
and prestige. In undertaking both the charismatic "inspira-
tional" and rational-bureaucratic executive leadership, they 
have had to pay the price of a major investment of time 6 
energy 1 and money. They have had the assistance of two or 
three lawyers within their business circles who have given 
secondary leadership of the same mixed "inspirational-
executive" type.l This type of leadership is extremely 
wearing, particularly since the major "glories" of charis-
matic leadership must be granted to Welch. But such Council 
members cannot back out of their leadership by repudiating 
Welch and the Blue Book without losing face. 2 The only way 
they can withdraw from such leadership 6 if and When they 
see the Society going sour 6 is by repudiating the "apathy" 
of the local members or the local population. 
1. This same group of leaders were also involved 
in promotion of the so-called "Right-to-Work" legislation 
in Kansas and were instrumental in its passage. 
2. A leader of the more purely rational-
bureaucratic coordinator category can drift out much more 
easily and quietly. 
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There are some indications that such repudiation is 
underway. For instance, at a luncheon meeting in the Spring 
or 1962, the members were asked to pay $5.00 apiecel to cover 
the cost or the luncheon and the travel expenses of the imported 
"inspirational" speaker. One of the leaders indicated, by 
way of explanation for the cost of the luncheon, that "We 
don't mind carrying you members on our backs, it only bothers 
us when you drag your feet." At the evening meeting for the 
same speaker at the palatial home of one of the Council members, 
this early repudiation or the apathy of the members was fol-
lowed by another repudiation of the apathy of the rest of the 
local population. One of the lawyers active in Birch Society 
leadership noted at that meeting that ~e 1 ve gotten a lot 
of the 'nervous nellies' up to the trough, but we haven't 
yet gotten them to drink." 
The union of charismatic and rational-bureaucratic 
leadership is far too wearing upon those who undertake it 
when they have to share the psychological satisfactions 
and the glories of charismatic leadership with leaders they 
must publicly recognize as superior to them (such as Welch) 
or as equal to them. 2 The more purely rational-bureaucratic 
leader in the category of coordinator has the satisfactions 
1. The luncheon could not have cost more than $1.25. 
2. "Equal" leaders would be fellow Council Members 
or other "inspirational" anti-Communist speakers "passing 
through." 
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of salary and of approval for his efficiency by those :like-
minded persons who are superior to him in the business 
community. The more purely charismatic leader has the 
satisfactions of the g1ories of such leadership and usually 
has financial support for it, even when such leadership is 
of a specialized and secondary character. But otherwise 
prominent persons who attempt to unite both types, in a 
leadership role which is, by definition, secondary to that 
of the primary leader, have the satisfactions of' neither. 
The drawbacks of such leadership are not immediately 
apparent as one undertakes the support of such a "cause," 
but the unsatisfactory character of this kind of leaderShip 
becomes increasingly apparent after it has been undertaken. 
The cases of Lo~ Ange1es and Wic.b.i ta represent 
near1y pure types at the ends of a continuum between :low 
and high mixture of these two structures of :leadership. 
Phoenix is similar to Los Ange~es in the paral1e1ing 
of its charismatic and rational-bureaucratic leadership 
structures. The Birch Society :leadership is, however, much 
weaker in both structures. Its charismatic leadership is 
much more loca.l in character and much less dramatic. Its 
executive leadership is much more of a "volunteer" variety. 
Dallas represents a fourth type of combination of 
these structures of leadership. It is very similar to 
Phoenix in the para1le11ng and in the general weakness of 
these two structures. But here there is an interesting 
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variation. Both the charismatic and the rational-bureaucratic 
leadership are subservient to, and exist upon the tentative 
sufferance of, the powerful and politically conservative 
business community. This business community clearly sets 
the political, social, and economic tone of the city. The 
more radically conservative Birch Society bas been held at 
what one local observer describes as a "friendly ar.m's 
length" by the business communit7. The Birch Society is 
allowed to exist but is barely tolerated and is kept well 
within bounds. Thus in Dallas, the charismatic and rational-
bureaucratic leadership structures of the Birch Society are 
both dominated by a third: the political, social, and 
economic leadership structure of the conservative business 
community. In few communities does one find such structurally 
articulated local standards and values. 
At this level of typological analysis, the organi-
zation of the Birch Society is most illuminatingly discussed 
in ter.ms of the relationships between its two structures 
of charismatic and rational-bureaucratic leadership. Many 
of the characteristics of these two structures of leadership, 
as they exist separately and in combination, have been 
indicated in the previous and in the present chapters. But 
the most basic strengths and weaknesses of their combination 
are worthy of reiteration. The strength of the addition of 
the rational-bureaucratic to the charismatic leadership 
structure is in the greater efficiency it brings to the 
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organizational structure and in its capacity to multiply the 
efforts of the leader. The basic weakness o:r this mixture 
of the rational-bureaucratic with the charismatic leadership 
structure is that it provides an "out" for paid bureaucratic 
functionaries when and if they see the organization .failing. 
In such case they can claim rational legitimation for 
abandoning the organization on the grounds that it is no 
longer functioning properly -- quite apart from the criterion 
implicit within the charismatic structure of' "loyalty" to 
the leader. Once again it is instructive to point out that 
this weakness is particularly acute because the rational-
bureaucratic administrators. coordinators. and office staff's 
do most of the organizational leg-work and they are employed 
largely on a rational-bureaucratic, salaried basis. 
What can be said of the probable :future directions 
o.t' the organizational structure or the Birch Society? It 
is improbable that the Birch Society will m:>ve in the 
direction of traditional legitt.ation tor its organizational 
structure. This is both because of the lack or historical 
roots for the organization itself and because the ideology 
o.t' the Society makes contact with an idealized and distant 
past rather than with an institutionalized and recent past 
extending into the present. It is quite probable that the 
Birch Society will move more toward either charismatic or 
rational-bureaucratic legitimation and away from the current 
and inherently unstable mixture or these two organizational 
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structures. If the Birch Society is continuing to grow, it 
would be safe to predict that the rational-bureaucratic 
leadership structure is growing at a faster pace than the 
charismatic. This would be necessary in order to consolidate 
organizational gains and to give systematic attention and 
direction to the local chapters and to the volunteer chapter 
leaders. But, the continued presence of the rational-
bureaucratic leadership and staff within the Birch Society 
is largely contingent upon the continued availability of 
steady salary and opportunity for advancement. Most likely, 
the author would contend, the financial resources for the 
maintenance of the rational-bureaucratic leaderShip will 
evaporate as followers of Welch turn to potentially more 
"successful" radical right-wing leadership, "unscarred" by 
controversy. In this eventuality, the Society would be left 
with its charismatic leadership alone. This would place con-
tinually heavier financial and executive responsibilities upon 
Welch and upon the more active leaders in the Council Member 
categor,r such as Koch and Love. The increasingly unrewarding 
and "wearing" character of these organizational responsibilities 
to those within the Council Member category of leadership 
would lead either to the complete abandonment or to drastic 
shrinkage of the extent of the organization. With the 
shrinkage of financial support and the consequent virtual 
disappearance of most of the rational-bureaucratic staff of 
administrators, coordinators, and office help, the Birch Society 
would probably first be reduced to mailing out monthly 
Bulletins to members with no requirement and no field 
supervision of regular local chapter meetings. From that~ 
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if the members of the Society continued to leave it in favor 
of radical right-wing leadership less scarred by controversy 
and therefore potentially more successful~ the Birch Society 
would probably degenerate to a one-man publishing concern run 
and financed by Welch and by a few loyal followers. 
Turning from this examination of the relation 
between the two structures of leadership within the Society~ 
we move toward placing the organization, as a whole~ within 
the framework of an organizational typology. 
ii. The Society as an aggressive sect 
Upon the basis of the organizational structure and 
upon the basis of the ideological appeall of the Birch 
Society to its members~ the Birch Society is most clearly 
typed as an "aggressive sect."2 The BirCh Society invites~ 
1. The major appeal of the Birch Society, the 
author will contend in a later chapter, is its ideology. 
2. J. Milton Yinger~ Religion, Societf and the 
Individual (N.Y.: The Macmillan Company~ 1957 • Yinger 
develops and sharpens the Church-Sect typology of 
religious organization of Weber and Troeltsch. The 
continuum of Yinger places the religious organizational types 
in ter.ms of two criteria: the degree of universality and 
the degree of emphasis on social integration as compared 
with personal needs. The continuum suggested by Yinger is: 
Universal Church, Ecclesia, Denomination, Established Sect, 
Sect (characterized by the three stances of acceptance~ 
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accepts, and retains within its membership only those who 
are in substantial agreement with its ideological framework 
of interpretation and beliefs and who concur with Welch's 
program to combat Communism. The ~orld" which the Birch 
Society faces is evil and undesirable because of the existence 
and expansion of Communism which the followers of Welch 
aggression, and avoidance), and Cult. Yinger, pp. 142-55, 
esp. p. 153. 
As indicated, there are three characteristic stances 
of a sect as it faces a society which it perceives to be in 
need of change. In secular ter.ms, these three stances may 
be described as follows. (Cf. Yinger, p. 153.) The first 
stance is that of "acceptance" of society as good in the 
sense that the problems are perceived in individual rather 
than in social terms. These problems are also perceived as 
capable of resolution through fairly co~enial communal 
conflict. The second stance is that of aggression" as the 
sect perceives society to be evil and to be unresponsive 
to anything other than force which is usually expressed 
through a frontal attack in non-communal conflict. The 
third stance is that of "avoidance" as the sect perceives 
society to be unalterable in its evil. The concepts of 
communal and non-communal conflict will be developed in the 
third section of the next chapter. 
The application of a typology of religious organi-
zational structure to a "political-educational" organization 
such as the Birch Society may seem strange to some and 
offensive to others. But, from the point of view of 
descriptive theoretical sociological analysis, it is almost 
a necessity because the pioneering systematic work in the 
area or non-governmental and non-familial organizational 
structures begun by Weber and Troeltsch has continued in 
the field of religious organizational structure. It remains 
as a matter of investigation, in studies such as the present 
one, to deter.mine the degree to which religious organizational 
structures are comparable to others. 
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perceive all about them. The "world" needs, from the view-
point of the Birch Society member, to be radically changed 
to prevent the complete destruction of values and institu-
tions, largely from an idealized past, considered by him to 
be fundamental to meaningfUl existence. The fairly strict 
beliefs required of members, the revulsion against the values 
and institutions of the present, and the desire, articulated 
largely through non-communal conflict, to replace them with 
other values and institutions places the Society well within 
the category of an aggressive sect. 
The sect, the author would maintain, is the organi-
zational structure which fonns naturally around the 
charismatic leader. As a matter of fact, the organizational 
starr of the charismatic leader, described by Weber! and 
discussed in Chapter Three of this dissertation, is a fairly 
accurate description of the membership of a sect. 
The classification of the Birch Society as a sect 
is fUrther justified because of the sectarian religious 
overtones explicit in Welch's selection of John Birch, a 
fundamentalist Baptist missionary, as the symbol for the 
Society; in the statement of a religious faith "with room 
and strength for ua all,n2 which Welch considers to be a 
1. Weber, p. 360. 
2. Welch, Blue Book, p. 145. 
necessity to anchor such a movement o~ social protest; and 
in the use o~ religious ter.minology and the involving o~ 
ultimate religious sanction upon central economic and 
political ideological beliefs. 1 
The stance of this sect-type organization is 
currently aggressive. But Yinger points out that sects 
which aggressively seek to oppose an undesired situation 
run into strong opposition and pretty certain failure.2 
As a movement o~ social protest of the radical right, the 
Birch Society bas certainly encountered strong opposition 
from politically conservative as well as from liberal 
quarters. In the face of such opposition, the aggressive 
sect is likely either to disappear or to move toward 
avoidance of an undesired situation.3 The likelihood of 
the disappearance of the Birch Society through the transfer 
of members to other potentially successful leadership and 
organizations and the consequent, fairly rapid, collapse of 
the rational-bureaucratic leadership followed by the slower 
disintegration of the charismatic leadership has already 
been discussed with regard to the organizational structure. 
Unless the Birch Society is able to meet and overcome the 
massive and widespread opposition which has been directed 
1. 
2. 
Ibid., seep. 150 ~or examples of this. 
Yinger, p. 153. 
Ibid • 
.............. 
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against it, the Society's hard-line, religiously sanctioned 
ideology would seem to offer no alternative to the disap-
pearance of the Society. The ideology of the Society would 
rule out the other possibilities open to such a group of 
acceptance or of avoidance. As the ideology of the Birch 
Society has defined and described Communism, there is no 
alternative to aggressive opposition to it, for Communism 
could never be accepted, nor can, at least, a final conflict 
with it be avoided. 
One possibility of alteration of this ideology would 
seem to remain. This would be a shift in the perception 
of the continuing and multiplying gains of Communism to a 
perception of a halting and a possible shift in this tide 
of Communistic advance. Such things as Kennedy's demand 
that potentially offensive weapons be removed from Cuba, 
backed by a naval "quarantine," and Russian compliance 
with this demand could be cited, and perhaps accurately so, 
as evidence of the flagging of the Communist advance. 
Through moving ideologically to a perception of a halting 
or shifting of the Communist tide, the Society could claim 
credit for "alerting" the country and for "forcing" the 
"reversal" of our foreign policy. With this kind of 
ideological shift, the Society could move to the somewhat 
less vulnerable and offensive position of watchdog exercising 
"eternal vigilance." This kind of alteration of ideological 
perception could move the Birch Society toward acceptance 
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of American political institutions while allowing them to 
retain the hard-line ideological aggression against Communism 
to which the Society is committed. This kind of ideological 
shift could also serve as an affirmation to the Society of 
the responsiveness of political institutions to their move-
ment of social protest and could pave the way for their 
consideration of the possibility of political conflict of 
a more communal nature. Unless there is such a shift in 
the ideology of the Birch Society. which seems fairly 
unlikely because the extensive publications of Welch and 
the Society have put them on record as unalterably opposed 
to a Communism perceived as very nearly omnipresent. 
acceptance and avoidance will remain tor the Society 
unacceptable alternatives to aggression. 
With the stance o~ the sect-like Birch Society thus 
dominated by its hard-line ideology. and with the widespread 
opposition which this aggressive stance or the Society has 
created6 there seem to be only three alternatives tor its 
future development -- barring the very unlikely possibility 
or the Society growing numerically to become a political 
power as a third party. First of all• there is the 
theoretical possibility that the Society could take the 
turn toward a truly subversive-revolutionary organization. 
This kind or a direction has some support in the Birch 
Society literature,! but it is highly improbable chiefly 
because the leaders and members, as a whole, are too com-
fortable socially, financially, and psychologically to run 
the risks to property and t0 person involved in subversive 
and revolutionary activity. 
Second, there is the possibility, eapecially if 
Welch does not shift the ideological line with regard to 
his perception of the continuing advance of Communism and 
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if he continues to interpret our foreign policy victories 
against Russia as mere smokescreens to deceive true patriota,2 
that Welch and his followers will abandon all hope of stop-
ping Communism. In this case the Birch Society might well 
move toward "temporary" avoidance of the current conflict 
against Communism and might bend all its efforts toward 
preparation for this "final" conflict. This would lead the 
Society rather logically into training for guerrilla warfare, 
as do the latter-day Minutemen, against foreign or domestic 
1. A Leninist technique, according to Welch, is to 
take "us over by a process so gradual and insidious that 
Soviet rule is slipped over so far on the American people, 
before they even realize it is happening, that they can no 
longer resist the Communist conspiracy as free citizens, but 
can resist the Co~st tyranny only by themselves becoming 
conspirators against established government. The process 
in that direction is going on right now, gradually but 
surely and with ever-increasing spread and speed." Welch, 
Blue Book, p. 29. 
2. See a comment of Welch's on foreign aid as an 
example of his "exposure" by way of his "principle of reversal" 
of this type of deceptive activity by our government. Welch, 
Blue Book, pp. 29-30. 
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Oo~sts or in building fall-out shelters. Both of these 
possibilities have been explicitly rejected by the Society 
on other grounds, but they are both logical possibilities if 
Welch decides that the Communists are gaining too rapidly to 
ever hope to arouse the general population of the country 
from its "apathy." 
The third and, to the author's mind, most likely 
possibility for the ruture direction of the Society, in the 
face of the opposition it has aroused, is that of "ritualistic 
aggression."1 By "ritualistic aggression" the author means 
that, in the face of such detennined opposition the leaders 
and members of the Society would, in t'act if not by their 
own admission, give up hope tor success in their ideological 
goals and would begin to "Just go through the motions" in 
following the agenda items in the monthly Bulletin and in 
explanation and det'ense of their ideological beliefs. As 
their opposition sensed this abandonment of hope by Welch 
and his followers, this loss of charismatic fervor, most of 
their opposition would just go away and leave Welch and the 
Society alone, assured that what they once thought might be 
lions are toothless. Ritualistic aggression would serve two 
functions. It would allow its practitioners to retain a 
1. The author finds the roots of this concept in the 
work of Merton, and Campbell and Pettigrew. Robert K. Merton, 
Social Theory and Social Structure (rev. ed.; Glencoe, Ill.: 
Tb8 Free Press, 1957), pp. 140 tf. Thomas F. Pettigrew and 
Ernest Q. Campbell, Christians in Racial Crisis (Washington, 
D.O.: Public Affairs Press, 1959), p. 68. 
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sense of remaining true to their convictions as well as a 
sense of "doing something" about them. Secondly~ it would 
not be so threatening to those who opposed what was being 
said and done as to arouse any more than token, or likewise 
ritualistic~ opposition. The token opposition in response 
to their beliefs and activities would, in turn, give the 
practitioners of ritualistic aggression further confirmation 
that they were "getting the job done." 
4. Swmnary 
We began this description of the Birch Society, as 
a movement of social protest ot the radical right, with an 
examination of its setting. Within this setting or extensive 
international and domestic alteration and realignment of 
values, beliefs, and institutional arrangements and structures, 
the John Birch Society emerges as a fUndamentalist reaction. 
In their idealization of the "pure" economic and social 
arrangements of the distant past, and in their terror of 
Communism, the followers of Welch press for a radical and 
reactionary reformism. Robert Welch in his person and in his 
theory of leadership emerges as a charismatic leader of the 
Society and gives to the movement its distinctive combination 
of charismatic and rational-bureaucratic leadership. 
The members interviewed respond to the "push" of the 
social setting and to the "pull" of the charismatic leader-
ship of Welch, to the hierarchical organization of the 
Society, and to the reference group attraction of the Council 
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Members and chapter leaders. The msabership and leaders 
thus attracted do not, the author would maintain, fall into 
any distinctive sociological groupings. 
The rational-bureaucratic leadership labors under 
the strains of trying to direct socially superior chapter 
leaders, as well as having both to possess, or at least to 
exhibit~ a loyalty and an emotionalism toward the "cause" and 
toward Welch, and to control and channel the emotional rervor 
of those attracted to or aroused by Welch and his Society. 
The fUture of the type of organizational structure 
of the Society depends upon the possible shifting of the 
relative strength of the inherently unstable combination of 
the charismatic and rational-bureaucratic structures of 
leadership. A future shift toward a nearly purely charismatic 
leadership structure is probable if the necessary .financial 
resources to maintain the rational-bureaucratic leadership 
are withdrawn. 
The stance of the organization, which is currently 
characterized as t bat of an aggressive sect, depends, in the 
fUture, upon the turn of the ideology. Yinger maintains 
that an aggressive stance cannot long be maintained by a 
sect against strong opposition. The author would venture 
the prediction, baaed upon an analysis of both the structure 
and the stance of the organization, that, if members withdraw 
seeking more "successfUl" radical right-wing leadership, the 
rational-bureaucratic leadership will follow, leaving Welch 
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and his most faithful followers engaged in relatively harm-
less, but psychologically satisfying ritualistic aggression. 
In the rigidity of its formal hierarchical and 
monolithic organization, in its charismatic fervor, in the 
stringency and ultimate sanctions claimed for its ideological 
beliefs, and in its determination to destroy Communism, the 
Birch Society is well classified as an aggressive sect. 
Turning now from an examination of the setting, the 
leader, and the structure and the stance of the organization 
of the Birch Society, we move to a consideration of the 
ideology and activity of social protest through which Welch 
and the other leaders of the Society have sought to change 
the undesirable setting in which they find themselves. 
CHAPTER V 
IDEOLOGY AND ACTIVITY OP SOCIAL PROTEST 
The author has been unable to identify any sociolog-
ical grouping which seems to be especially attracted to 
the Birch Society. There does seem to be some reference 
group attraction, and there certainly are social strains to 
which the Society makes functional appeals. But the major 
appeal of the Society to its members is its ideology, 
particularly as this ideology is related to activities of 
social protest. 
As we speak of the "ideology" of the Society, we 
mean the more or less systematized framework of beliefs and 
constructs held by the members interviewed and centering 
primarily upon questions of economics and politics. The 
ter.m "ideology" carries the connotation and conveys the 
truth, increasingly apparent since Kant, that economic, 
political, or any other data are modified to a greater or 
lesser degree by the rigidity or flexibility, by the content, 
and by the very existence of a framework of beliefs and 
constructs through which these data must be perceived. And, 
in the next chapter, we will turn our attention to an analysis 
of the framework within which these beliefs and constructs 
are held and through which the data of economic, political, 
and other questions are perceived. 
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An "activity of social protest" is herein defined 
as an act intended to protest and/or to change an undesirable 
social setting. One o:f the major "selling points" ~hasized 
by the leaders and members is that the Birch Society is not 
just another anti-Communist study group; it is an action 
group. Recognizing the perception members of the Society 
have of a Communist conspiracy all about them, one under-
stands why this SRphasis upon action has a special appeal 
to them. 
1. Relationships between Belief and Activity 
One might tend to assume that the activities of a 
mov~ent such as the Birch Society simply followed from 
their ideological beliefs. That is, starting with a certain 
belief, one would expect the Birch Society members to pursue 
a related course of action. But, as Durkheim points out,1 
such activities themselves are often prior and serve to 
create or alter beliefs and constructs. Upon the basis of 
the research conducted, the author will not presume to 
indicate the intricate evolving relationships between 
activity and beliefs. But it is, at points, possible to 
indicate these relationships at leas dynamic levels. There 
1. Emile Durkheim, The Elementm Forms of the 
Rel~ous Life, trans. J. W. Swain (London: George Allen & 
Unw · Ltd., 191$), P• 101. Durkheim, of course, is using 
the religious term "rite" instead of the broader secular 
term "activity. •• 
1~ 
are three logically possible static relationships between 
belief and activity. In the first case, belief and activity 
are closely related with one or the other possibly more 
salient. In this first case, one could reasonably predict 
the type of activity from the content of the belief or vice 
versa. In the second case, there exists a belief with little 
or no related activity. In the third case, there exists an 
activity with little or no related belief. In the first 
ease we find belief and activity intrinsically related to 
each other; in the other two cases such a relationship is 
either non-existent or not yet rully developed. Finally, in 
all three of these logical modes of relationship, belief and 
activity may, or may not, be coherently related to a central 
and systematic fr~ework of beliefs and constructs, that is, 
to an ideology. 
Therefore, the sometimes rationally untidy relationships 
of beliefs and activities to one another and to a central 
ideology are to be expected of any social movement. The 
Birch Society as a fundamentalist reaction is frantically 
trying, in addition, to halt and reverse what it believes to 
be accelerating trends in the deterioration of our social 
system. Further, the Society is engaged in extensive con-
flict over its iaeology and activity of social protest. 
And finally, Welch draws legitimation for his leadership 
from a non-rational, charismatic basis. Therefore, it is 
scarcely surprising to find non-rational, irrational, or 
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irrelevant beliefs and activities proclaimed and pursued by 
the Birch Society. 
In the present chapter we will describe a number of 
the ideological beliefs of the Birch Society, indicating how 
they are related to activities of social protest, and then we 
will move to an examination of the characteristics of the 
conduct of the local and national conflicts which have arisen 
in response to this ideology and activity of a movement of 
the radical right. 
2. Ideological Beliefs and Activities 
of Social Protest 
In its main lines the ideology of the Birch Society 
contends that an international Communist conspiracy now 
largely controls not only most of the other countries of 
the world but also the major social, economic, and political 
institutions of our own country.1 The conflict with Communism 
is perceived to be the central issue of our time, dominating 
and overshadowing all other issues. Unless enough patriots 
can be aroused in a very short time, the ideology would hold 
that "true Americanism" will be completely lost and we will 
find ourselves enslaved subjects of the Russian Commrunists. 
The specific ideological beliefs and related activities of 
1. This finding, and many others throughout this 
description of the ideology of the Birch Society, is sub-
stantiated by the responses of those members interviewed to 
the questionnaire which is described in the introductory 
chapter and included in the Appendix. 
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social protest which follow are more or leas closely related 
to this central ideology. In the first three broad areas of 
government, education, and religion, the ideological beliefs 
and the activities of social protest ot the Society are fairly 
closely related. 
i. Government 
Basic to the ideological beliefs and the activities 
of social protest of the followers of Welch is a perception 
of government as "them" and not aa "us." Government is seen 
as distant and as controlled by persona indifferent or hostile 
to the political and economic policies which Birch Society 
members believe have brought this country to its present 
greatness. Especially among the older members of the Society 
contacted, the feeling is acute that there have not been 
acceptable governmental domestic policies since Hoover, and 
some, including Welch, would push this dating back to before 
the Administration of Wilson. This disaffection with national 
government extends to both international and domestic policies. 
International policies.--In international relations, 
there seems to be an awareness that isolationism is no longer 
a viable foreign policy. The Birch Society members inter-
viewed share the belief that we cannot simply ignore the 
rest of the world. This is particularly clear to them as 
they contemplate expansionist Communism. The members of the 
Society grant that we must be in same sort of relationship 
to the Communist countries as well as to the other countries 
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o~ the world. But, due to their perception of the leaders 
and followers of Communism as unalterably evil, and as so 
strong as to require all o~ this nation's energies to combat 
them, ~ollowers of Welch can entertain no foreign policy that 
is not dominated by opposition to Communism. The fact that 
there are other economic, political, and social issues 
related and unrelated to Communism is either unperceived by 
them or considered by them to be irrelevant. Since opposition 
to Communism is the only course of ~oreign policy seen by the 
Birch Society members interviewed as legitimate, and since 
they have de~ined Communists as by nature evil and unworthy 
of trust, all ~oreign policy is evaluated by them as either 
~ighting or "playing into the hands" of the Communists. 
Concern with any other issues involving the use of monetary 
or human resources is perceived as draining our strength. 
Followers of Welch regard any attempts at negotiation with 
Communists, even over things such as disarmament which are 
conceivably within the best interests of both countries, as 
rutile.l 
1. This mistrust of negotiations with Communists 
is also strongly supported by activities of social protest. 
Beginning in late July, 1959, an ad.hoc. patriotic ~ront 
organization, the Committee Against Summit Entanglements, 
began its drive to stop the proposed exchange of visits 
between Khrushchev and Eisenhower. CASE, the activity of 
which consisted primarily of publishing full-page newspaper 
ads, did not prevent the visit of Khrushchev with Eisenhower 
at Camp David and his tour throughout the country. Welch 
does, however, credit CASE and a second ~lood of postcards, 
letters, and telegrams with helping to dissuade Eisenhower from 
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Since the conflict with Communism is held to be 
central, Society members perceive the pursuit of this con-
flict as our only rational foreign policy and, since they 
see no alternatives to an eventual struggle to the death 
between Communism and capitalism, one would think military 
preparation would be of central importance. But such is not 
the case. Followers of Welch grant military preparation a 
degree of importance,l but (and here they shift their ground 
returning the visit. (Welch, Bulletin, Dec., 1961, p. 8.) 
These appeals warned Eisenhower to •stay Away u.s.A., The 
Summit Leads to DisasterS" (Welch, Bulletin, Feb., 1960, 
insert) and advised Eisenhower that 1If you go, don't come 
back!" (Welch, Bulletin, May, 1960, p. 22). 
1. There is an apparent disregard of the military 
in the ideology of the Birch Society. One reason for this 
may be the fact that a hard-line, pro-military ideological 
position would be fUlly as suicidal for the Society in the 
current American scene as would be an aggressive anti-
Semitism. For, with a pro-military ideological position to 
add substance to their charge, those antagonistic to the 
Society would have ample justification in labeling the 
Birch Society fascist. But, despite the fact that there is 
no ideological belief regarding the military, there has been 
considerable activity. Recalling, however, the introductory 
statements to this chapter with regard to the relations 
between activity and belief, this ought not to strike one 
as necessarily suspicious. But same of the strongest 
activity of social protest of the Society has been in sup-
port of strongly anti-Communist military figures both active 
and retired. 
One of the most dramatic instances has had to do 
with the support of Major General Edwin Walker, himself 
a member of the Society, in his radically right-wing efforts 
to indoctrinate the troops under his command in Germany. 
For this activity Walker was investigated, relieved of his 
command in Germany, and admonished by the Secretary or the 
Arm.y. 
Citing the recent case of General Walker, along with 
many instances of the participation of military personnel 
in the "alerting" of the public as well as the troops through 
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in their estimate of the threat of Communism) they believe 
that if we call the bluff of the Communists, the Conmunists 
will always back down and, if necessary, retreat rather than 
fight. Because of this belief, the Birch Society members 
interviewed have no real conception nor concern with regard 
to the prospects of a nuclear war. 
public "cold-war seminars," Senator Fulbright, in a memorandum 
to Secretary of Defense McNamara made public in June of 1961, 
"questioned the right of military officers to make statements 
critical of the nation's domestic and foreign policies." 
(N. Y. Times, Nov. 12, 1961) This whole problem of military 
participation in public affairs, a reversal of the historic 
position of the military in this country, had come to the 
fore as a result of a National Security directive of 1958, 
indicating that the military was to assume a role in the 
indoctrination, not only of troops, but of the public as 
well in the menace and tactics of Communism. Fulbright 
suggested the revision of this directive on the basis of the 
fact that military officers do not have the background or 
experience to make them balanced authorities on non-military 
matters. Evidence cited by Fulbright for this conclusion 
was, in addition to the case of Walker, the use in these 
militarily sponsored, cold-war seminars of "extremely radical 
right-wing" materials and speakers who emphasized the "theme 
that the primary, if not exclusive, danger to this country 
is internal Communist infiltration. Past and current inter-
national difficulties are often attributed to this or 
ascribed to •softness,• •sellouts,• 1 appeas.ments,• etc." 
In addition to these points of view on international affairs, 
Fulbright also noted that these materials and speakers often 
equated "social legislation with socialism and socialism 
with communism." Therefore, ~uch of the Administration's 
domestic legislative program, including continuation of the 
graduated income tax, expansion of Social Security (particularly 
medical care under Social Security), Federal aid to education, 
etc., under this philosophy would be characterized as steps 
toward communism." (The New York Times Magazine, Oct. 1, 1961, 
p. 96.) 
Fulbright's suggestion that military personnel be 
allowed to continue attendance and participation at public 
occasions devoted to consideration of unclassified military 
matters but be restrained in their sponsorship, attendance, 
and participation with regard to non-military public occasions 
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National sovereigntz.--The Birch Society sees this 
country, once it is purged of internal subversion, as the 
strongest bulwark against the advance of Communism. This 
view, united with a residual isolationism, dictates for the 
followers of Welch the imperative of maintaining and 
enhancing our national sovereignty. As was indicated in 
the introductory chapter, uninterrupted enhancement of our 
national power and prestige is an unrealistic goal in a 
world where numerous nations are in a position to defend 
and pursue their own interests. But other nations are 
viewed by the Society only in terms of whether or not they're 
was concurred with and implemented by the Defense Department. 
With this, the conflict "escalated." The charge was promoted 
by Senator Thurmond that this action by Fulbright "muzzled 
the military" and Thurmond called for an investigation of 
Defense Department censorship of the speeches of officers 
and of the admonishment of Walker. This investigation drew 
the full support of the Birch Society. Welch urged his 
followers to "Support Senator Thurmond's demand for the 
investigation of fhe military gag rules. This is the most 
IMPORTANT item in this month's agenda." (Welch, Bulletin, 
Sept., 1961, p. 10). Welch went on for the next five pages 
describing the situation, its significance, and urging that 
letters be written to all the Senators he had listed as in-
volved in the proposed hearing. 
A parallel and more local campaign was begun in 
Arkansas and participated in by members of the Birch Society 
to contest Fulbright's Senate seat in the Arkansas Democratic 
primary in the Summer of 1962. Possible contenders were 
Governor Faubus or Representative Alford and the central 
issue was to be Fulbright's "muzzling of the military." 
This campaign aborted. 
The hearings proposed by Thurmond and supported by 
the Birch Society were held beginning in September, 1961. 
But neither the anticipated exoneration of Walker nor the 
"exposure" of some sort of vast web of internal subversion 
ever materialized. 
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on "our side" in this central conflict with Communism. This 
is the only criterion which other nations have to meet. 
Any governments, even dictatorships, are welcomed 
with open arms by Welch and his followers as long as they 
claim to be staunchly anti-Communist.l On the other hand, 
neutralist nations, as they refuse to align themselves in 
what the followers or Welch reel to be the central and only 
coDrlict of our age, are regarded either as cowards or, more 
likely, as covert collaborators with the Communists. 
It is acceptable to ar.m sure allies in the struggle 
against Communism, but any compromise in our national 
sovereignty in so doing must be avoided. Therefore, the 
movement toward any but a paternalistic relationship with 
even N.A.T.o. allies is unacceptable. National sovereignty 
would appear to be so highly valued by Welch's followers that 
1. Tshambe, tor instance, gave assurances that his 
secessionist Katanga was anti-Communist, and several Birch 
Society leaders joined in the "American Committee for Aid to 
Katanga Freedom Fighters." This organization provided these 
Birch Society leaders with the welcome opportunity both to 
support an anti-Communist government and to attack the U.N. 
at the same time. The "American Committee for Aid to Katanga 
Freedom Fighters" placed two fUll-page ads in the New York 
Times and other papers at the height of the Congo crisis. The 
first ad, appearing Dec. 14, 1961, proclaimed that "Katanga 
is the Hungary of 19611" and was signed by at least nine men, 
among the partial list of eighty, who were at the time active 
in leadership in the Birch Society. A second ad appeared 
Jan. 12, 1962 in which this comndttee asked rhetorically 
"On the evidence from Katanga: Shall We Bail the U.N. out of 
Bankruptcy?" Only one of the nine earlier signers who had 
been publicly identified as leaders of the Society, following 
the first ad, was again listed. 
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to modify or relinquish this sovereignty, even for the other-
wise central effort of conflict over against Communism, is 
not even admissible as a consideration. 
United Nations.--In line with this emphasis upon 
national sovereignty, participation in the U.N. is grudgingly 
accepted only at the level of an international public forum. 
The Birch Society members interviewed were almost unanimous 
in a very strong antipathy toward the U.N. The prospect of 
granting authority over any ot our international relation-
ships to a governmental body other than our own is, tor the 
Birch Society, out of the question. 
Internal subversion.--However, Birch Society members 
believe that even this bulwark of national sovereignty is being 
subverted. The "erosion" ot our sovereignty is occurring with 
our deepening involvement in expenditures of resources inter-
nationally in areas of concern unrelated to the sttuggle with 
Communism, in our sharing or foreign policy with our allies, 
and in our continuing and deepening of responsible relation-
ships with the U.N. The "erosion" ot our national strength 
proceeds apace even at home, according to followers of Welch 
interviewed. As a matter of tact, the Birch Society estimated 
that the u.s. was, even in 1960, 40~ to 60~ under Communist 
control. 
This is a minimum estimate. We believe there is in 
the American people a great latent strength not yet 
rotted by all of the infiltration, indoctrination, and 
political sabotage to which we have been subjected. And 
we believe Americans are at last beginning to realize 
that their very lives are at stake. 
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But actual Communist control at the present time is 
terribly obvious. Of the four presidential and vice-
presidential candidates, two (Kennedy and Lodge) have 
openly served Communist purposes in the Senate and the 
"United Nations" respectively. The other two (Nixon 
and Johnson) are admired as shrewd opportunists. But 
indications are that the campaigns will be conducted in 
ter.ms of platitudes, evasions, and open bribery of 
voters--with never a realistic mention of the Inter-
national Communist Conspiracy that now threatens the 
life of every decent American. There are two possible 
explanations: either (a) the conspirators controlled 
the nomination of the candidates, or (b) the conspiracy 
is so powerful that the candidates dare not offend it 
by recognizing its existence.l Take your choice. 
We have long had more or less concealed Communists 
in almost all branches of our Federal Government. Now 
we visibly have more of them, and they are less concealed. 
And now we have Communist influence, easily recognizable 
by all serious students of the conspiracy, exercising high 
degrees of control in many of our state governments as 
well. 
Members of Congress have openly urged abolition of 
the Committee on Un-American Activities because its 
slight powers vex traitors. In San Francisco a gang of 
degenerates, bred in our colleges liic7, attacked the 
Committee in one of the "student r~" the Co~st 
conspiracy staged throughout the world, and no one 
dared to demand revocation of the federal scholarships 
held by many of these disgusting creatures. Senator 
Kennedy, by pressing for repeal of the student loyalty 
oath, in effect claimed that it is the duty of American 
taxpayers to pay for the education of their future 
murderers. 
Never before has treason been so brazen and so 
audacious. Our State Deparbnent, which created Soviet 
Cuba, is now using the power of the united States to 
make another Cuba of the Dominican Republic. We have 
suspended testing of nuclear weapons for only one 
conceivable purpose -- to give the Soviet time to 
attain, or at least claim, superiority in weapons of 
which propaganda has engendered in us an hysterical 
fear. No one dares to say that !!! available evidence 
1. The author would add a third possible explanation: 
that an internal conspiracy of such vast proportions does not, 
in fact, exist. 
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indicates that the pilot of our famous U-2 must have 
purposely landed his plane in Russia; and that objectives 
of those who planned the incident must have been: (1) to 
give the Soviet a model to duplicate; (2) to provide 
the American Commrumists with an excuse for getting 
reconnaissance over Russia suspended; and (J) to post-
pone the "Summit Conference" with a maximum of public 
disgrace to the United States. 
These are but a few of the thousand indications 
of a control the Communists veil only by the most 
transparent pretexts. But even half a million really 
dedicated Americans, organized for effective action, 
could yet utterly destroy the obscene incubus that is 
paralyzing our nation.l 
The members of the Society perceive not only overt 
"subversion," described in terms so extreme as the above, 
but "subversion" in more covert forms as well. They perceive 
two main types of this more covert subversion which may be 
described as an "tmder-cutting of initiative and incentive," 
and as a "drive toward totalitarianism." 
The "undercutting of incentive and initiative" is 
seen as taking place in the two major areas of taxation 
and social welfare programs. 
Taxation.--Progressive taxation, especially, is 
held up as stifling initiative. There is a great deal of 
complaint, particularly, about a 92~ tax rate on yearly 
incomes of one million or over. According to a Professor 
of Economics interviewed,2 this complaint is unfounded. 
According to this professor, the effective rate of taxation 
1. Welch, American Opinion, July, Aug., and Sept., 
1960 (combined issue), center section. 
2. This was a professor of a Mid-Western university. 
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tor the 250 people in this country who have a yearly income 
ot one million or over (their average income is two million) 
is 45%. Further, taxation of income cannot exceed 87~ by 
law, and the highest actually collected under the present 
law is about 60%.1 
Not only do the Birch Soci8ty members interviewed 
view the progressive income tax as a covert move toward 
Communism, but they also see rises in the ratio of taxation 
at the local and state, as well as the federal, levels as 
moves in the same direction. 
Weltare.--Social welfare programs are also perceived 
by the followers of Welch as "steps toward the point at 
which our nation can be comfortably merged with international 
Communism." They so view social security, medical care tor 
the aging, workman's compensation, unemployment compensation, 
and other local, state, and federal governmental welfare 
programs. Within a larger frame of reference, they perceive 
governmentally provided "security" as the "bait" for the 
1. This same professor was quite disturbed over the 
granting to the Birch Society and other right-wing groups the 
title of anti-Communists. They are not, he feels, anti-
Communists in any sense. They are fighting not over 
Communism, but over the domestic political and economic 
issues of progressive incoma tax, the union shop, social 
security, workmen's compensation, unemployment benefits, and 
other welfare programs, and ought not to be dignified with 
the title of anti-Communists. The author concurs in this, 
but would grant to most members of the Birch Society the 
sincerity of their belief that they are actually fighting 
Communism. The relative value of such "sincerity" will be 
discussed in the first section of the next chapter. 
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"hook" of "totalitarianism." There is also a fairly strong 
anti-intellectual streak of distrust of the "egg heads" who 
they feel conceive these social welfare programs. Many 
members of the Society interviewed feel that all of these 
programs as well as taxation undercut the "incentive" and 
"initiative" of the American people. 
As has been indicated, the Birch Society members 
believe this 11attack upon individual initiative" to be a 
part of some sort of "drive toward totalitarianism." They 
also believe this "drive" is being carried forward with 
increases in the power of the executive and judicial branches 
of government. Soma of the decisions of the Supreme Courtl 
1. The Birch Society protests what it feels to be 
such a totalitarian trend motivated by subversive interests 
through "The Movement to Impeach .Earl Warren. 11 This attack 
upon Warren comes because of his alleged Communist sympathies 
which members of the Society feel are verified by his civil 
rights decisions favoring Communists, by his 11stirring up 
of dissension" in the School Desegregation Decision of 1954, 
by his "disregard" of "states rights," by what Birch Society 
members feel to be Warren's disregard for the original 
intentions of the framers of the Constitution and Bill of 
Rights, and by what members of the Society feel to be 
Warren's pursuit of encroachments by the judicial branch, 
and his per.mitting of encroachments by the executive branch, 
upon the functions reserved to the legislative branch of the 
government and to the States. This "movement" has, to date, 
consisted of circulating petitions for Warren's impeachment, 
and of sponsorship of an essay contest for college students 
upon this theme which offered a first prize of one thousand 
dollars. The "movement" has degenerated to what the author 
would classify as an example of "ritualized aggression" 
discussed in the previous chapter. 
An incident related directly or indirectly to "The 
Movement to Impeach Earl Warren," being conducted by the 
Birch Society, is of interest at this point. Wednesday, 
February 13, 1963 a young man from Phoenix, Arizona wheeled 
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are seen by Birch Society members as "rewriting" law and 
as assuming a legislative rather than a judicial function. 
And the increases in the power o£ the President, particularly 
his car up onto the steps o£ the Department of Justice, 
crawled underneath it and told surprised and somewhat bemused 
Justice Department building guards that he would set off a 
bomb wired to the bottom of the car unless he were allowed 
to talk to F.B.I. Director J. Edgar Hoover about "the 
impeachment of Warren, the impeachment of the President and 
his entire Cabinet, and about rackets in the u.s. government." 
He con£idently infor.med the guards that "J. Edgar Hoover knows 
what I'm here for." After finally flushing the man out from 
under his car with tear gas, the police and Ar.my personnel 
who had also become involved in the episode were relieved to 
find that the suitcase "bomb" contained nothing but newspapers 
and a flashlight. The man had been under psychiatric care 
but bad survived a sanity hearing some three weeks earlier. 
(This incident was carried by U.P.I. and reported in the 
Portland, Maine, Press Herald, Feb. 14, 1963.) There was no 
indication in the report that this apparently disturbed man 
was a member of the Birch Society. And there is no reason 
that he would have to be a member to be acquainted with the 
"movement" to impeach Warren which has been fairly widely 
publicized and which has had fairly strong support (especially 
in the South-East) by the rest of the American right-wing. 
The point illustrated by this incident, and by such 
things as the occasional bombings of homes of liberal spokes-
men and by occasional rashes of obscene or libelous 
anonymous phone calls or letters (none of which would be 
sanctioned by Welch or the main office of the Society in 
Belmont), is that inflamatory charges such as the ones Welch 
and his followers have made about Warren, Eisenhower, Nixon, 
Eleanor Roosevelt, the A.D.A., the N.A.A.C.P., the A.C.L.U., 
the N.c.c., or any of a vast assortment of public figures and 
institutions can, to the mentally unstable, serve as an 
incitement to vi.olence, even though the inflamatory language 
may have been designed only to "shock" and to "alert" the 
apathetic. 
in the conduct of foreign affairs, is seen as another 
encroachment upon the authority of Congress.l 
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The members of the Birch Society interviewed are 
convinced that, in the conduct of both our foreign affairs 
and domestic policies, our national leaders are intentionally 
or not capitulating piecemeal to the Communists. 
Not only are the policies of our governmental 
leaders moving us toward Communism; members of the Society 
also believe that our educational institutions are similarly 
corrupting youth and children of our country. We move now 
to a description of their ideology with regard to education. 
ii. Education 
Education is, of course, of primary importance to 
any group seeking to propagate a particular ideology. The 
educational process is conceived of primarily as "brain-
washing" by Birch Society members interviewed. It is seen 
in no sense as the development of critical capacities 
within the individual to enable him to develop, use, and 
reevaluate his own criteria of truth, beauty and goodness. 
Brainwashing is held to be the basic process of education 
at all levels of education including those of higher 
1. It is to be remembered that since Eisenhower 
proved a disappointment to the American right-wing and, 
prior to that, since the Supreme Court "began reading the 
election returns" during Roosevelt •a first term, that the 
right-wing has felt it had "trustworthy" friends only in 
Congress. 
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education. (Welch speaks of the institutions of higher 
"leaning" in and around Boston.) .And public education, the 
followers of Welch feel, has been in the hands of either 
incompetents, who have failed to teach children the "real 
fundamentals," or liberals. Thus the task members see for 
the Birch Society is two pronged. 
The "real tundamentals".--First they must make sure 
that the "real fUndamentals" are taught, especially in grade 
school. The emphasis on the real fundamentals of course 
antedates John Dewey and his experience and interest centered 
curriculum. The "Three R•s" are to be primary and education 
is to concentrate on reading, handwriting, arithmetic, English, 
and "patriotic" .American history. Reading is to be taught 
through the use or phonics and the largest possible vocabulary 
is to be inculcated. In line with this there has actually 
been republication of the McGuffey Readers.l 
Counter-brainwashins.--Second, at the same time that 
those who are adjudged "incompetent" because they refuse to 
1. Debate has always raged over what curriculum 
with what content is proper to present to children and youth. 
Similar debate particularly related to these issues of teach-
ing methods has raged within professional educational circles 
since the time of Rousseau. It is enough to say that the 
members of the Birch Society would contend for a limited 
curriculum with ideologically acceptable content and tor 
traditional teaching methods. As they find most public 
educational institutions unacceptable at these points, 
efforts of local Birch Society mambers are concentrated upon 
urging the return to this "original purity," to this idealized 
distant past, through pressure on school boards and administra-
tion or, this failing, upon the support or establishment of 
"acceptable" private schools. 
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concentrate upon the fundamentals are being dealt with by 
local members of the Society, liberal influence must be 
erased by "counter-brainwashing." This counter-brainwashing 
task is most effectively done 1n adult study groups such as 
local chapters of the Birch Society in which the "self-
evident truths" o£ anti-Communist authors and leaders are 
presented for admiration, further illustration, and acceptance 
(seldom or never for critical evaluation). But there have 
been occasional efforts by members of the Society to provide 
such "study groups'' for Junior High and High School students. 
Not only must there be counter-brainwashing to mitigate the 
past influence of liberals, there must also be efforts to 
stamp out any continuing liberal influence of teachers, 
administrators, or texts. 
The contagion of ideas.--Ideas themselves are regarded 
by Society members almost as 11ger.ma 11 and bad ones must be 
stamped out or avoided or they produce almost inevitably 
their corresponding "mental infection." Therefore anybody 
who has been exposed to these 11germs 11 at Harvard, at the 
London School of Economies, or as a Rhodes Scholarl is 
suspect as a "carrier." On the same basis a textbook is 
suspect if its author or any other authors referred to in 
1. The author was told by one interviewee that 
there were only four 11safe 11 colleges in the United States. 
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footnotes is such a "carrier."1 It is interesting to note 
that no equal power is granted by Birch Society members to 
their brand of "Americanist" ideas. One can only infer from 
this attitude of the followers of Welch that their "Americanist" 
ideas can be accepted by a student only if there is no 
competition against them. This defensive stance against 
"unsafe" or "harmfUl" ideas is very like that of the "pure 
from the world" type of "avoidance" sect. 
To reiterate, the educational process is conceived 
of primarily as "brainwashing." It is seen by the Birch 
Society members interviewed in no sense as the development 
of critical capacities within the individual. The followers 
of Welch hold no concept of a marketplace of ideas through 
which a student is to be educated to move critically. 
1. The main activity of protest directed against 
public education by the Society has come, not through their 
proposed infiltration of P.T.A. 1s, but in attacks by local 
members or chapters of the Society upon individual teachers 
(especially high school social studies teachers}, and upon 
what they feel to be objectionable text books. The usual 
pattern has been to raise questions about text books at any 
of a number of major or minor points of authorship, references 
cited, or content. Finding objectionable sources or content 
of text books, members of the Society propose either more 
"Americanist" or more advanced texts. Sometimes these texts 
come in a package deal such as the "Planned Patriotism 
Program" promoted by right-wing groups in the Phoenix area. 
At any rate such proposals are nearly sure to create conflict 
within a community, and, with the issue already defined by 
the local Birch Society as "Communism vs. Americanism," the 
character of the conflict is, from its beginning, at an 
acrimonious level. These issues of conflict move rather 
naturally into the political contests for school boards and 
into proposals for such things as the decentralization of 
school districts and for "local option" on text books so 
Birch Society members and others of a local right-wing may 
exercise more control in their local schools. 
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iii. Religion 
Aa with educational institutions, members of the 
Society believe that religious institutions ought also to 
uphold, teach, and proclaim what they as members of the 
Birch Society feel to be the fundamental truths. But, as 
they look about them, they see many religious leaders who 
they feel have abandoned these fundamental truths. How are 
they to deal with these leaders? In the fields of government 
and education, we have seen how the members of the Birch 
Society despise and attack all but their ideological allies. 
The same is true in the area of religion with one major 
qualification: it is unacceptable to most of the people 
in this country for others overtly to attack the minority 
religious groupings of Roman Catholics and Jews. 1 But, 
apart from these proscriptions, how has the Birch Society 
related itself to the major religious groupings of this 
country? 
Relationships with religious groupings.--As was 
noted in the fourth chapter, many among the Birch Society 
members interviewed had no active religious affiliation and 
none had more than nominal affiliation. Fbr the leaders and 
members of the Society interviewed their relationship with 
the Birch Society was by far their most time and interest 
1. Yet it is acceptable, partly because of their 
historical position of power and influence, to attack the 
Protestant denominations. 
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consuming voluntary association. For them, the John Birch 
Society has become their church, accepted as God's vessel 
of salvation. as God present with them for guidance, for 
comfort, and for strength. For them, Welch has become the 
revealer of God's eternal truths and, if not their Savior, 
their John the Baptist who will lay his hands upon the 
Savior yet to come. So overshadowing has become the fear 
of Communism, that some in our midst so seek salvation. 
For them, the Birch Society has become a functional 
alternative for the church.l 
How, then, do the members and leaders of the Society 
relate themselves to the major religious grouping of this 
country? Religious institutions and beliefs are of 
1. This description is somewhat overdrawn in two 
respects. First of all, few of the followers of Welch respond 
to him with the fervor and devotion of the disciples of Jesus. 
(See the third section of the third chapter.) But the author 
would maintain, upon the basis of his observations and inter-
views and upon the basis of the classification of the Society 
in the previous chapter as an aggressive sect with explicit 
religious overtones, that the members do exhibit the range of 
religious fervor with regard to their leader, organization, 
beliefs and activities to be found within a representative 
contemporary Christian sect. Second, none of this religious 
terminology is explicit. The Birch Society is not described 
by its members as their church, nor is Welch described by 
members as their Savior. But, from a background of study in 
sociology of religion as well as preparation and service in 
the Christian ministry, the author feels justified in identifying, 
and therein protesting, the fact that the Birch Society and 
its leader serve both as functional and as blasphemous alter-
natives to the church and to its Lord. Cf., Martin E. Marty, 
~. Welch's Messianic Consciousness; A Review of the John 
Birch Society's Blue Book," The Christian Century, May 31, 1961, 
pp. 683-84. 
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importance to the Birch Society members interviewed only as 
they find them to be usefUl propagandistic and psychological 
supports for the economic and political ideological beliefs 
they hold as central. Religious beliefs become of secondary 
importance and are not perceived as worth fighting over. 
Welch and the Birch Society members interviewed are willing 
to forget their religious differences and to concentrate 
their attention upon the important tasks at hand. Religion, 
in short, comes to be for them of instrumental rather than 
of intrinsic value. Having found a religious home in the 
Birch Society, members turn to the major religious groupings 
only to search for anti-Communist allies and to ferret out 
those who appear to be subversives. 
The Birch Society has found ideological allies among 
some of the Roman Catholic hierarchyl and among many 
Protestant sectarian-fundamentalists who share in their 
search for a Messiah a little more to their liking in the 
admittedly terrifying confrontation with Communism. Roman 
Catholic allies come from the conservative wing of the church 
and tend to be attracted to the anti-Communist position of 
the Birch Society. Fundamentalists, in addition to the anti-
Communisn, are attracted to the conservative economic and 
political views. 
1. Many of them at a rather naive level though. For 
instance, the early and benevolent endorsement by Cardinal 
Cushing of Welch and the Birch Society has proved to be an 
embarrassment to him. 
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Denominational Protestantism with its educated 
ministry and denominational administrative leadership has 
long since moved beyond Biblical literalism, upon which is 
based many of the so-called "fundamental" doctrines of the 
Protestant sectarian-fUndamentalists, into a deeper grappling 
with issues of Biblical criticism and theological doctrine. 
Denominational Protestants are far from united in the 
Biblical interpretations and doctrinal positions to which 
they have come, but the simplistic answers of the fundamental-
ists are unacceptable to nearly all of them. 
The author would also maintain that within denomina-
tional Protestantism there is likewise a reluctance to accept 
a simplistic identification of conservative "Americanism" or 
economies with the Christian Gospel (an identification as 
represented, for instance, in the publications The Cross and 
Flag and Christian Economics). The reluctance of this identi-
fication is based, with some Protestants of an existentialist 
or neo-erthodox position, upon the unpredictability of the 
movement of God in the lives of men and in history (and a 
consequent reluctance to presume to anticipate God's future 
moves). With other Protestants of a liberal theological 
position rooted in the social gospel, the reluctance to make 
this identification is based upon a belief that God's judgment 
falls upon America as well as upon other nations, and upon a 
belief that economic and political affairs ought to follow, 
not "laws" of their own, but the will of God, and ought 
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therefore to be made to provide basic economic needs, equal 
economic opportunities, and equal political expression to 
God's children all over the world, regardless of their race 
or nationality. 
National Council of Churches.--A great deal of 
criticism, often shading into vilification, has been directed 
toward the National Council of Churches by the Birch Society 
and by the rest of the American right-wing. Why has this 
occurred, and what has been the nature of the attack? 
The National Council of Churches offers a vulnerable 
and attractive target to the Birch Society for two reasons. 
First, as we have seen in the other major institutional 
structures of government and education, much of the executive 
and related denominational leadership has been accused by 
right-wing leaders and groups of overt, covert, or witless 
cooperation with Communist goals and agents. These accusations 
are based largely upon alleged affiliation or cooperation with 
allegedly Communist or Communist infiltrated organizations or 
"fronts."1 Secondly, liberal Protestants have, of course, 
been able at times to express liberal economic and political 
views through statements released by the National Council 
1. For a careful and thorough study of the validity 
of charges of this type see Philip Wogaman, The Methodist 
Ministry and Communism: The Truth Behind the Charges (no 
other publication data given). This study would be available 
through either the Division of World Missions or the Board 
of Christian Social Concerns of The Methodist Church. 
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upon various issues. The statements from studies and con-
ferences or the National Council are explicitly presented 
as speaking "to" rather than "tor" its member churches. 
Nevertheless, the Birch Society and other right-wing groups 
have seized upon these statements and the accusations against 
ita leaders in an attempt to label the National Council as 
pro-Co~st and to get less liberal leaders, local churches, 
and denominations to withdraw from it, thereby trying to rob 
economic and political views at variance from their own of 
any possible religious sanction.l 
Tb further buttress these attacks upon the National 
Council of Churches, and upon the major Protestant denomina-
tions, Birch Society members also attack their religious 
legitimacy by an unfavorable comparison of their doctrines 
with those of the "fundamentalists" whose doctrines are 
viewed as nor.mative.2 
1. An example of such an attack is A Report to the 
Vest&! of St. Mark's fiiscopal Church, Shrev~ort, Louisiana, 
on t e National Counc 1 of the Churches of C ist in the 
United States of America (Shreveport, La.: The Drake Company, 
1961). This booklet has been widely circulated within the 
right-wing. Particularly salient issues for the committee 
which rendered this report seemed to be the pronouncements of 
the National Council of Churches with regard to federal aid 
to education, the right-to-work laws, the ethical considera-
tions or the steel dispute, the seating of Communist China 
in the Uhited Nations, and Negro integration. 
2. See Welch's Blue Book, P• 59, for a particularly 
extreme example of this type oi' comparison. This a:f'fini ty 
of Birch Society msmbers and others of the right-wing for 
religious-economic-political "fundamentalism," has helped to 
account for the construction or a number of plush, modern 
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In summary, it can be said that Birch Society members 
tend to arrirm and applaud the anti-Communism or many Roman 
Catholics and the economic and political conservatism or the 
fundamentalists, to keep quiet about the Jews, and to attack 
the denominational P~otestants particularly as they are united 
in the National Council or Churches. 
The following sections on further ideological beliefs 
of members of the Society are somewhat less central in that 
there has been much less activity of social protest related 
to them. But they are all salient issues on the current 
American scene and they do serve to indicate something of 
the comprehensive scope, if not or the systematic character, 
ot the ideology or the Society. 
iv. Stance toward Negroes and Jews 
(in the West and Mid-West) 
With regard to the issue of religious, racial, or 
ethnic prejudice, the members or the Birch Society are torn 
in two directions. In the rirst place many of their members 
have some such prejudices. But secondly, they know, and the 
unprejudiced members know, that to give these feelings and 
attitudes unbridled expression would lead to a labeling of 
the Birch Society as "racist" and this is perceived by them 
as fatal to such an organization. Therefore, there are 
sect•rian-fundamentalist churches in Texas and Southern 
California. And the author was told by a number or Birch 
Society members that a young Methodist minister with the 
"right" religious views, "could go a long way." 
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precautions taken to keep the expression of such sentiments 
of prejudice from the forefront. Welch, for example, devoted 
almost an entire Bulletin to a disclaimer of anti-Semitism. 
And further, a part of the justification given for the hier-
archical authority to remove members from the home chapter 
and from local chapters is that of keeping the Birch Society 
clear of anti-Semites. 
SUch prejudice is most characteristic of the older and 
the Southern reared members of the Society, but it is much 
less frequent among the middle-aged and younger members. But, 
as a group, the members interviewed disagree on the whole 
with the item in the questionnaire that "a person must be 
pretty stupid if he still believes in differences between 
the races." 
In conclusion, the Birch Society is not racist in 
the sense of racism being a part of either its motivation or 
its goals. Its leaders and members recognize that overt 
racism is, in this country at this time (in the West and 
Mid-West, if not in the South-East), too far beyond the 
pale to be allowed to be a part of the Birch Society. For 
this reason, religious, racial, and ethnic prejudices are 
suppressed. 
v. Labor unions and big business 
The almost universal opinion expressed by Birch 
Society members is that labor unions are fine and were a 
good idea to begin with, but that their current leadership 
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is bad. Interestingly enough, the distaste for these leaders 
centers more around a figure like Walter Reuther who takes 
active leadership on political and economic issues rather 
than around someone like Hoffa whose leadership has been 
demonstrably corrupt. 
The thesis has been abroad in the field of political 
science that the right-wing is against "bigness" per se, 
that the right-wing is revolting against bigness in business 
as well as in labor and government. In this group of right-
wingers that thesis does not hold. As a group they disagreed 
"very much" with the idea that "big business is one of the 
most dangerous threats to our American way of life." So 
that Birch Society members are pro-business even in its 
bigness. They are also strongly anti-labor, with the possible 
qualification, noted above, of antipathy to union leaders, 
not union members. As a group they disagreed "very much" 
with the idea that "Labor Unions are no serious threat to 
our American way of life." 
Thus, as a group, these informants are strongly 
pro-big business and anti-labor. 
vi. The Electorate 
"The average individual has a basic respect for 
truth, but doesn't know what it is." Tb this view of the 
electorate, many Birch Society members would add, "and he's 
too apathetic to care." The electorate is viewed by many 
Society members as a great mass of voters controlled by 
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either the left or the right. Too long, they feel, the left 
wing has been controlling these voters. It is now imperative 
that they be controlled by the right-wing instead. Part of 
the role perceived by many leaders for the Birch Society is 
the "shocking" and "awakening" or these people "to what' a 
really happening." The electorate, they feel, must be 
aroused from its apathy. 
There is here an interesting parallel between 
political "apathy" and religious "sin." There is as much 
fervor shown in a local chapter over a person who has "freed 
himself from apathy" and who is now devoting all his (or her) 
awakened and renewed energies to the "salvation" of "Americanism" 
and to the freeing or others from the thralldom or "apathy" 
as there is among the fundamentalists when one joins their 
number "freed from sin." 
There is some, but not much, hope that the electorate 
can be aroused from its apathy in time. And underlying all 
of these views, there is a basic distrust of the electorate. 
This distrust o:t the electorate, o:t "major! ty rule," is the 
basic argument in the contention of Welch that "this is a 
republic, not a democracy, let's keep it that way.nl The 
basic fear is that "majority rule" can change the laws under 
which we are governed too quickly for the good of the 
1. See the pamphlet "On The Differences Between A 
Democracy and a Republic" which has been widely distributed 
as a separate pamphlet but which is also included in the 
Appendix of The White Book of The John Birch Society for 1961. 
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mino~ities o~ far our own "common weal." The gove~nment 
unde~ law is the distinctive and valuable feature or a 
"~epublic," as Welch outlines his a~gument. He g~ants that 
these laws may be changed but, with his dist~ust or the 
~ajo~ity rule" or the electo~ate, it is unclea~ as to just 
who can legitimately do so. Presumably only those deemed 
to be knowledgeable or the Communist conspiracy and trust-
wo~thy in their opposition to it would be conside~ed by 
Welch as being able, legitimately, to change the laws or the 
~epublic. 
Othe~ Bi~ch Society members inte~viewed take this same 
tack with rega~d to the electorate in holding that not just 
eve~yone should be allowed to vote, but only those who "know 
the issues." 
vii. Civil liberties 
The Birch Society members interviewed ag~eed "a 
little" that "It 1 s the fellow travelers o~ Reds who keep 
yelling all the time about Civil Rights." This would indi-
cate that a great many of them have little respect for dis-
sent and would tend to hold that "only truth has rights." 
But a few are coming to a new appreciation of the rights of 
dissent, especially in localities where the Birch Society 
has been ~epudiated. Even while holding out for "civil 
rights, not civil license," a few a~e beginning to see the 
necessity of civil liberties for, at least, their own 
position on the political spectrum. 
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The characteristics of the actual conduct of local 
community conflicts ~11 be given descriptive analysis in the 
third section of this chapter. The non-communal character 
of these conflicts indicates, however, that civil liberties 
tend to be held in low regard both by members of the Society 
and by their opponents. 
viii. The Press 
"How can we save our country if the press refuses 
to get the word out to the people?" This is the lament of 
a Birch Society member in Los Angeles. Members of the 
Birch Society feel that they have "The Truth" and they just 
do not understand why the press doesn't simply print it, 
radio and TV broadcast it, the schools teach it, churches 
preach it, and our government follow it. 
Since the press doesn't (in most instances) simply 
print, without critical comment, the charges and analyses 
of the Birch Society, then, in the view of the Birchers, the 
press must either be blindly or willfUlly serving the 
Communists. They do perceive the press to be overwhelmingly 
liberal.1 One infor.mant believed 70% to 80,% of the working 
press to be of liberal persuasion. Others go further with 
the contention that the Daily Worker sets the "line" which 
1. An interesting contrast to the view by many 
liberals that the press is overwhelmingly conservative. 
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ia followed by the rest of the press two weeks later. 1 
Many feel that you just can't believe the press and, for 
these reasons, the Birch Society and the rest of the American 
right-wing feel they are reduced to "pamphleteering" and to 
dependence upon "reliable" right-wing publications.2 
The spread of the iaeology of the Birch Society is 
therefore strongly dependent upon the availability of 
radically right-wing periodicals and books which give 
current and "case study documentation"3 to the subversive 
activities both internally and abroad. The establishment 
of reading roams and patriotic book stores, which abound in 
the Los Angeles area, has been a big factor in the spread 
and particularly in the consolidation of the ideological 
beliefs of the Birch Society. 
But probably the biggest factor in the spread of 
this ideology has been the various anti-Communist schools. 
Those held under the auspices of the Christian Anti-Communist 
1. An elaborate "case" for this explanation of 
Communist manipulation of the press has been built up 
around the "smear" of the Birch Society in early 1961. 
2. Such periodicals as American Opinion, The Monthlx 
Bulletin of the John Birch Society, Human Events, and The Dan 
Smoot Report are highly regarded. As an action of protest 
of the lack of availability of right and radically right-wing 
books and periodicals, the Birch Society has encouraged its 
members to set up public reading rooms. 
3. The author's estimate of the validity of much 
of this so-called "documentation" will be more systematically 
indicated in the next chapter on the analysis of the ideology 
of the Birch Society. 
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Crusade and under the leadership of Dr. Fred c. Schwartz 
will serve as an example. Following the prior mobilization 
of the support of as many of the political, business, pro-
fessional, and religious leaders of a city as possible, the 
"school" comes into a city for a one or two week stand. 
There are lectures and films offered to "tuition" paying 
students from morning till night. In addition, books, 
records, films, and tape recordings are sold, and pamphlets 
are given away tree. The lecturers on the "faculty" range 
from the dull to the exciting but each discusses some aspect 
of the nature and activities of Communism internationally 
and especially domestically. Following a week or two of 
this anti-Communist "revivalism," Schwartz and his evolving 
"faculty" move on to the next city. These "schools" and 
"cold-war saminars" have, in the past, done a great deal to 
stir up anti-Communist fervor, but few of them have provided 
for any channeling of this excitement after they have left 
town. Interestingly enough, though, Schwartz himself has 
noted the fact that Welch often appears, after Schwartz leaves, 
to provide the "graduates" with a way to channel their anti-
Communism through the John Birch Society.l 
Needless to say, an anti-Communist school such as 
this with its presentation of an extremist and inflamatory 
ideology stirs community conflict. And the entrenchment and 
1. This observation by Schwartz was reported by 
Cabell Phillips, the New York Times, April 30, 1961. 
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spread of this radically right-wing ideology with the pro-
vision of channels for social protest through the Birch 
Society gives to this conflict an air of permanence. We 
move now to a consideration of the typical characteristics 
of this conflict. 
3· Characteristics of Conflict 
The author would define social conflict as follows. 
Social conflict occurs when there exist two or more parties 
who perceive themselves to be in opposition as they try 
overtly to gain their own, or oppose the other 1 ~goals 
through communal or non-communal modes involving direct or 
indirect1 contact and by exercise of rational argument and/or 
political or ar.med force. 2 The author would note that pro 
and anti-Birch Society persons or parties, who do oppose one 
another, do not always come into conflict with one another. 
The chief characteristics of the conflict which 
most typically arises between the parties in question, that 
is, between the members and leaders of the Birch Society and 
1. By indirect contact is meant that which does not 
involve an actual confrontation of the opposing parties or 
their representatives. It is exemplified as each party tries 
to convince a third party, such as an elected representative 
or an uncommitted public, of the legitimacy of its own and/or 
the illegitimacy of the other's goals and/or means. 
2. The conflicts in which members of the Birch 
Society and their opponents are involved have not to date 
escalated to the logically possible use of violence or 
ar.med force. 
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those whom they choose as opponents or those who• themselves. 
rise in opposition to the ideological beliefs or activities 
of the Birch Society, are four. They have to do with the 
tone. the intent, the "progress," and the "resolution" of 
the conflict. They all spring from the fact that the conflict 
tends to be non-communal; 1 that is, the conflicting parties 
do not perceive one another to be pursuing legitimate goals 
or utilizing legitimate means. 2 As one party perceives the 
other to be seeking such illegitimate goals through equally 
illegitimate means, in the expression of an ideological 
belief or analysis or in participation in an action, conflict 
is initiated. 
i. Tbne of the conflict 
Since each party sees the other as destroying valued 
legitimate goals and pursuing, in their place, illegitimate 
goals by illegitimate means, neither party feels obligated 
to use what it holds to be legitimate institutionalized means 
1. Lewis Ooser, The Functions of Social Conflict 
(Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956). Ooser describes 
communal conflict as occurring when conflicting parties are 
and remain within the context of the common acceptance of 
basic ends or values. Non-communal conflict occurs when this 
context is not present. pp. 73-76. 
2. In the paradigm used by Merton related to 
adaptation to culture goals and institutionalized means, 
each side perceives itself to be in conformity with the 
legitimate culture goals, and perceives the other as rebelling 
against both legitimate goals and means and as substituting 
in their place illegitimate culture goals and institutionalized 
means. The paradigm in question is to be found in Merton, 
p. 140. 
in conflict with the other. Therefore, the parties often 
move into conflict with one another, using means which they, 
themselves, hold to be illegitimate. Thus the character of 
their attacks upon the other confirms each in their initial 
perceptions of the other as outside the bounds of legitimate 
goals and means. Therefore, the tone of the conflict becomes 
acrimonious at its onset. 
ii. Intent of the conflict 
Each party perceives the other as so far beyond the 
pale of legitimacy, in their pursuit of mutually exclusive 
goals, that little hope is entertained that the other will 
"see the light" and reverse their position. Therefore, the 
intent of the conflict is not to resolve points of disagree-
ment between the conflicting parties, but to seek allies 
from the uncommitted public. For the public must be "alerted" 
and mobilized against the "evil'' and "error" of the goals of 
the other party and in support of the "goodness" and "truth" 
of the goals of the first party. The intent of the conflict, 
therefore, is to convince the public, not the opposing party. 
iii. The "progress" of the conflictl 
The progress of communal conflict, in which there is 
agreement upon what legitimate goals and means are and in 
1. Coleman is particularly helpful in an examination 
of the progress or "escalation" of conflict. James s. Coleman, 
Community Conflict (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1957). 
See the paradigm on p. 11, and the description of the progress 
of a typically right-wing issue on p. 8. 
which each party perceives the other as abiding by them, is 
quite different from that of non-communal conflict. Communal 
conflict tends to start with just a few issues and at a 
fairly low level of intensity, to get somewhat acrimonious 
as the conflict and the issues in question build up, and to 
reduce the intensity of the tone and the number of issues at 
stake in the conflict as the parties proceed to resolve their 
points of disagreement. The progress of the issues and 
tone of communal conflict can thus be conceptualized as two 
vertical and parallel bell-shaped curves in union at both 
the bottom, as the conflict is initiated, and at the top, 
as the conflict is resolved. 
Non-communal conflict, however, "progresses" in 
quite a different manner. Conflict starts as one party 
perceives the other as revealing its actual and illegitimate 
goals and either starts, or quickly becomes, and remains 
highly acrimonious in tone. Since there is no intent to 
resolve issues, they increase at a geometric rate and con-
sist only of propagandistic charges and counter-charges as 
each party seeks allies from the uncommitted public. Allies 
so attracted are urged to, and tend to, accept the "complete 
package," interpreting the opposite party as wholly 
illegitimate in its goals and means and the chosen party as 
wholly legitimate in its goals and means. The recruitment 
of allies in this manner tends to set the stage for £uture 
non-communal conflict within a given community, involving an 
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ever-broadening base of participation. The "progress" of 
the issues of non-communal conflict can thus be conceptualized 
as an inverted pyramid with no top. The one modification 
of this conceptualization has to do with the tone of the 
conflict. It begins and remains at almost the same highly 
acrimonious level. Logically (in terms of the "logic" of 
the conflicting parties), the perception of the other, by 
each party, as totally evil in their choice of goals and 
selection of means would lead to assassination or warfare. 1 
But, with rare exceptions, the participants in the non-
communal conflicts observed by the author between the members 
of the Birch Society and their opponents are socially adjusted 
to the degree of having internalized the norms acceptable 
within American society. The highest pitch of conflict per-
mitted by the norms of our society, and likewise by our law 
enforcement agencies, is that commonly observed near the 
close of a long and bitterly contested political campaign. 
This is the tone with which internal non-communal conflict 
within this country, throughout most of its history and at 
the present time, begins and at which it remains. 
1. And to the mentally unbalanced, this incitement 
sometimes leads to such violence. There are numerous indivi-
dual attempts at such violence, represented in this study by 
the account of the man who drove up onto the steps of the 
Department of Justice with a "bomb" in his car demanding the 
impeachment of Warren and Kennedy. And a "ritualized" 
preparation for warfare is represented by the latter-day 
"Minutemen." 
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iv. The "resolution" of the conflict 
There is, of course, no resolution of non-communal 
conflict in the accepted sense of adjustment of differences 
allowing the conrlicting parties to resume workable rela-
tionships. For parties which perceive themselves to remain 
in non-communal conflict, such establishment of workable 
relationship could be interpreted only as appeasement. But 
there is, nevertheless, "resolution" of a sort for non-
communal conflict. This "resolution" comes as the active 
participants are literally overcome by the emotional strain 
involved in conflict carried on in a highly acrimonious 
tone, and as the participants are literally overcome by the 
sheer weight and complexity of the geometric growth of 
propagandistic charges and counter-charges purported to be 
issues.1 Thus the conflict is "resolved" by being abandoned 
as the parties involved withdraw for a time to recoup their 
energies, to congratulate themselves for their "victory," 
and to prepare for a new major, non-communal conflict. 
1. The overwhelming weight and complex! ty to which 
non-communal conflict grows was well illustrated in the 
experience of a very bright fo~er schoolmate of the author's 
who got himself involved in a televised debate over Operation 
Abolition (the film produced by the House Committee on 
Un-American Activities purporting to demonstrate the 
Communistic initiation and manipulation of the student 
protest turned riot at the hearings of the Committee in 
San Francisco in 1960). He had to spend ~ost a solid week 
in preparation for the debate as he tried to wade through the 
build-up of charges and counter-charges contained in news 
reports and in the burgeoning pro and con literature of 
pamphlets and reprints. 
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During the interim between major conflicts. the illusion of 
maintaining a continual battle for the truly legit~ate goals 
and means can be maintained by the less demanding pursuit of 
aggression through "ritualized" conflict.l 
In summary. conflict between members of the Birch 
Society and their opponents is non-communal. Its non-
communal nature gives to the resultant conflict its four 
characteristics. First of all, the conflict is initiated 
on and remains on a highly acrimonious tone. Second, the 
intent of the conflict is not to resolve issues of difference 
between the parties; the intent is to attract allies from 
the uncommitted public. Third, as the conflict progresses. 
it broadens rather than narrows. And fourth. the conflict 
is finally "resolved" only as it falls of its own weight. 
In this chapter we began with the observation that 
the relationship between belief and action is not always 
"neat." We noted that belief and action may or may not be 
inferred from the other and that they often have no relation-
ship to each other or to a coherent framework of ideological 
belie!'. 
1. Members of the Birch Society. for example, always 
can fall back to the ritualized conflict over Earl Warren 
and spend their time signing one another's petitions for his 
impeachment. 
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We then moved on to examine a range of ideological 
beliefs and activities of social protest of the Birch Society. 
Many of the means and goals idealized are from the distant 
past. For example, in government these idealized goals and 
means are, at least, prior to the Administration of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, in education prior to John Dewey, and in religion 
in a Protestant, rural, individualistic pietism prior to the 
Scopes Trial if not to Copernicus. These idealized goals 
and means, many of which are grounded in the distant past, 
are not always explicit and have usually to be inferred. 
The "t:rue Americanism" which is so vigorously defended by 
the Birch Society is thus largely undefined. "True Americanism" 
finds definition within the Birch Society largely in repudia-
tion of "anti-Americanism." This lack of definition sur-
rounding what is purportedly a major concept leads an observer 
to question whether the concept of "real Americanism" has an 
inst:rumental rather than an intrinsic value for the members 
of the Society. 
The conflict in which these activities, backed by these 
ideological beliefs of social protest, have involved Birch 
Society members, leaders, and their opponents has been non-
communal. Each side has perceived itself to be defending the 
legitimate culture goals against their destruction and re-
placement with the illegitimate goals and means of the other. 
This non-communal conflict has been acrimonious, propagandistic, 
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and has so progressed in its expansion that it has character-
istically fallen of its own weight. 
Thus we have seen the emergence of the Birch Society 
as a fundamentalist reaction to its setting, under the 
charismatic leadership of its founder, who has built a 
hierarchical organizational structure employing rational-
bureaucratic as well as charismatic elements. The setting, 
the leadership, and the organization have each made appeals 
to members who have, however, found the ideology and activity 
of social protest to be the most important appeals of the 
Society. We have seen though that this ideology and activity 
characteristically involve members of the Society in non-
communal conflict. 
We turn now to theoretical, analytical, and critical 
perspectives from which to view the Society as a whole. 
CHAPTER VI 
BROADER THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
AND CRITICISM OF THE SOCIETY 
Following an introduction to the Society as a move-
ment of social protest of the radical right. we proceeded 
to a description of its setting, its leader, its organization 
and membership, and its ideology and activity. In these 
chapters. theoretical analysis and criticism often illumi-
nated particular aspects of these major descriptive 
categories and often illuminated relationships among them. 
The theoretical analysis and critici~ to which we now turn 
deal with the Birch Society much more as a whole. We will 
begin with an analysis of the ideology of the Society, for 
the author maintains that the ideology is central to an 
understanding of the movement as a whole and that it repre-
sents the primary appeal of the Society to its members. 
Then we will turn to an analysis of the secondary social-
paychological appeals of the Society. And finally, we will 
consider the nature of the personal and social functions the 
Society serves and will conclude this chapter with a judg-
ment as to whether the Society ia functional or dysfunctional 
for its m~bers and within the social structure of the 
United States. 
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1. Analysis and Criticism of the Ideology 
The ideology of the Birch Society is of central 
importance in a study of this movement. For the ideology 
finds, what is perceived by members of the Society to be, 
validation in the contemporary social setting of the u.s., 
charismatic expression through their leader, articulation 
th~ough the very structure of their organization, and 
expression through their activities of social protest. As 
we begin this analysis and criticism of this ideology, we 
must first speak to a question of crucial importance for 
any ideology. 
i. Relative value of sincerity 
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The most damning criticism that could be made of the 
members, and especially of the leaders, of the Society would 
be to demonstrate that they are not sincere, thereby saying 
that their proclaimed beliefs are merely a smokescreen for 
what they are really after. But such does not appear to be 
the case among members of the Society interviewed and 
observed. As a matter of fact, after Welch has allayed the 
apprehensions of an audience by explaining, with wry humor, 
that for that evening he has retracted his horns, probably 
the most compelling appeal that Welch, himself, makes is 
that of his sincerity. For, in Welch, an audience sees 
before them a man who does not appear to be psychotic, who 
is obviously intelligent, who has, surprisingly enough, a 
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sense or humor, and who is, above all, sincere. And sincerity, 
rather than rationality, is the garb with which most people 
in our society expect truth to be clothed. A rational dis-
cussion of truth can become, though not of necessity, too 
complex to be readily understood and is therefore often 
1 
suspect. A sincere discussion of truth, however, moves in 
the sphere of emotionally toned human relationship and is 
much more readily accepted. Therein lies much of the appeal 
of charismatic leadership. 
But rationality and sincerity have no necessary 
relationship to one another. And here we return to the 
matter of conflict resolution. There is no appeal other than 
force between two mutually exclusive but equally sincere 
perceptions of truth. Such is not the case with rational 
perception of truth. The conflicting parties have the option, 
in rational conrlict, of free examination of the validity of 
both the data and the method of their own and of their 
opponent's claim of truth. 
Rationality is one of the few modes of conflict re-
solution not based on force. Therefore rational modes of 
conflict resolution are a necessary base for the open society. 
This lays a great responsibility upon the intellectuals 
within a society. For, in order for rationality to remain 
1. This suspicion and rejection of often 
unnecessarily obscure and occasionally arrogant rational 
discussion is a root of anti-intellectualism. 
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as the means of conflict resolution within a society, it must 
have participants and referees trom among the intellectuals 
who are willing both to make their ow.n processes of rational 
conflict more understandable and to work in other ways to 
spread understanding and acceptance of the procedures and 
processes of rational conflict throughout the rest of their 
society. 
The fact that the procedures and processes of 
rational conflict are not widely understood and accepted 
throughout our society accounts for the acceptance in many 
quarters of an irrational ideology such as that of the Birch 
Society and for the undue reliance upon sincerity as the 
test of truth. For, within our society generally, we have 
only one category of irrationality -- that of mental illness. 
We thus find much of our society unprepared to deal critically 
with the irrational perceptions of an apparently sane, 
intelligent, occasionally humorous, and always sincere 
spokesman like Robert Welch. 
There are a few among the opponents of the Society, 
however, who would refuse to recognize Welch, the members and 
leaders of his Society, and their ideology as anything but 
"paranoid" or "deviant." But by granting to the ideology of 
the Socia~ the possibility of rationality and by treating 
it as amenable to processes of rational analysis, we can, 
at least, move to bring the controversy surrounding this 
ideology in from the outer darkness of non-communal conflict 
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through an insistence upon rational discussion. We will 
begin this rational analysis of the ideology of the Birch 
Society with an analytical statement or the interpreting 
concepts within the ideological framework through which 
members of the Society view social reality. As was indi-
cated in the definition of "ideology" at the beginning of 
the last chapter, all data are modified to a greater or 
lesser degree by the content, by the rigidity or flexibility, 
and by the very existence of such a substantive and formal 
framework through which these data must be perceived. 
ii. The substantive ideological framework: 
the interpreting concepts 
The interpreting concepts to which we now turn are 
fixed and unquestioned parts of the substantive ideological 
framework o£ the Birch Society. 
Bases of the ideology in the past and future.--A 
great deal of the argument of the Birch Society members is 
based upon their gleanings fram "the lessons or history." 
These "lessons" are drawn primarily from Gibbon's The Decline 
and Fall of the Roman Empire and have been reduced to an 
"oral tradition" that can be summarized as follows: Rome 
had a top-heavy governmental bureaucracy. It could gain 
political support for this bureaucracy by appealing to the 
masses with "bread and circuses." This top-heavy bureaucracy 
could be supported financially only by taxing those within 
Rome who had enough "initiative" to meet their own financial 
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obligations. The general provision of "bread and circuses" 
progressively undercut this spirit of financial "initiative" 
and progressively weaned individuals away from its practice. 
Therefore a downward spiral was set in motion with the 
governmental bureaucracy systematically destroying the 
financially responsible group upon which it was financially 
dependent. 
The application which a member of a movement of social 
protest of the radical right would make of this sort of a 
"lesson of history" is obvious in our contemporary society. 
But the truth of such "lessons of history is suspect at two 
points. First, is this an accurate description and analysis 
of an historical event? In the example given (that is, the 
"tall" of the Roman Empire), the description and analysis is 
too simplistic on the face of it. Historical events of this 
scope are just not explicable on the basis of one factor, and 
a student of ancient history would be quick to point out 
several other factors of equal importance. So, then, this 
description and analysis of an historical event is suspect as 
to its accuracy. Secondly, such "lessons of history" are also 
suspect as to their contemporary applicability. There is 
serious question as to how much we can, in fact, learn from 
history Santayana's statement that "those who refuse to 
learn from history are condemned to repeat it," notwithstanding. 
When one assumes that he can learn from history, he must still 
face honestly the question as to "how much?" 
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Underlying the Birch Society's ideological inter-
pretation of past, current, and future history is the basic 
pessimism of Spengler's Decline of the West, in which is 
envisioned a rigid cyclic growth and death of civilizations 
analogous to the seasons of spring, summer, fall and winter. 
Mr. Welch, himself, explicitly repudiates Toynbee's more 
optimistic thesis of challenge-response as the work of 
"a meretricious hack."1 Therefore, underlying even the 
terrible parallels the Society members draw between our own 
and previous fallen civilizations, there is a more funda-
mental pessimism about the prospect of being able to do 
much about the almost inevitable decay and death of our 
civilization. 
Much of the ideology of the Birch Society is built 
upon the foundations of such "lessons of history." This 
discussion of such "lessons" is designed simply to raise 
some fundamental questions as to the validity of these 
"lessons" which are presented as "self-evident truths." 
The members of the Society also base a great deal of 
their ideological argument in the realm of future "conse-
quences of political action." Of course any responsible 
political decision must include an anticipation of, at least, 
its immediate consequences. But such anticipation of 
1. Welch, Blue Book, P• 43. 
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consequences is extremely tenuous. Within the reaLm of 
political decisions, much of the power struggle centers 
around the publicly and privately anticipated immediate and 
long-range "consequences" of decisions. In evaluating the 
validity of any set of projected consequences of a decision, 
it is instructive to note that often political opponents seek-
ing an alternative or opposite direction for the decision in 
question are able to muster a competing set of projected 
consequences that are fully as compelling and defensible. 
Many of these seta of projected consequences are, of course, 
based upon the "self-evident lessons of history," the 
unimpeachable validity of which have already been called 
into question. 
Not only do the analyses of projected consequences 
of current decisions differ, but also the analyses of the 
current consequences of past decisions. 1 
The analysis of the immediate consequences of our 
political decisions is, of course, of the utmost importance. 
In fact, it would seem that the direction of the national 
and international political decisions of our times will 
determine whether or not human life will continue on this 
planet. And, therefore, no one set among competing sets of 
1. The analysis of the current consequences of the 
past decisions of the Administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt 
is a pregnant case in point. 
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projected immediate and longer-range consequences can safely 
be examined and accepted or rejected in isolation from the 
others. It is precisely this presentation for acceptance 
or rejection of an isolated set of projected long-range 
consequences of contemporary political decisions that the 
Birch Society is attempting. 
In the finding of "lessons from history." and 
particularly in the long-range projections of the conse-
quences of current political decisions. there is, in fact. 
very little certainty for the conclusions to which one 
comes. Therefore, both areas abound in irrational conflict. 
For "lessons of history" or the projected long-range 
consequences of political decisions can never be held as 
rational certainties. They ought to be held as tentative 
hypotheses subject to rejection or modification by further 
evidence and by other competing tentative hypotheses. But 
when "lessons of history" and long-range projections of 
consequences of current political decisions are held as dog-
matic articles of faith instead of as tentative hypotheses. 
they move conflict quickly to irrational levels.1 We move 
1. This irrational and non-communal conflict is. 
of course. heightened when all sides treat these lessons of 
history and projections of consequences as articles of faith 
instead of as tentative hypotheses. Rokeach identifies this 
kind of preoccupation with the distant past and remote future 
as one of the characteristics of dogmatic• closed-minded 
individuals. Milton Rokeach. The Open and Closed Mind 
{N.Y.: Basic Books, Inc., 1960). p. 64. 
now from these more genera~ interpreting concepts of the 
ideo~ogy of the Birch Society to the more specific 
presuppositions. 
The presuppositions.--The presuppositions are as 
fol~ows: 
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Communism is the worst evil on the race of the earth.l 
Capitalism has produced the greatest growth of 
civilization to date in both material and (individualistic) 
personality values.2 
The course of history always hangs upon the 
conscious decisions of individuals or groups of men. There-
fore any historical event can be traced to a human action 
(i.e •• a conscious decision by an individual or group of men) 
and its consequences are held to be foreseen and intentional. 
There is set a collision course between Communism 
and capitalism and because of the unquali!'ied evi~ and 
unbending purposes of the Communists. there is no poasibi~ity 
that any modification or any new synthesis can be brought 
about to avoid this collision. 
1. This is the under~ying rallying point to "do 
something" about Communism. Yet it is seldom explicitly 
mentioned because it is imp~icit within the Zeitgeist of the 
United States. 
2. Thjs presupposition is very subsidiary to the 
initia~ one on the evil of Communism. but its presence 
explains the membership of a few otherwise moderate 
conservatives within the Society. 
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The central syllogism.--There is, in addition, a 
central syllogism which, building upon these presuppositions, 
interprets the advances of Communism, that members of the 
Society see all about them, as attributable to treasonable 
participation in the Communist conspiracy by the leaders of 
all our major institutions. The syllogism runs as follows: 
Communism is gaining power and influence daily over 
the world. 
Our country was and is the most powerful nation in 
the world, yet our leaders have done and are doing nothing 
effectively to stop the advance of Communism. 
Therefore, our leaders must be consciously (or 
unconsciously) collaborating with (or allowing) the advance 
of Communism. 
Additional beliefs.--From this central syllogism, 
and from the prior presuppositions, these additional 
beliefsl both follow logically and are included arbitrarily: 
this advance of Comtmmism must be stopped and wiped out. 
We have effective political leverage only within our 
own country. Therefore, we must purge our political leader-
ship and the leadership of all of our other institutions of 
1. We would anticipate, with a dogmatic, closed-
minded ideology (and this description of the ideology will be 
justified shortly), that further beliefs and "explanatory 
feneralizations" would be "added to" (but not necessarily 
integrated into") the above presuppositions and the •icentral 
syllogism" whenever necessary to "explain" contingencies not 
covered by them and to protect them from modification by 
otherwise irrefutable contrary evidence. 
persons or ideas promoting or tolerating Communism or any-
thing related to it. Then we will be equipped to meet 
unified and centrally organized Communism with a unified. 
centrally organized• and our innately superior economic-
political "American way or lite." 
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It you are not in or, at least, 100% with the Birch 
Society in what they perceive to be the "central conflict of 
our age," then you are perceived to be in the Communist camp. 
"It you are not 100% against Communism (in their terms), 
then you are for it." 
All peripheral conflict is disruptive of the unity 
we need to meet the central conflict with Communism. There-
fore. all fomenters of conflict or of criticism (besides 
Birch Society members) are perceived as Communist agents 
or unwitting dupes. There is only the one basic conflict 
(an apocalyptic view), and that is between the "good" ot 
"the American way-of-lite" and the "evil" of Communism. 
All conflict is either directly related to this central 
conflict or else drains ott energies that would be better 
used within the central conflict. 
All news of both domestic and international matters 
either reflects this conflict or reports the dissipation ot 
energies better used in it. Therefore a member of the 
Society reads and listens to every reporter and interpreterl 
1. This reporter could be a political leader or candi-
date, a teacher. preacher or any other commentator. 
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of events to see which way the central conflict went today 
and,incidentally, to see on which side the reporter or 
interpreter stands in the conflict. Once a reporter or 
interpreter of (or a participant in) events "tips his hand" 
(that is, is found to have a Communistic "spot or blemish"), 
then everything he does thereafter is seen as a part of the 
total Communistic plot within the central conflict. If the 
statements and actions of this individual (or group) do not 
always (or ~) thereafter seem to identify him clearly as 
a conscious agent of the Communist conspiracy, then there 
are only two alternatives. He may be a witless "dupe" and 
("more to be pitied than censured" were this not such a 
desperate fight, but since it is,) he must either be 
corrected or fought. Or, secondly, he may be more clever 
than he seems to be. In this view, he is seen as trying to 
cover his tracks so that he may continue to hold his place 
of influence or gain a higher one so that he can thereby 
become a more effective agent of the Co~st conspiracy 
in this central conflict. Therefore you apply Welch's 
"principle of reversal" and find the rascal out. That is, 
if one is suspect, then even actions which appear to be 
directed against the Communists are merely cover-ups. If 
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one is suspect, therefore, anything he does confirms all the 
suspicions that a Bircher has of htm. 1 
How, then, does a person or a group become suspect? 
With this question we move from the substantive into the 
formal ideological framework of the Birch Society. We move 
into an examination of the working epistemology of the 
Society. 
iii. The formal ideological framework: 
the working epistemology 
The classification of others:--To repeat, how does a 
person or group become suspect? Let us push this question 
back to a more basic level. How do all of us go about 
classifying one another into friendly, neutral, or en~y 
camps? Robert Chin suggests that there is a pattern into 
which all such classification by human beings of one another 
fits. 2 The pattern may be diagrammed as follows: 
1. This "principle of reversal" is also applied to 
an interpretation of Soviet Foreign policy. Any overtures 
from the Soviet union (or any Communist State} with regard to 
halting of nuclear testing, disarmament, peaceful coexistence, 
or any other "superficially" attractive proposal, is per-
ceived by the Birchers as (inevitably) a "smoke screen" or 
as serving other ulterior motives. 
2. From interviews with Robert Chin in the late 
Winter of 1961. 
I 
"Other" 
Communist 
Socialist 
Anarchist 
Baptist 
Methodist 
Pacifist 
Rightist 
Leftist 
Conservative 
Militarist 
Classification of "other" as 
some sort of "-ist" 
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II III IV V 
"Belief System" 
Background of 
education 
.family and 
thought 
supporting 
this 
position 
"Intention" "Action" "Conse-
quences" 
A. As ob-
served and 
interpreted 
B. As 
anticipated 
We all classify "others" according to what we can 
discover, observe, or inter about their "belief system," 
their "action," the "intention" of' their action, and the 
observed or anticipated short or long-range "consequences" of' 
their action. We move back and .forth along this chain of 
classification in.ferring, .from known links, missing links. 
For example, we often inter that someone "intended" 
that his "action" have the "consequences" that it did.1 As 
we try to .figure out whether a person who is "not saying" is 
a Democrat or a Republican tor another example, we draw 
inferences .from his education and .family background about 
his "belief system," .from his "actions" as we can observe 
them, !"rom his "intentions" as we understand them, and .from 
the "consequences" ot his action as we gauge and evaluate them. 
1. As a matter ot tact this is the moot point in 
.first degree murder as a jury tries to decide whether the 
defendant "intended" beforehand to kill another. 
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An extremely open-minded person is characterized 
by at least two things as he classifies others. First, 
he demands evidence from two or more links. And, second, 
the classification he comes to is always tentative, never 
closed. 
A person with an extremely closed mind is charac-
terized in the opposite way. First, he looks for any 
evidence at any link along the chain. And, second, the 
classification he comes to is final. 
A contemporaneously typical example for the 
differentiation for those of an open or closed mind would 
be their perception of a person who signed a petition, an 
"action," backing a cause with which they disagree or which 
is later demonstrated to be in the enemy camp. The person 
with an extremely closed mind would take this to be "tip-
off" enough and would therefore pe~ently classify the 
offender within the enemy camp. The person with an extremely 
open mind would note this "action," but would wonder if the 
offender in this action "intended" that his action should 
have the "consequences" that it did, whether the person was, 
in this, acting from the center of his "belief system" or, 
whether the action represents a minor aspect of his "belief 
system," and would question whether the offender is really 
the kind of "other" that this one action might superficially 
lead one to classify him to be. The extremely open-minded 
person would demand further evidence before he was 
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willing to consign the offender into even a tentative classi-
fication. 
As we said, the extremely closed-minded person would 
find one bit of evidence enough to consign the offender 
into a permanent classification. And, if future evidence 
would seem to contradict this initial classification, the 
person with a closed mind would ignore it, add some 
"additional beliefs," or apply some sort of "logical 
principle" (of which Welch's "principle of reversal" is an 
ideal type) in order to bend even contradictory evidence 
to support of his initial classification of the offender. 
In these two ideal types of classification of other 
persons or groups, the open-minded and the closed-minded, we 
observe them to be sharply differentiated by the amount of 
evidence they require, by their willingness to inter other 
links on the basis of evidence from one link, and by the 
permanence and rigidity of the classifications to which they 
come. 
The Blue Book, and the other literature of the Society, 
abounds with such closed-minded "documentation" classifying 
other persons, groups, or nations as Communist. The state-
ment of the ideology, especially as it moves to build its 
ease "documenting" internal subversion, is a closed-minded 
"documentation" deducing from fragmentary evidence of one of 
these links of classification, background, intention, action 
or consequences, all the others. In its classification ot 
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persons and groups, the ideology of the Birch Society moves 
very near to the closed-minded ideal type. 
The ideology of the closed mind.--Finally, necessary 
to an analysis and criticism of the ideology of the Birch 
Society is an understanding of the dogmatic and closed-minded 
way in which this ideology is held. 1 The differentiation which 
Rokeach draws between open and closed-minded persons centers 
upon the issue of how these two ideal types perceive potential 
beliefs and label them "true" or "false" from the perspective 
of their social-psychological fields. The major differentia-
tion between the open and closed mind, in this acceptance or 
rejection of belief, is found by Rokeach2 in the ability of 
the person to evaluate information relative to his situation 
on its intrinsic merits. 
In the discussion just completed, we have seen the 
formal logical structive demonstrating how "others" are 
classified as friend, neutral or foe. The primary difficulty 
present in a closed-minded system of perception is the 
1. As a group the Birch Society leaders and members, 
to whom the questionnaire described in the introductory chap-
ter was administered, were high on general authoritarianism, 
very high on general intolerance, and therefore high in the 
more inclusive concept of dogmatic closed-mindedness of which 
the foregoing are components. The concept of the open and 
closed mind and the Dogmatism and Opinionation Scales by 
which it is quantified were used in the author's questionnaire 
and are drawn from the research of Milton Rokeach as reported 
in The Open and Closed Mind. 
2. Rokeach, pp. 57-70. 
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inability to separate the information relevant to the 
situation from the source so classified. For a Birch 
Society member, if the source of the intor.mation is classi-
fied as Socialist, for example, the information is automatically 
rejected; if the source of the information is classified as 
Americanist, the information is automatically accepted. This 
inability to evaluate information relevant to a situation 
upon its intrinsic merits leads, according to Rokeach, to 
"a high magnitude of rejection of all disbelief systems, an 
isolation or beliefs, a high discrepancy in degree or 
differentiation between belief and disbelief systems, and 
little differentiatJ.on within the disbelief system."1 
Rokeach goes on to note that "the more closed the 
system, the more will the world be seen as threatening, the 
greater will be the belief in absolute authority, the more 
will other persons be evaluated according to the authorities 
they line up with, and the more will peripheral beliefs be 
related to each other by virtue of their common origin in 
authority, rather than by virtue of intrinsic connections.n2 
Finally, Rokeach proposes "the existence of two op-
posing sets of motives -- the need to know and the need to 
defend against threat -- which are conceived to determine 
jointly the extent to which a belief system is open or closed."3 
1. Ibid., p. 61. 
3· ~., p. 70. 
2. Ibid., p. 62. 
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Thus, the major characteristics or those described 
by Rokeach as dogmatic and closed-minded are three. First 
or all, such persons have difficulty in separating informa-
tion relevant to the situation from its source. They are 
unable to evaluate data on its own merits. Second, such per-
sons perceive the world as threatening and, because of their 
difficulty in separating information from its source, seek 
certainty through reliance upon authority. This reliance 
upon the security and certainty of authority, in turn, 
heightens their difficulty in separating information from 
its source. Third, Rokeach proposes that all persons have 
"two opposing sets or motives -- the need to know and the 
need to defend against threat •• " But, even as the • • 
dogmatic, closed-minded person seeks to defend himself against 
a world perceived as threatening, he can still gain psycholog-
ical satisfaction or his motive to know through his reliance 
upon authority. These are characteristics which Birch Society 
members exhibit to a high degree in their individual per-
ceptual stances and in the framework of their common ideology. 
It would be well to go on to say to both liberals 
and conservatives that Rokeach finds the open and closed 
mind to be independent or position on the political continuum.1 
That is, though a radical on either end of the political 
continuum is most apt to be closed-minded, closed-minded 
1. Ibid., p. 4. 
persons are to be found among "liberals," "middle-o.f-the-
roaders, '1 and "conservatives" as well. 
iv. Summary 
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In the foregoing analysis and criticism o.f the 
ideology o.f the Birch Society, we began by noting the 
sincerity o.f the leaders and members interviewed, but went 
on to point out that there is no necessary relationship 
between sincerity and reality orientation. From this observa-
tion, we moved to an analysis o.f both the substantive and 
for.mal aspects of the ideological framework through which 
members of the Society perceive the data of social reality. 
The careful reader will note the internal logical consistency, 
and the defenses provided against the modification, of the 
interpreting concepts of the substantive ideological frame-
work as well as the doubtfUl validity of many of' these 
concepts. Thus, this substantive .framework of' interpreting 
constructs is vulnerable, within the arena of' rational and 
communal conflict, in its .failure to allow .for its own 
modification, which is due to its inability rationally to 
assess the validity of' purported contradictory data. 
In addition to the "logic-tight" character of' the sub-
stantive ideological .framework, both tne closed-minded mode 
of classification of' "other," and the inability to separate 
data relevant to the situation .from its source so classified, 
contribute to the rigid and rationally invulnerable character 
of' the total ideological framework of' the Birch Society. 
An analysis of the appeals of the ideology of the 
Society, which is, in itself, adjudged by' the author to be 
the chief appeal to the members of the Society, moves us 
on to observations about the social-psychological appeals 
of the Birch Society to which we now turn. 
2. Social-Psychological Analysis of 
Appeals of the Society 
i. General appeals 
The fundamental social strain to which the Birch 
Society makes a social-psychological appeal is, of course, 
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the fear and hate of Communism. But the Society also makes 
appeals to those collectivities and individuals who are 
especially sensitive or especially affected by secondary 
social-psychological strains within our social structure. 
These strains are broadly identified as anomie,l dispossession 
of power and status, 2 and placement within the age and sex 
1. For an excellent discussion of anomie see Merton, 
pp. 131-95. One specific consequent of anomie, for the Birch 
Society, has been the insistence within its ideology that 
the Birch Society, in its fundamentalist reaction, is in 
conformity with the legitimate culture goals or our country 
against which others are in rebellion as they pursue 
illegitimate goals by illegitimate means. See Merton, 
p. 140 for the paradigm related to this perception. This 
perception of other has led the Birch Society into conflict 
characterized as non-communal. 
2. See Daniel Bell's analysis of the dispossession 
of the older military, business, and social elites by the 
growing power and status of the emerging technical, theoretical, 
and scientific intellectual elites; particularly in business 
and in governmental, military, and economic decision-making. 
Daniel Bell, "The Dispossessed--1962," Columbia University 
Forum, Fall, 1962. 
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structure of the United States in an "insignificant" status 
such as that or housewife or of male unemployment or 
retirement.1 The appeal to strains such as these would, 
however, be present in nearly every movement of social 
protest. In what respects, therefore, are the appeals of 
the ideology of the Birch Society distinctive? 
ii. Specific appeals of the ideology 
The base for certaintz.--We find ourselves in a 
social setting characterized by hate and fear of Communism, 
by anomie, and by extensive alteration of our social 
structure. In such a social setting, one of the major 
appeals of the rigid and invulnerable ideology of the 
Society is in its provision of a base for certainty. The 
Birch Society ideology serves this tunction. It provides 
certainty in the sense of being a fairly simple framework 
of interpretation through which to view world and national 
events. The ideology provides additional certainty to 
Society members as its principal sources in the authority 
figures of Welch and others are continually providing them 
with deeper and broader understanding of what is "really" 
going on in the world and within our country. Thus the 
1. See the discussion of these strains in the 
excellent article by Talcott Parsons entitled "Age and Sex 
in the Social Structure of the United States," Clyde Kluckhohn 
and Henry Murray (eds.), Personalitz in Nature' Societt~ and 
Culture (2nd ed.; N.Y.: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959 , pp. 3 -75. 
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very simplicity, rigidity, and authority for the ideology 
all help provide a "believer" with this certainty of 
understanding. But the member is also provided with courses 
of action which, done in concert with large numbers of other 
members under the direction of a broadly accepted charismatic 
leader, serve to back this certainty of understanding with 
an assurance that something at last is being done. One of 
the reasons that the framework of the ideology is so strongly 
protected and defended is because it provides this certainty 
of understanding and direction. In this, once again, we 
find the Birch Society, through its ideology, serving a 
basically religious function. 
The perception of self-righteousness.--Psychologically 
the ideology provides one with the gratifying feelings of 
self-righteousness for being on the "right" side in "the 
central conflict of our age." This sense of self-righteous-
ness also serves to override any sense of guilt for 
personal sins by providing members of the Society with this 
same assurance that they are on the right side on the "really" 
important issues. The sense of guilt for social sins is, 
however, often handled by a redefinition of the intent and 
the consequences of an act. For example, employers who wish 
to drive wages down and profits up can do so through promotion 
of so-called right-to-work legislation. But they can allay 
any feelings of guilt they might have over this by proclaiming 
to others that they're really defeating collectivist Communism. 
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Thus the belief in the ideology or the Birch Society serves 
to provide one with a sense of self-righteousness. 
The perception or superiorit:r.--Being on the "right" 
side provides members as well with a perception ot themselves 
as superior to those on the "wrong" side; .for instance, to 
intellectuals who don't "really" understand, to high status 
persons in a community, and to those whose leadership is 
highly esteemed. In this sense the ideology presents a 
low status, dispossessed or otherwise disdainfully regarded 
member or the Society with at least psychological upward 
social mobility. 
These social-psychological appeals or certainty in 
understanding and direction within an uncertain world, and 
the perception ot self-righteousness and superiority are 
some o.f the same appeals offered by a religious sect. Not 
only does acceptance ot the ideology ot the Birch Society 
offer these attractive social-psychological appeals, but it 
otters the opportunity "justifiably" to direct the aggression 
arising from frustration toward the person or group who 
caused this frustration. It is possible to retaliate with 
this aggression not only toward those ot lower power and 
social status, but toward those of higher as well. This is 
f'undamentally different from the usual modes ot expression 
ot aggression. Ordinarily, when a person o.f higher power 
and status creates frustration tor one ot lower status, 
the aggression must be displaced; it cannot be directed 
1 toward the object or rrustration. 
iii. "Justified" aggression directed 
toward object of frustration 
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But, with the backing of the ideology of the Birch 
Society, such aggression is not displaced but, in the name 
of anti-Communism, it is directed toward those otherwise 
invulnerable sources and objects of frustration. Thus when 
a member or leader of the Society classifies an act, its 
in~ent, or its consequences as that of a Communist 
sympathizer frustrating true Americanism, then the person 
or group in question is "justifiabl7" subject to engagement 
in non-communal conflict by these manbers or leaders of 
the Society.2 The basic mechanism of frustration-aggression 
described by Allport almost always runs as rollows when it 
is confronted with a more powerful object of frustration: 
frustration -• aggression -• displacement.3 But the 
ideologically modified mechanism of the Birch Society runs 
as follows despite the nature of the object of frustration: 
ideological definition of frustration -• aggression -~ 
ideologically "justified," non-communal conflict with the 
1. See the discussion of the mechanism of frustra-
tion-aggression in Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice 
(abridged, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1958), Chapters 
21 and 22. 
2. Prime examples of such "justiried" aggression are 
the attacks upon Warren, Eisenhower, and various religious leaders. 
3· Allport, p. 331. 
object of frustration. The ideological framework of the 
Birch Society, through which frustration is perceived, 
incites the Birch Society to aggression and nerves it for 
non-communal conflict with all sources and objects of 
frustration. 
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Thus the distinctive, ideologically modified mechanism 
of frustration-aggression of the Birch Society becomes itself 
one of the social-psychological appeals of the ideology since 
it provides for release of frustration directly against what 
is perceived to be the source or object or frustration. An 
economic or political governmental policy or a vocal leader 
contending against the Birch Society may be initially defined 
only as a source or object or frustration. And ideological 
redefinition of such a policy or person as pro-Communist may 
well be secondary as well as subsequent. 
In summary, the ideology of the Birch Society 
leads its members to "justify" expression of their aggression 
directly against the sources of their frustration in the 
form of non-communal conflict and with a mood of certainty, 
self-righteousness, and superiority. Therein lie its 
social-psychological appeals. 
From an analysis of the ideology of its social-
psychological appeals, we turn to a consideration of the 
functional and dysfunctional aspects of the Birch Society 
for its members. for itself6 and for the social system 
within the United States as a whole. 
3· Functional Analysis 
We will begin with a statement of the definitions 
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of functions, dysfunctions, manifest functions, and latent 
functions or dystunctions. 1 "Functions are those observed 
consequences which make for the adaptation or adjustment of 
a given system." Dysfunctions are "those observed consequences 
which lessen the adaptation or adjustment of the system." 
Implicit within a discussion of social systems which centers 
upon the criteria of adjustment and adaptation is 6 the 
author would maintain. a positive valuation of the status 
quo. Many who would bring altered or different cultural 
goals and institutionalized means to the status quo 6 including 
members of the Birch Society. would not concur in this 
positive valuation. But functional analysis does not 
explicitly claim to do more than to describe the goals and 
means of a society and to make a judgement as to whether 
individuals conform to or in some major way rebel against 
these goals and norms. To proceed with definitions. 
~anifest functions are those objective consequences 
contributing to the adjustment or adaptation of the system 
which are intended and recognized by participants in the 
1. The four definitions which follow are from 
Merton,p. 51. 
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system. nl Latent fUnctions are "those which are neither 
intended or recognized," but "which are .functional .for a 
designated system". Latent dysfunctions, once again, are 
"those which are neither intended or recognized, 11 but 
11which are dysfunctional .for a designated system."2 
Within such a .framework o.f functional analysis o.f 
our social system the Birch Society, as a movement o.f social 
protest o.f the radical right, is a .fund~entalist reaction. 
Parsons notes that, within a rationally legitimated social 
system such as ours, the processes o.f rationalization are 
always tending to spread into the relatively tradition-
alized areas o.f the society and thereby tending to 
threaten the security o.f the population elements 11'¥)St 
dependent on traditionalized patterns. Partly these 
elements already have serious insecurities and are 
compulaively dependent on traditionalism; partly change 
introduces new insecurities. In either ease, the 
result ia to stimulate what has • • • been called a 
".fundamentalist reaction," a compulsively distorted 
exaggeration o.f traditional values and other related 
patterns. 
The reverse side o.f the exaggerated assertion o.f 
these traditional patterns is the aggressive attack 
on the symbols which appear to threaten them ••• 
The compulsive adherents o.f emancipated values on the 
other hand tend to brand all traditional values as 
1. Needless to sa:y, the manifest .function o.f the 
Birch Society is the stamping out o.f internal and external 
Communism and the reinstatement o.f its largely undefined 
11true Americanism." The task .for this section is, therefore, 
to judge to what degree this manifest function and the 
unintended and unacknowledged latent .functions o.f the 
Society are .functional or dysfunctional. 
2. Merton, P• 51. 
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"stupid," reactionary 1 unenlightened, and thus a vicious 
circle of mounting antagonism readily gets started.l 
'We turn now to an admittedly tenuous judgement aa to 
the function or dysfunction of the manifest and latent 
functions of the Society as a fundmnentalist reaction for 
its members, for itself, and for our social system as a whole. 
i. For members 
For individual members this fundamentalist reaction 
serves the latent function of providing the social-psycholog-
ical appeals indicated earlier in this chapter. This 
fUndamentalist reaction, through its ideology, functions to 
provide a base for certainty of understanding and direction 
within a world characterized by rapid change and by hate and 
fear of Communi sm. It functions as well to provide for the 
1. Talcott Parsons, Essays in Sociological Theory 
Pure and Applied (Glencoe, Ill.:~he Free Press, 1949), 
PP• 267-6&: Since the author found the conflict between the 
Birch Society and its opponents as more fundamentally non-
communal than Parsons has observed .fundamentalist reactions 
generally to be, the conflict begins at a much harsher pitch 
within the context of our social system. The conflict begins, 
for instance, with its definition as non-communal with each 
perceiving, and perhaps calling, the other either "fascist" 
or "Communist." As Parsons indicates, many liberal opponents 
of the Birch Society do their share to initiate and to main-
tain the conflict at the acrimonious tone of non-communal 
conflict. As a matter of fact, one finding in the analysis 
of the questionnaire was that the opponents of the Birch 
Society interviewed had a more stereotyped view of their 
Birch Society opponents than the Birch Socie~ leaders and 
members had of them. 
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direction of aggression toward the actual objects and sources 
of frustration in non-communal conflict, and it functions to 
give to the individual member feelings of sel.t'-righteousness 
and superiority as he "really 11 understands Communism and is 
thereby enabJ.ed and given direction to "do aomething 11 about 
it himseJ.f'. Thus the member feels he is f'uJ.f'illing the 
manifest function of the Society to destroy Communism and 
to revive "real. Americanism." 
The fundamentalist reaction of the Birch Society is 
dysfunctional for the individual as it continualJ.y heightens 
his anxiety, through the propaganda "aJ.erting 11 him and the 
public to the continually growing Communist menace, and 
through his participation in the highly emotionally toned 
non-communal conflict. With the exception of the oceaaionaJ.J.y 
mentally unbalaneed member, however, this latent~y dys-
tunetionaJ. heightening of' anxiety is reduced, by necessity, 
through the ritualization of at least portions of the 
ideological perception of' the Communist "menace," and 
through the ritualization of parts o.t' the non-communal 
conflict. ProbabJ.y the most di.t't'icult and unfortunate of' 
the latent dysfunctions of member ship in the Society is the 
social-psychoJ.ogical necessity it puts a member under to 
reject many old friends and associates as he finds many new 
like-minded ones. 
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ii. For the Society 
~e leaders and members o~ the Society believe, o~ 
course, that the Society is making real progress in its 
mani~est runction to halt, or at ~east to slow, the progress 
o~ Communism and to reinstitute their largely undefined 
"true Americanism." Let us examine this supposition o~ 
"progress" through the evaluation o~ the Society as an agent 
of change. Lewin, in one o~ his simpler paradigms, provides 
a helpful mod~ for change:l 
restraining rorces: opponents o~ the Society 
__ l _______ l_____ l___________ a quasi-stationary f f f equilibrium 
driving .forces: the Birch Society 
For change favorable to the Birch Society to occur, 
as represented in this paradigm, the quasi-stationary 
equilibrium must move in response to the strengthening o.f 
the driving .forces and/or the weakening o~ the restraining 
.forces. For our purposes, the quasi-stationary equilibrium 
may be designated as the roreign and domestic governmental 
policies of the United States which the Birch Society .feels 
it is imperative to change. 
Because o.f the tone and the nature o.f the non-
communal conflict in which the Birch Society participates, 
(N.Y.: 
1. Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Sociu Science 
Harper & Brothers, 1951), PP• 199-211. 
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there is little or no prospect of "convincing" opponents 
against whom this kind of conflict is directed and thereby 
weakening the restraining forces represented by the opponents. 
The modification, and occasionally the reversal, of an 
opponent's position is a real possibility within the context 
of rational and communal conflict, but only rare "turncoats" 
shift sides in non-communal conflict. Therefore, with the 
retention of non-communal conflict, the only way to move 
this equilibrium is tor the Society to strengthen its own 
driving forces or to increase its velocity. The 
charismatic type of leadership provides a strong base tor 
such driving forces, particularly with regard to their 
velocity. 
If one attacks such a quasi-stationary equilibrium, 
which we are choosing to call current foreign and domestic 
governmental policies, at points where stress and strain 
already exist, there is a chance of heightening dissatisfaction 
with the present status guo and ot gaining additional support 
tor a proposed change or modification. But the attack ot 
the Birch Society tends to be dittuse and total, and is 
therefore rather thinly distributed along the front it seeks 
to push back. 
Without modification ot its non-communal mode ot 
conflict, there are only two minor ways in which the efficacy 
of the Birch Society as an agent of change might be improved. 
They are, first, the increasing of the strength and especially 
the velocity of their driving forces and, second, the 
narrowing and focusing of these driving forces upon points 
at which stress and strain already exist.l The Birch 
Society would be a much more efficient agent of change if 
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it could, by moving from irrational and non-communal conflict 
into rational and communal conflict, make progress in con-
vincing those who now stand as observers or as opposing 
restraining forces of the merit of some of its views. But 
as members and leaders of the Birch Society engaged 
opponents and observers in rational conflict, they, them-
selves, would have to run the risk of having to modify some 
of their own ideological positions. The degree of real 
faith that members and leaders of the Society have in their 
own ideology could well be indicated by their willingness 
to take this "dare." Unless they are willing to move into 
rational communal conflict, the achievement of their mani-
fest function is, within the current social context, beyond 
the realm of possibility. Further, the Birch Society cannot 
maintain indefinitely the stance of an aggressive sect. The 
pressures of non-communal conflict and the heavy opposition 
to it will eventually force the Society into the stance of 
either ritualized aggression or into that of an avoidance sect. 
1. Examples of the effectiveness of such focusing of 
attack by the Society were the campaigns to keep Eisenhower 
from returning the visit of Khrushchev and to back a Congressional 
investigation of the Administration's treatment of Major 
General Walker and of its "muzzling of the military." 
As a fundamentalist reaction the Society benefits 
from the latent function ot group solidarity. But, with 
this exception; the operation of the Birch Society as a 
fundamentalist reaction, especially with regard to the 
attendant non-communal conflict, is dysfunctional tor the 
organization and goals or the Society. 
iii. For the social system 
of the United States 
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As a fundamentalist reaction the Birch Society 
serves the latent function of providing for an increasingly 
ritualized outlet for the tear and hate of Communism abroad 
in our country. 
But as a fundamentalist reaction the Society is, 
as has been observed, quite dysfUnctional in conflict 
resolution. First ot all, its conflict with opponents is 
non-communal and therefore consists only of a power-play. 
Second, the stance of the Society as a fundamentalist reaction 
is latently dysfunctional to conflict resolution in serving as 
a "straw man" to its opponents. Closed-minded liberals 
who, in the central concept of Rokeach, are unable to separate 
information from its source, are all too willing to dismiss 
every political and economic issue raised by those to the 
right of the political center whenever they can find a 
similar ideological belief held by members of the Birch 
Society. Third, the stance of the Society as a fundamentalist 
reaction tends to lower the standards of all other public 
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debate to the levels of non-communal conflict and to lead 
to the abandonment of rationality as the legitimate mode of 
conflict resolution within a community. 
Within a social context of extreme unrest and dis-
satisfaction, which is not our present context, a movement 
can flourish upon the appeal of radical social protest 
alone. And we have noted in the statement and analysis of 
the ideology that the Birch Society is predominantly such a 
movement of radical social protest. But if, in times when 
anxiety is only brooding and not hysterical, a movement of 
social protest aspires to participate effectively in 
political-economic decision-making, it must state its pro-
tests in rational terms, it must have an articulate positive 
goal, 1 and it can move effectively through conflict only by 
persuasion and rationality. 
The Birch Society as a fundamentalist reaction makes 
only latent functional appeals to those with otherwise unmet 
social-psychological needs. Within our social system the 
Society has only the latent fUnction of giving the people so 
attracted something increasingly harmless to do. But because 
of the logic-tight and closed~inded characteristics of the 
ideology of the Society,2 it is very nearly impossible to 
1. In times of extreme crisis, "anything" might be 
worth a try, but in better times, solid positive alternatives 
must be presented as well as equally solid negative protests, 
if a movement is to get a wide hearing. 
2. See section one of this chapter. 
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"wean" the people so attracted. Therefore it is important 
to move to insistence upon rational and communal conflict 
if only to equip persons to protect themselves from being 
initiated into this ideology and activity of social protest 
which appears to serve no constructive individual or social 
purpose. 
4. SUmmary 
We have moved from description and analysis of 
various facets of the Society to the broader theoretical 
analysis and criticism of the Society as a whole within this 
chapter. We began the first section of the chapter. which 
dealt with analysis and criticism of the ideology of the 
Society, by noting that Welch and other leaders and members 
ot the Society appeared to be sincere, but continued with 
the observation that sincerity has no necessary relation to 
reality orientation. We then proceeded to a statement or the 
substantive ideological framework, the interpreting concepts, 
which included the bases of the ideology in the distant past 
and remote future, the presuppositions, the central syllogism, 
and the additional beliefs. Turning next to the formal 
ideological framework, the working epistemology, we found 
that this consisted of the mode of classification of "other" 
and of the formal ideological stance of the closed-~nded 
which completed the for.mal ideological framework and which 
undergirded the already logic-tight substantive ideological 
framework. Thus the ideological framework, through which 
members of the Society perceive others or tnformation,is 
both logic-tight and closed-minded. 
The ideology, as it is related to activity of 
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social protest, is held to be tbe chief appeal of the Birch 
Society to its members. Then, from the analysis of the 
ideology, we turned our attention to the secondary social-
psychological appeals of the Society. In addition to the 
more general appeals of the wide hate and fear of Communism, 
of anomie, and of a placement within the age and sex structure 
perceived by oneself and by others as meaningless, we found 
that the Society provided an a1most religious base for 
certainty of understanding and direction and that, in its 
implementation, the ideology "justified" directing aggression 
toward actual objects of frustration, armed with a sense of 
superiority as well as of self-righteousness. 
And finally, in this analysis and criticism of the 
Society as a whole, we moved to consideration of its 
functional categorization as a fundamentalist reaction. 
This categorization, including its allied non-communal modes 
of conflict, led the author to the judgement that the Society 
apparently serves no constructive function for its members 
or for our society as a whole and to the further observation 
that the stance of the Society, as a fundamentalist reaction 
employing non-communal conflict, was latently dysfunctional 
for the organization itself. 
We turn now to a ~inal chapter consisting o~ a 
statement o~ the conclusions to which the author has come 
as he has ~ocused upon description and analysis o~ aspects 
o~ the John Birch Society relevant to the problem o~ this 
dissertation. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of this dissertation has been psycho-
logical and sociological description and analysis of the 
appeals and activities of the John Birch Society as a move-
ment of social protest of the radical right. This having 
been the focus of this study, what are the emerging con-
clusions? Tb this question we turn for the remainder of 
this final chapter. 
1. The Birch Society functions as a fundamentalist reaction. 
The Birch Society exists within a setting of the 
social system of America currently characterized by inter-
national and domestic crises and strains. There have been 
several such times ot crisis and strain down through the 
history of the American nation. Such times have character-
istically involved the American social system in greatly 
accelerated alteration and realignment of its social, 
economic, and political institutional structures and 
arrangements, and in prior, concurrent, or subsequent 
alteration of values and beliefs. In the midst of such 
changes and in their wake there have often arisen protests 
from those seeking or dispossessed of positions of influence 
or of cherished values or beliefs. When such protests urge 
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a return to idealized institutional structures and arrange-
ments, values, and beliefs of the immediate or distant past, 
they may be characterized as conservative or radical right. 
Parsons identifies a tendency toward political extremi~ 
under conditions such as this which, in the case of a radical 
right-wing mov.msnt, is appropriately labeled a "tund~en­
talist reaction." 
Also, in line with this description of the Society 
as a fundamentalist reaction to its social system setting, 
the Birch Society attir.ma only a "purified" law and an 
extreme, and socially irresponsible, individualism. This 
moves the Society toward the extreme limits of the framework 
of American democratic thought. The single-minded emphasis 
ot the Society upon the eradication of Communism as the 
mission of America overshadows, and threatens to destroy, 
the traditional emphasis upon the extension of civil and 
religious liberty. 
Further, in relation to the major schools of political 
thought, the members of the Society claim that they support 
(Nineteenth Century) democratic liberalism, individualism, 
and conservatism. But because of their idealization of the 
"pure" or "fundamental" social-economic-political arrangements 
of the distant past and because of their terror of Communism, 
the followers of Welch press for a radical and reactionary 
reformism through the use of collectivist and authoritarian 
means. 
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Further substantiation for the conclusion that the 
Society functions as a fundamentalist reaction was found in 
the growing concern by its leader, Robert Welch, over the 
direction in which he perceived this country to be going and 
in his determination, through the Society, to stop and 
reverse these trends; in the characterization of the ideology 
and activity of the Society as those of protest; in the 
observation that neither the ideology nor the activity 
possess any substantive constructive goals or directions; 
in the characterization of the conflict to which the Society 
is led by its ideology and activity as non-communal; and in 
the nearly compulsive attraction to its members of the 
social-psychological appeal of certainty provided by a 
logic-tight and closed-minded ideological framework. 
2. The top leadership of the Society is charismatic. 
Welch's theory of leadership, through which he leads 
this movement of fundamentalist reaction, gains an authori-
tarian character and its driving sense of urgency in great 
part from his perception of the dilemma America faces. 
Welch paints a very grim picture of what he perceives to be 
the extent and growth of Communism through subversion of the 
leadership of the major institutions of our own and other 
countries. Welch points to his perception of the American 
dilemma by saying that "at present we are in the position of 
trying to defeat a disciplined well-armed expertly-commanded 
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army with a collection of debating societies. And it can 1 t 
be done.nl 
Welch believes that only a large, tightly organized 
movement, under the direction of a "personal" leader in 
whom the members have absolute confidence and to whom 
they give "unshakable" loyalty, can possibly counter this 
Communist advance. 
The theoretical analysis of the theory and practice 
of this leadership of Welch led to its characterization as 
charismatic. The leadership typology of Weber categorizes 
as legitimate, that is, as potentially capable of being 
obeyed, three pure types of leadership: charismatic, 
traditional, and rational-bureaucratic. The criteria of 
charismatic leadership elaborated by Weber are five. They 
deal with the necessary recognition of charismatic authority, 
the necessary "success" of charismatic leadership, the 
"staff" of disciples, the refusal to exploit charisma 
financially or to engage in mundane economic activity, and 
the radical reorientation of followers. The authority, the 
legitimation, of charismatic leadership rests upon non-
traditional and non-rational grounds. In its pure form it 
rests upon a revelation, to the source of which the charis-
matic leader has unique access and thus the highest claim 
to be its interpreter. The Birch Society leaders and members 
1. Welch, Blue Book, p. 116. 
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interviewed have, with some reservations, faith in the 
accuracy ot Welch's revelation as to the nature of the 
Communist conspiracy and acknowledge the validity of his 
access to, and his interpretation of, the true nature ot 
this conspiracy, especially as it manifests itself in in-
ternal subversion. Thus, the charismatic authority of 
Welch is acknowledged by his followers. The other tour 
criteria are met to a fairly high degree as well, with the 
major exception of the inclusion ot a rational-bureaucratic 
starr. 
This conclusion gains further substantiation parti-
cularly with regard to the acknowledgment of Welch's non-
traditional and non-rational charismatic authority by the 
other leaders and manbers within the organizational structure, 
and within the sphere of ideology and activity. 
The conclusion that Welch's leadership is charis-
matic also serves to illuminate one of the appeals of the 
Society. Our social system setting could be described in 
Weberian ter.ms as the breaking down of traditionally 
legitimated institutional structures, arr~gements, and 
values through the accelerating intrusion of rationally 
legitimated values and bureaucratic institutional structures 
and arrangements. These structures and arrangements are, 
themselves, being further "sharpened" by continued application 
ot rationally legitimated analysis and criticism. This pro-
cess has, of course, uprooted many older elites. Predictably, 
many among these older elites have not as yet acknowledged 
either the legit~acy or rational-bureaucratic leadership 
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or its capability or dealing with the overshadowing threat 
or Communism. In a setting where defenders or traditionally 
legitimated institutions and values see themselves being 
passed by, where they look with distrust upon rational-
bureaucratic leadership, and where they look with rear 
toward Communism, an anti-Communist charismatic leader who 
is, by derinition, largely impervious to the thrusts of 
suspect rationality, has considerable social-psychological 
appeal. 
3• The organizational-leadership structure or the Society is 
an unstable mixture or both charismatic and rational-bureau-
cratic elements. 
The "mixed" rational-bureaucratic and charismatic 
leadership structure, mentioned as a distinctive reature or 
Welch's 11statt" and as the major qualirication or his 
charismatic leadership, has both strengths and weaknesses. 
The major strength or the rational-bureaucratic leadership 
is its ability to multiply the ertorts or the leader with a 
fairly high rate or erriciency. Its major weakness ror the 
Birch Society is the alternative to "loyalty" to the charis-
matic leader it provides to the crucial middle range (the 
"coordinators"} or the hierarchical leadership structure. The 
rational-bureaucratic leadership has the alternate and implicit 
criterion or rationality and functional utility. 
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In addition, it was noted that the rational-bureau-
cratic leadership labors under the strains of trying to 
direct chapter leaders superior to them in social status, 
as well as having to possess, or at least to exhibit, a 
loyalty and an emotionalism toward the "cause" and toward 
Welch, and of trying to control and channel the emotional 
fervor of those attracted to or aroused by Welch and his 
Society. 
The author maintains that the future of the type 
of organizational structure of the Society depends upon the 
possible and probable shifting of the relative strength of 
this inherently unstable combination of charismatic and 
rational-bureaucratic structures of leadership. A future 
shift toward a nearly purely charismatic leadership structure 
is probable if the necessary financial resources to maintain 
the rational-bureaucratic leadership are withdrawn. 
4. The stance of the Society as an aggressive sect is 
inherently unstable. 
In its charismatic fervor, in the stringency and 
ultimate sanctions claimed for its ideological beliefs, and 
in its determination to destroy Communism, the Birch Society 
is classified, within the typology of Yinger, as an 
aggressive sect. 
The future of this organizational stance depends 
upon the turn of the ideology. Yinger maintains that an 
aggressive stance cannot long be maintained by a sect against 
such strong opposition as the Society has provoked within 
both liberal and conservative camps. The author ventures 
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the prediction, based upon an analysis of both the organiza-
tional structure and the organizational stance, that, if 
members withdraw seeking more "successful" radical right-
wing leadership, the rational-bureaucratic leadership will 
follow, leaving Welch and his most faith:f'ul followers engaged 
tn relatively harmless, but psychologically satisfying 
ritualistic aggression. 
5. The activity and ideology of social protest represent 
the major appeal of the Society. 
The leaders and members interviewed responded to 
the secondary appeals of the "push" of the social-system 
setting and to the "pull" of the social-psychological 
"solutions" offered by the Society for the crises and 
strains of this setting, to the charismatic leadership of 
Welch, to the hierarchical organization of the Society, and 
to the reference group attraction of Council members, 
chapter leaders, and peers.1 But none of these appeals 
appears to have been primary among those members and 
leaders interviewed. The major appeal for the members and 
leaders interviewed appears to be the ideology and related 
1. The members and leaders interviewed do not appear 
to tall into any distinctive sociological groupings. This 
observation is relevant at this point because such sociological 
groupings, in themselves, often function as appeals within 
a social movement. 
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activity of this aggressive sect which are intended to 
expose, protest, and if possible, destroy Oommuniam wherever 
the members or leaders of the Society perceive it. 
It is fruitful to make two observations as one seeks 
deeper understanding of this ideology and activity of social 
protest. First of all, the relationships between the ideology 
and activity of the Society are often rationally untidy. This 
is to be expected of any social movement, but particularly 
from one which responds to its setting as a fundamentalist 
reaction, the leadership of which is charismatic, and the 
ideology of which is logic-tight and closed-minded. 
Secondly, though the institutional structures, 
arrangements, and values idealized in the ideology of the 
Society are primarily in the distant past, this is not always 
explicit and must often be interred from the ideological 
beliefs and activities as they are directed against the 
current or anticipated ruture status quo. However, this 
idealization of the distant past is quite apparent in the 
three major areas of gove~ent (for example, as the Society 
presses tor a laissez faire stance toward the economic 
sector), education, and religion (as the Society presses for 
the return to the "true fundamentals" ot both education and 
religion). The ideology and activity are accurately 
characterized as those of social protest. For the constructive 
criteria of "true Americanism" do not approach the level of 
specificity of the ideology and activity of social protest. 
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6. The conflict in which the Society engages is character-
istically non-communal. 
The conflict in which this ideology and activity of 
social protest of the Birch Society involves its leaders~ 
members, and opponents is characteristically non-communal 
in character. That is, each side perceives the other as 
bent upon the destruction of legitimate American goals and 
means. Further~ each side perceives itself as coming to the 
defense of these legitimate goals and means through protesting 
and fighting against their replacement by the illegitimate 
goals and means promoted by the other party. 
When followers of Welch and their opponents engage 
in this non-communal conflict~ it is usually characterized 
as follows: it begins and remains at an acrimonious tone~ 
it is propagandistic in intent, and "progresses" to such 
proportions that it is soon "resolved" as it falls of its 
own weight. This is the style of conflict one would expect 
of a fundamentalist reaction, under the leadership of a 
sincere but non-rational charismatic leader, which maintains 
the organizational stance of an aggressive sect, and whose 
ideology and activity are dominated by social protest. But 
many opponents of the Society bear responsibility as well in 
their willingness to affirm the non-communal character of the 
conflict and to participate in it at these levels. 
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1. The ideology of the Society is substantively and for-
mally logic-tight and~ characteristically~ those who atfir.m 
it are highly closed-mdnded. 
The non-communal conflict~ in which the Society is 
characteristically involved~ tends to reinforce and to be~ 
in turn~ reinforced both by the logic-tight character of the 
ideology and by the closed-minded way in Which it is held. 
In the rational analysis of any ideology~ a helpful 
first step~ especially tor the intellectually unsophisticated~ 
is the observation that sincerity of ideological belief~ 
which Welch and his followers interviewed exhibit to a high 
degree~ has no necessary relation to reality orientation. 
The substantive ideological framework of the Society~ 
that is~ the cluster ot interpreting concepts through which 
reality is perceived~ distorts reality because of its logic-
tignt character. This substantive ideological framework 
includes bases of the ideology in the distant past and 
remote fUture, particular presuppositions~ a central 
syllogism~ and additional beliefs Whenever required.1 This 
substantive ideological framework is characterized as logic-
tight because, despite the internal logical consistency of 
this cluster of interpreting concepts~ there is no provision 
made within the ideology for an analysis of the validity of 
1. The reader is referred to the second part of the 
first section of the sixth chapter it he wishes to review 
these interpreting concepts. 
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these concepts. Many of these interpreting concepts are of 
doubtful validity and, since there is no provision for an 
internal critical analysis of their validity, there is no 
way to avoid distortion of the social reality perceived 
through them. 
Not only does the substantive logic-tight aspect of 
the ideological framework of perception lead to distortions 
but also, in an examination of the formal and psychological 
aspects of this framework, one finds that it is held in a 
closed-minded way. Both the characteristically closed-
minded mode of classification of "other," and the character-
istically closed-minded inability to separate data relevant 
to a situation from the source so classified,l contribute 
to the rigid and rationally invulnerable character of the 
total ideological framework of the Birch Society. 
8. Within our troubled setting, the ideology provides the 
social-psychological ap~eals of certainty, superiority, and 
self-righteousness and justifies" aggression toward other-
wise invulnerable objects of frustration. 
We find ourselves in a social setting characterized 
by hate and fear of Communism, by anomie, and by extensive 
alteration of the structures and arrangements of our social 
1. The reader is referred to the third part or the 
first section of the sixth chapter if he wishes to review 
the open- and closed-minded modes of the classification of 
"other," or the validity of the author's classification of 
the leaders and members of the Society, to wham the question-
naire was administered, as closed-minded. 
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system. In such a social setting1 one of the major appeals 
of the rigid and rationally invulnerable ideology of the 
Society is its provision of a base for certainty. 
The ideology inspires certainty through its provision 
of a fairly simple framework of interpretation through which 
to perceive world and national events. It provides additional 
certainty as the principal sources of the ideology, the 
authority figures of Welch and others, are continually 
providing followers with "d•eper" and "broader" understanding 
of what is "really" going on in the world and within our 
count~. Thus the very simplicity, rigidity, and authority 
for the ideology all help to provide followers with this 
certainty of understanding. Further the member is also 
provided with courses of action which, done in concert with 
large numbers of other members under the direction of a 
broadly accepted charismatic leader1 serve to back this 
certainty of understanding with an assurance that something 
at last is being done. Thus one of the reasons that the 
framework of the ideology is so strongly protected and 
defended is that it provides this certainty of understanding 
and direction. In its provision of certainty of understand-
ing and direction, the Birch Society serves as a blasphemous 
functional alternative to the church. 
Another social-psychological appeal of the ideology 
is its provision of a sense of self-righteousness. The 
ideology provides an adherent with the gratifying feeling 
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of self-righteousness for being on the "right" side in "the 
central conflict of our age." This sense of self-righteous-
ness also serves to override any sense of guilt for parti-
cipation in personal or social sin by providing members of 
the Society with the assurance that they are on the right 
side on the "really" important issues. 
Being on the "right" side further provides members 
with a perception of themselves as superior to those on the 
Rwrong" side; for instance, to intellectuals who don't re!lli 
understand, to others in a community of higher socio-economic 
status,. and to others in the various major institutions 
whose leadership is highly esteemed by the rest of the 
community. In this sense the ideology presents to those 
among the membership who are of low status, are dispossessed, 
or who are otherwise disdainfully regarded with at least 
psychological upward social mobility. 
Finally, the ideology offers the opportunity to 
direct aggression arising from frustration toward the actual 
persons or groups causing frustration. Through ideological 
redefinition of the source of such frustration, it is possible 
to retaliate with aggression directly against persons or 
groups of higher or of otherwise invulnerable status.1 
1. The reader is directed to the third part of the 
second section of the sixth chapter for the fuller discussion 
of this ideological redefinition of frustration which circum-
vents the usual mechanism of displacement of aggression. 
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Thus the members of the Society are psychologically 
well equipped for non-communal conflict through their 
ideo logy. 
9. As a fundamentalist reaction, the Society fails to serve 
its manifest function. none of its latent fUnctions appear 
to be constructive. and some are latently dysfUnctional even 
for its own existence. 
Within the framework of a functional analysis of our 
social system. the Birch Society, as a movement of social 
protest ot the radical right. functions as a fundamentalist 
reaction. Fbr individual members this fundamentalist reaction 
serves the latent function of providing the social-psycho-
logical satisfactions indicated in the above section. Thus 
the member teels he is helping to fulfill the manifest func-
tion of the Society to destroy what it perceives to be 
Communism and to revive "real Americanism." This latent 
fUnction could scarcely be clearly classified as constructive. 
As a fundamentalist reaction the Birch Society is potentially 
latently dysfunctional for the individual member. as it 
continually heightens his anxiety through propaganda "alerting" 
him and the public to the continually growing Communist 
menace and through his participation in highly emotionally 
toned non-communal conflict. 
Unless the Society is willing to move toward rational 
and communal eontlict, the achievement of their manifest 
function is, within the current national and international 
social context, beyond the realm of possibility. Further, the 
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Birch Society cannot maintain indefinitely the stance of an 
aggressive sect. The pressures of non-communal conflict and 
the heavy opposition it arouses will, the author maintains, 
eventually force the Society into the stance of ritualized 
aggression or into that of an avoidance sect. As a fUnda-
mentalist reaction, the Society benefits from the latent 
function of group solidarity. But, with this exception, 
the function of the Society as a fundamentalist reaction, 
especially with regard to the attendant non-communal con-
flict, is latently dysfunctional for the organization and 
the goals of the Society itself. 
Within the social system of America, the Birch 
Society serves the latent function of providing an increas-
ingly ritualized outlet tor the tear and hate of Communism 
abroad in our country. But as a fundRmentalist reaction the 
Society i~as has been observed, quite dysfunctional in 
conflict resolution. Its characteristic mode ot non-communal 
conflict not only fails to move toward resolution, but it 
also tends to lower the standards ot all other public debate 
and to lead toward the abandonment of rationality as a 
legitimate mode of conflict resolution within a community. 
10. The Society is well described as a movement of social 
protest of the radical right. 
In this study we have found ample substantiation 
tor the description or the Society 11as a movement of social 
protest ot the radical right." It is to be characterized 
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as "right" because of its location of idealized goals and 
means largely in the distant past. The ''radical" character 
of the Society is rooted in this idealization of the distant 
past, in its function as a fundamentalist reaction, in its 
acceptance of the authority of its charismatic leader, in 
its organizational-ideological stance as an aggressive sect, 
and in its logic-tight and closed-minded ideology. As a 
~ovement of social protest," the Society functions as a 
fundamentalist reaction and gives expression to the social-
psychological strains of our social setting through its 
activities of social protest as the Society engages in non-
communal conflict. 
These conclusions lead the author to observe that 
the non-rational character of the Society tends to dominate 
and to obscure whatever fundamental forces and issues may 
be in conflict. One would ordinarily expect to equate the 
fundamental issues in conflict with the ideology and activity 
of a movement of social protest. But the radical character 
has served, in the case of this particular movement of 
social protest, to move the Birch Society deep within the 
categories of non-rationality. Its function as a fund~ental­
ist reaction; its charismatic leadership; its stance as an 
aggressive sect; the non-communal conflict into which it is 
led by its logic-tight and closed-minded ideology, and by 
its related activity of social protest; and its generally 
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dysfunctional character--all these serve to recall again the 
deeply rooted non-rational character of the Birch Society. 
When one adds to all of these categories of non-rationality 
the distinctive and characteristic ideological redefinition 
of the source of frustration, which permits members and 
leaders of the Society to move in their aggression directly 
against an otherwise invulnerable object of frustration, one 
is somewhat less than surprised to find clear-cut fundamental 
forces and issues slow to emerge. 
The implications of this observation, for the 
legitimated processes of the American democratic society, 
lead the author to the position that the only way to move 
conflicts with the Society into potentially constructive 
channels appears to be through insistence upon the nor.ms of 
rational and communal conflict. These concluding paragraphs 
amount to proposed guidelines for a strategy designed to 
move toward such potentially constructive conflict. The 
author would maintain that the Birch Society or its cousins 
will be with us as long as we continue to live under severe 
social strains, particularly as these strains are bound up 
in the Cold War with Communism. Therefore we can expect 
organizational variations upon these themes of the Birch 
Society to continue to function as fundamentalist reactions 
and to continue to bring ideologically justified non-communal 
conflict into the local and national arenas of all our major 
institutions for some time to come. As we have noted, 
such non-communal conflict which has been characteristic 
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of both the Birch Society and its opponents does not pro-
gress toward constructive local or national resolution. But 
rather, deep, permanent, and ever-broadening hostility tends 
to be created, and unfettered rational debate over policy 
tends to be disrupted or suppressed. In short, non-communal 
conflict, though far from constructive, can become politi-
cally potent. 
How then can the non-rational and non-communal 
conflict with the Birch Society (and perhaps with its 
contemporary and fUture cousins) be moved into potentially 
constructive rational and communal conflict? 
First of all, opponents of the Society should be 
committed to the values of rational and communal conflict 
and share a determination to abide by their nor.ms. Further, 
opponents of the Birch Society should also be willing to 
insist upon the observance of these norms by all including 
allies.l Thus the opponents of the Society must themselves 
maintain the norms of rational and communal conflict. 
1. Of course all oppOnents of the Society will not 
be willing to abide by the norms of rational and communal 
conflict. But there must be a willingness, as well as a 
readiness, by the core of the Birch Society opposition to 
attack fellow opponents as loudly and clearly as is the Birch 
Society for any abandonment of the norms of rational and 
communal conflict. 
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Second, opponents should pick up on a major charge 
or protest from either side early in the con'£lict and stop 
right there. They should refuse to discuss any further 
charges or issues until members or leaders of the Society 
have come to rational debate upon that one.1 They should 
keep the charge or issue so selected ever before the Society 
and before the public until members of the Society come to 
rational debate about it. If members or leaders of the 
Society refuse to engage in such rational debate over this 
charge or issue, opponents should protest this fact until 
the public either loses interest because of the lack of 
the "progress" of the conflict or until the public itself 
"reads the Society out" of the rationally legitimate arena 
of conflict. Having initially selected such a charge or 
issue, opponents should never back away from it unless they 
are, in fact, bested in rational debate.2 If no other 
1. The reader will recall that non-communal conflict 
tends to "progress" geometrically with issue piled upon 
issue and charge upon charge until it is characteristically 
"resolved" as it f'alls of its own weight. 
2. In Boston some representatives of the Massachusetts 
Council of Churches offered to discuss with Welch the most 
effective ways of combatting Communism. When this o'£fer was 
bypassed by Welch there was, un'£ortunately, little more ever 
said of it. 
In Boston also there was a less polite challenge 
issued to Welch to defend his attack upon UNICEF Christmas 
greeting cards in a public debate. His failure to respond 
was somewhat more widely publicized. 
The private characterization of President Eisenhower 
as "a conscious agent of the Communist conspiracy" which 
Welch made in The Politician and which was subsequently 
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resolution or the conrlict over this initial charge or issue 
ever comes, opponents of the Society should always protest 
the fact that representatives of the Birch Society refused 
to engage in rational debate over it. 
Third, opponents should insist that representatives 
of the Birch Society also observe the nor.ms of rational and 
communal conflict. They should point out to representatives 
or the Society and to the uncomndtted public when and wherein 
they fail to do so.1 Whenever it may become appropriate and 
necessary, it is to be remembered by opponents of the Society 
that the law of the land provides ~egal recourse against 
libel and slander. 
publicized, provides a good example of this kind of tenacious 
handling of an issue by opponents of Welch and the Birch 
Society. This charge by Welch is one that obviously embar-
rasses most of the followers of Welch. And the opponents 
of the Society, particularly those within the press, have 
continually asked for further comment on the charge. To 
date, Welch has never given anything that would begin to 
approach a satisfactory explanation ror either the opponents 
of Welch or for the general public. 
1. Coleman cites an excellent example of this point. 
"In a recent controversy in Cincinnati over the left-wing 
political history of the city planning director, supporters 
of the director and of the councilman who hired him for.med a 
•Committee of 150 for Political Morality.• This Committee 
used considerable sophistication in the selection of a name 
and in their whole campaign. Rather than remain on the 
defensive, and let the opposition blanket the community with 
charges of subversion, this Comndttee invoked an equally 
strong value -- of morality in politics -- and took the 
offensive against the use of personal attack by their 
opponents. This technique constitutes a way in which 
controversy can be held on a relatively high plane: by 
invoking community norms against smears, using these very 
nor.ms as an issue of the controversy." Coleman, Communitz 
Conflict, p. 12. 
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In all three aspects of this proposed strategy~ the 
nor.ms of rational and communal conflict can be upheld and 
strengthened. These norms may be affirmed by the fidelity 
of opponents of the Society to them~ these norma may be 
demonstrated in insistence upon early rational and communal 
debate upon a particular charge or issue~ and they may be 
enforced through insistence upon them to the Society, before 
the public, and through the courts. 
It appears that to the degree that mambers and 
leaders or the Society are compelled to engage in rational 
and communal conflict~ to this degree~ the influence of the 
Birch Society within the American social system may become 
potentially functional and constructive. 
APPENDIX 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
The items tor the questionnaire were drawn from 
Rokeachl and Christie2 with the exception of two constructed 
by the author. The sources of the items of the questionnaire 
are designated following each item as follows: 11RD" items 
are those drawn trom the Dogmatism Scale ot Rokeach. "R0 11 
and 11LO" items are those drawn from the Opinionation Scale 
ot Rokeach indicating right and lett opinionation respectively. 
"F" items are among the standard F Scale items identified 
by Christie as particularly discriminating. "Fr" items are 
F Scale reversals drawn tram Christie. The scores on these 
"Fr" items have been reversed tor this tabulation. "A" items 
are those constructed by the author. 
The mean scores are reported under each item in the 
questionnaire tor the following three classifications of 
response: ~ indicates the mean score for 28 Birch Society 
members and leaders and for an additional 17 "Birch-like" 
1. Milton Rokeach, "Political and Religious Dogma-
tiam: An Alternative to the Authoritarian Personality," 
Psychological Monographs, 70, Mo. 18. 
2. R. Christie, Joan Havel, and B. Seidenberg, 
0 Is the F Scale Irreversible?" Journal of Abnormal and 
Social Psychology, 56, 143-59. 
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persons interviewed. The 28 members and leaders are dis-
cussed in Chapter Four. The 17 "Birch-like" persons were 
others to whom the questionnaire was administered who, 
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though denying membership in the Society, either came 
strongly to the defense ot Welch and the Society, or tailed 
to dissociate themselves from the ideology and activity ot 
social protest ot the Society. B -~ L indicates the mean 
score ot the perception that the 21 or the 45 Birch Society 
members and "Birch-like" persons who were willing to respond 
had ot the way in which a local or national liberal "enemy" 
would respond to these same items. L -• B indicates the mean 
score of the perception that 15 local liberal "enemies," who 
had engaged in local and characteristically non-communal 
conflict with the Birch Society, bad ot the way in which 
a local leader of the Society would respond to these items. 
A more complete report of the data from this ques-
tionnaire (including complete raw data from each respondent 
with name detached, as well as computation of the significance 
ot the response of each of the three classifications of 
response as related to the F Scale, Rokeach Dogmatism, and 
Rokeach Opinionation items according to the two-tailed t test) 
would be available to competent scholars with a clear research 
interest. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
The following is a study of what community leaders 
think and feel about a number of important community and 
national issues. The best answer to each statement is a 
personal opinion. An attempt has been made to cover a great 
many different and opposing points of view; one may find him-
self agreeing strongly with some statements, disagreeing just 
as strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about others; 
whether one agrees or disagrees with any statement, he can 
be sure that many people feel the same as he does. 
Write +1 6 +26 +3 6 or -1, -2, -36 depending on how the person 
would feel in each case. 
+1: WOULD AGREE A LITTLE (5*) -1: WOULD DISAGREE A LITTLE (3*) 
+2: WOULD AGREE ON THE WHOLE -2: WOULD DISAGREE ON THE 
(6*) WHOLE (2*) 
+.3: WOULD AGREE VERY MUCH (7*) -3: WOULD DISAGREE VERY MUCH (1*) 
0: WOULD NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE (4*) 
1. No weakness or difficulty can hold us back if we have 
enough will power. (F) 
B: 5.62 L -• B: 6.13 B -• L: 5.05 
2. A man who does not believe in some great cause has not 
really lived. (RD) 
6.18 6.20 6.oo 
3· It•s already crystal-clear that failure. (RO) 
the United Nations is a 
6.73 6.73 1.29 
4. It 1s simply incredible that anyone should believe that 
socialized medicine will actually help solve our health 
problems. (RO) 
5.58 6.33 1.71 
5. Of all the different philosophies which exist in this 
world there is probably only one which is correct. (RD) 
4.82 6.13 4.19 
6. One main trouble today is that people talk too much and 
work too little. (F) 
5.04 5.20 3.29 
* Denotes numerical weight assigned to each response in 
scoring. 
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1. Big Business is one of the most dangerous threats to 
our .American way or lite. (A) 
~: 1.38 L -~ B: 1.87 B -• L: 6.38 
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8. It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of 
the future. (RD) 
4.09 4.67 4·14 
9. It's the fellow travellers or Reds who keep yelling all 
the time about Civil Rights. (RO) 
4.93 6.60 1.43 
10. Most people just don't know what's good tor them. (RD) 
3.09 5.93 6.14 
11. In this complicated world ot ours the only way we can 
know what•s gping on is to rely on leaders or experts 
who can be trusted. (RD) 
1.78 5.53 6.10 
12. A study of American history clearly shows that it is 
the American businessman who has contributed most to 
our society. (RO) 
4.93 6.53 1.95 
13. There are two kinds ot people in this world: those who 
are tor the truth and those who are against the truth. (RD) 
3.76 6.20 3.80 
14. Labor Unions are no serious threat to our American way 
ot life. (A) 
2.31 1.87 6.38 
15. In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends 
and associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as 
one's own. (RD) 
4.51 5.47 4.29 
16. Anyone who's old enough to remember the Hoover days will 
tell you it's a lucky thing Hoover was never re-elected. (LO) 
1.56 2.13 6.48 
17. TO compromise with our political opponents is dangerous 
because it usually leads to the betrayal of our own side. 
{RD) 
2.90 
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16. In spite of what one reads about the wild sex life of 
people in important places, the real story is about the 
same _in any group of people. ( Fr) 
B: 3.18 L -~ B: 4.27 B -~ L: 2.05 
19. In the history of mankind there have probably been just 
a handful of really great thinkers. (RD) 
4·33 6.13 4.57 
20. One or the most important things children should learn 
is when to disobey authorities. (Fr) 
5.47 4.80 4.00 
21. Every person should have complete faith in some super-
natural power whose decisions he obeys without question. (F) 
4.98 5.73 2.76 
22. A person must be pretty stupid if he still believes in 
differences between the races. (LO) 
2.36 2.13 5.86 
23. The worst crime a person could commit is to attack 
publicly the peopl• who believe in the same thing he 
does. (RD) 
3·29 3.67 4.57 
24. A person must be pretty gullible if he really believes 
that the Communists have actually infiltrated into the 
government and education. (LO) 
1.04 1.oo 6.1o 
25. Human nature doesn't make war inevitable; man may some 
day establish a peaceful world. (Fr) 
4.38 5.53 2.76 
26. No sane, normal, decent person could ever think or 
hurting a close friend or relative. (F) 
4.oo 3.47 4.31 
27. What this country needs most, more than laws and 
political programs, is a few courageous, tireless, 
devoted leaders in whom the people can put their 
trust. (F) 
4.33 6.oo 5.~ 
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28. History clearly shows that it is the private enterprise 
system which is at the root of depressions and wars. (LO) 
B: 1.11 L -~ B: 1.00 B -• L: 6.oo 
29. If it weren't for the rebellious ideas of youth there 
would be less progress in the world. (Fr) 
4.31 5.13 4-43 
30. People ought to pay more attention to new ideas, even if 
they seem to go against the American way of life. (Fr) 
4.84 5.93 1.67 
31. Insults to our honor are not always important enough to 
bother about. (Fr) 
4-44 5.20 2.67 
32. Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature. (RD) 
3·54 3·67 4.38 
33· A group which tolerates too much differences or opinion 
among its own members cannot exist for long. (RD) 
3.80 5.73 4.10 
.34· Science has things that 
human mind. 
5.80 
its place, but there are many important 
can never possibly be understood by the 
(!i') 
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ABSTRACT 
The problem o~ this dissertation is psychological 
and sociological description and analysis o~ the appeals 
and activities o~ the John Birch Society as a movement o~ 
social protest o~ the radical right. 
The John Birch Society is one o~ the major organi-
zations described in current journalistic treatments as 
radical right or as right-wing extremist. The Society came 
to public prominence in the spring o~ 1961 as awareness of 
its fairly widespread organizational accomplishments and 
of the more extreme opinions o~ its founder, Robert Welch, 
were brought to public attention by the press. 
The method included both library and ~ield research. 
Library research, both before and after the field research, 
focused upon the provision o~ an adequate ~ramework of 
psychological and sociological theory through which to 
perceive the setting, the leader, the organization and 
membership, and the ideology and activity of the John Birch 
Society. The primary data so perceived were those of many 
of the Birch Society publications, those provided by 
observers of local Birch Society conflicts in Gloucester, 
Little Rook, E1 Paso, Dallas, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, 
San Diego, Phoenix, and Wichita, and those provided by the 
participants on each side o~ these con~licts through 
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interviews and, with many, through the administration of a 
questionnaire. Secondary data were provided by newspaper, 
newsmagazine, and personal correspondence descriptive of 
the leader, the organization, the membership, the ideology, 
and the local and national activities of the Birch Society. 
The conclusions of this dissertation are as follows: 
1. The Birch Society functions as a fundamentalist reaction. 
2. The top leadership of the Society is charismatic. 
3. The organizational-leadership structure of the Society 
is an unstable mixture of both charismatic and rational-
bureaucratic elements. 
4. The stance of the Society as an aggressive sect is 
inherently unstable. 
~. The activity and ideology of social protest represent 
the major appeal of the Society. 
6. The conflict in which the Society engages is character-
istically non-communal. 
1. The ideology of the Society is substantively and formally 
logic-tight and, characteristically, those who affirm it are 
highly closed-minded. 
8. Within our troubled setting, the ideology provides the 
mcial-psychological appeals of certainty, superiority, and 
self-righteousness and "justifies" aggression toward other-
wise invulnerable objects of frustration. 
9. As a fundamentalist reaction, the Society fails to serve 
its manifest function, none of its latent functions appear 
to be constructive, and some are latently dysfUnctional even 
for its own existence. 
10. The Society is well described as a movement of social 
protest of the radical right. 
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These conclusions led the author to observe that 
the non-rational character of the Society tends to dominate 
and to obscure whatever fundwnental forces and issues may 
be in conflict. The implications of this observation, for 
the legitimated processes of the American democratic 
society, then led the author to the position that the only 
way to move conflicts with the Society into potentially 
constructive channels appears to be through insistence 
upon the norms of rational and communal conflict. 
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